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                                                    FOREWORD 

 

 

     Sr. M. Katerina Bakova was  a nun who belonged to the Order of Preachers. She 

was born on 9
th

 November 1906 in Hencovce in East Slovakia. In 1923, at the age of 

seventeen, she joined the Convent of the Dominican Sisters in Kosice. In 1924 she was  

sent to the motherhouse of the  congregation in Repcin in Moravia for her formation. 

On the 27
th

 August 1925 she received  the white habit of  the Dominican Order and the 

new name Sister Maria Sidonia. She was then placed among the auxiliary sisters – lay 

sisters. 

     After the year of her noviciate she was professed  and appointed to the position of 

portress at the entrance gate of Repcin Convent, which she held until her transfer to 

the contemplative Order of Dominican Nuns – then called the IInd Order. On the 9
th

 of 

August  1946 she left the congregation and  joined a small group of postulants of  the 

IInd Order run by Fr. Metodej Haban OP, PhDr. *1)  When the charter of 

establishment from the Holy See was received  on 30
th

 April 1948, three sisters, 

formerly  members of the Dominican Congregation, made Solemn Vows, while the 

postulants received  the habit of the IInd Order. At her profession in the IInd Order  

Sister Sidonia´s name was changed to Sister Maria Katerina (after St. Catherine of 

Siena) and she was immediately appointed  the Novice Mistress. When Mother 

Dominika Sedlackova gave up her position of prioress due to her long and eventually 

terminal illness on 27
th

  August 1950, Sister Katerina was elected the prioress. As all 

the  other members of the community were novices, she remained the Novice Mistress 

at the same time.  

        Happy and unproblematic days did not last long  for the newly-established 

convent. It encountered similar difficulties to all the other religious orders in the 

country under the communist  regime. The community went successively through 

several so-called communal convents, where nuns of different orders were placed 

together. But with her wisdom, tact and presence of mind, Mother Katerina and her 

family of nuns safely overcame all the hurdles of  her forty-year-long  priorship. She 

spent the last years of her life, weak and chronically ill, in the Monastery of the Holy 

Cross in Znojmo, which was returned to the Dominican Order in 1990. She died on 

16
th

 May 2002  at the age of 96. 

 

This book covers the monastic life of Mother Katerina from 1923 to 1952. The Czech 

edition of the remaining part of her autobiography is in preparation. 
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A Letter to My Spiritual Father 

 

Ave Maria ! 

Dear Spiritual Father, 

It rather seems to me that the Lord God does not approve of  the fact that day after day  

I prefer doing all kinds of things to writing my autobiography, the task you assigned 

me to do. I would really like to write it. I know it is my duty, but I still cannot pluck up 

the courage to start, as I do not know how to begin. I feel absolutely incapable of 

undertaking such a task. However, I am aware that it is the wish of the Lord Jesus to 

whom I am not able to deny anything and I have every hope that He will be with me all 

the time and help me if necessary! 

      When I received your letter of 5th March, which I had been expecting impatiently, 

and I read  a sentence  “You just try  hard by yourself and leave it up to God what He 

lets you write,“ I became deeply convinced it was the Divine will for me to do so. But 

then my chicken-hearted nature started to put up violent  resistance against  the task 

again and I was just looking for excuses and arguments against fulfilling it. The good 

Lord Jesus hurried to His child´s assistance and with a single sentence He immediately 

chased  away all  my faint-heartedness and struggles  and completely restored my  

peace of mind. The words were: ´I am God, the Holy One  and if I ask for a sacrifice 

from my poor creature, I want it to be genuine.´  Full of love for him, I exclaimed: ´Oh, 

my Lord and my God, the sacrifices You require from me are always so great that I 

don´t feel equal to meet them!´ And the Lord replied: ´You are right, but am I not 

powerful enough to accomplish anything that is beyond you?´ Then all my arguing 

stopped.   

      On Annunciation Day, celebrated on 2nd April that year, during the morning 

meditation I could constantly hear the words that the Angel said to the Virgin Mary: 

“…there is nothing impossible with God.“  (Lk 1, 37) And then, for the rest of the day 

and even for the whole week, I had  them in mind all the time. I began to understand 

what those words meant to me and then my reluctance gradually disappeared. 

     I know my limits and realise  I would not be able to achieve anything by myself. 

But as I take the Divine help for granted, I  am willingly taking my pen now to do what 

God Himself has assigned me to do. Everything is to be directed just to His greater 

honour and glory. Yes, I will do my best to praise God. I am well-aware that my work 

will be poor and imperfect, but it does not make me sad, for an imperfect creature 

cannot make perfect things. And so, Spiritual Father, please, do not be confused if you 

find there are a lot of mistakes in spelling and grammar as well as in my narrative 

style. I would never be able to talk to you except in a simple way -  that is in the same 

way I can think and acquire my  knowledge. 

     Spiritual Father! What I am saying just now is being said with all sincerity and 

truthfulness! I am not going to allow myself to worry about what you may think of me. 

The main  thing I am dealing with is that ´God wants his creature´s  sacrifice to be 

genuine.´ 

     I am sure you understand me, which makes it easier for me to forget about  my  

shyness and tell you everything in a simple and modest manner, for it is the 

genuineness of the manner which the Lord Jesus appreciates.  To illustrate it, I will tell 

you what happened to me: 
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     When I finally decided to start my autobiography, I took a sheet of paper and a 

pencil and  was thinking for a while how to begin!  Eventually, I started. I wanted to 

present a very neat and also a somewhat refined piece of writing so I decided to make  

a draft in pencil  and after correcting it, to make the final presentation. I actually did 

this. When I was checking the result with satisfaction, suddenly  a spark of the Lord´s 

light fell on it and I clearly realized  that all my efforts were in vain, as I had not 

expressed anything valuable and useful. I took a red pencil, crossed it all out and 

started all over again. It always happens to me. I must not try to imitate other great and 

beautiful souls, to whom, at their birth, the Lord gave a gift of attracting other souls to 

eternal and immortal beauty. If I did anything like that,  it would only cause perplexity  

in my soul. 

     If I want to keep  my peace of mind continually, I have to be little. And as I want to 

be a little one for ever, I have to examine  thoroughly how  “the little“  act, to be able 

to follow them in all ways. I can imagine little children when the parents set a task for 

them. Children love their parents very much and that is why they fulfill their duties 

with all their love. When their job is completed, they run back to their parents with joy 

and love to show them the results of their work. The only reward  for them, and also 

their greatest satisfaction, is their parents´ kind smile. Then a happy-go-lucky child 

usually leaves the parents without thinking about what will happen to the result  of his 

or her effort. On many occasions the parents throw it away or burn it in the child´s 

absence. Who would hold it against them? For it is just a worthless childish piece of 

trash, good for nothing.  

     Being aware of this, Spiritual Father, I start to write what God asks me to write. I 

am going to write about His love for me and about His grace that has been guiding me 

for all my life. I am deeply convinced that God will be equally glorified by my 

obedience and love for the Lord Jesus as He could be glorified by the amazing works 

of the giants. It does not even matter whether you or someone else will ever read this 

piece of writing at all. As a reward for my effort I am expecting just one of Jesus´ 

smiles!  

       

       In Bohosudov on the day of  the  spiritual exercises in May 1951.  
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Early childhood  

 

     Whenever in my life I started to think seriously about the graces  bestowed on me 

by the Lord God, I always  came to the conclusion that eternity would not be long 

enough for me to thank Him for everything He has done for me. As He, the most Holy 

God, wishes me to speak about these things in this piece of writing, I am going  to do 

so in His honour and praise. 

 

     First of all, I have to thank God for the grace of being born into a genuine Catholic 

faith. His infinite goodness gave me pious and good parents who have taught me to 

recognize Him and love Him as the highest form of goodness. My parents were 

genuinely good people. They made us respect Christian principles and taught us to live 

a pious  life. All the children used to pray in the morning and in the evening, always 

together and always aloud. On Sundays we all went to church, although it was an 

hour´s walk from our place. I had never seen my parents to be angry with each other. 

Our home was ruled in real family peace. 

     One morning when I woke up, I could see something unusual: The table was laid 

with a white tablecloth, there were two lighted candles on it and a crucifix in the 

middle. Daddy was kneeling on the floor in front of the table and mummy was 

standing behind him. I did not know what it meant and so I was looking for someone to 

explain it to me. Then my older sister whispered  in my ear that father had sworn upon 

his honour that he would never drink spirits. 

     He kept his promise for the rest of his life. He only had some wine from time to 

time, but only during feasts and even then he was just a moderate drinker. Daddy also 

liked smoking tobacco. He would have loved to get rid of that bad habit, but he was 

not strong enough to give it up. When he started to understand how great an evil it was 

and that he was not able to stop it by himself, he forbade my brother to start either 

smoking or drinking so that that he would not get used to it. My brother obeyed him 

without any objections and they were both happy. Our parents loved each other with 

supernatural love. They were full of genuine happiness and joy and  there was always 

peace and quiet in our home.  But it was God´s will that He should call our dear good 

mother to Himself very soon, when I was only seven years old.   

      Before the age of seven I found my childhood rather ordinary, as ordinary as an 

ordinary  weekday.  I was born on a Friday morning of the 9th November 1906. My 

parents were supposedly not very happy. They had begged the Lord for a son and He 

gave them a daughter. I was the fifth girl, one daughter had already departed to God 

and so did  the only son God had given to them, only to take him back to Himself again 

soon - as a little angel. Three little sisters were alive so I was the fourth one.  

     From this ordinary period of my childhood three little situations have stuck in my 

mind. When I was about three years old, I was playing with other children in our  

room, then I ran out to the meadow, fell down and broke my arm. I remember that 

mum told it to daddy, and he hitched up the horse to the cart, mother took me in her 

arms and we went to the fourth village from ours  to see the doctor and receive 

treatment.  I do not remember whether I cried, I only know that neither of my parents 

uttered a word during the whole journey. 
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     Not long after that, I think it was the following year, my Dad was threshing in the 

barn. The door of the barn was unhinged and it was leaning against the wall. As 

usually, I went there with the other children  and  I threw  the big  door   down on 

myself. This time my leg got dislocated  and again it had to be straightened by an 

expert.  

     The third story happened when I was about five. I was walking along the road with 

my cousin from her place to ours, when a cart, which was unfortunately carrying my 

godmother, ran me over. The coachman had not paid attention to the horses and so he 

neared the ditch we were walking along and we had nowhere to escape. My godmother 

was unhappy when they pulled me out from  below the cart, but things were not too 

bad either. Again, I had just sprained my leg.  

     None of these incidents caused much excitement, weeping or reproaches. My dear 

parents accepted all these troubles silently, as a matter of course, and so did I. I do not 

remember being molly-coddled or caressed in any way. Our mum had a lot of work to 

do for us, hence she had no time left for spoiling us. Father looked after the farm. 

     As I have mentioned above, we were four girls – Anna (Hana), Marie (Marja), 

Helena (Ilka), Alzbeta (Erzicka) – and two brothers – Michal (Misko) and Juraj 

(Durko) *2)  both younger than I. As soon as they were able to speak a bit, they  

started to pray with us  in the  morning  and in the evening. We  would go to  church   

every Sunday, though it was quite far – about an hour´s walk. Life in our cottage was 

joyful and pleasant. My mother was very good-natured and kind. As I have already 

pointed out, I never saw her be angry with anybody. When she had already departed to 

God and I was a bit older,  father´s sister told me of her that when mother was still 

young and heard somebody speak badly about her behind the door, she was hurt, but 

she never showed it. She entered the room with a smile, kindly addressed those who 

judged  her unfairly and pretended that she had not heard anything. And when they 

noticed how generous she was, they were touched and  annoyance was always avoided. 

No wonder our father had great respect for such a wife. 

 

     When the First World War broke out in 1914 our good father had to leave his 

beloved family and go to war. He took our horse and a cart and he left mother and the 

six children at home. The oldest sister was twenty-one, married for about half a year, 

and her husband was conscripted at the same time. My youngest brother was one and a 

half years old. Thus my mother was left alone without our dear father, just with her 

sorrow and her six tiny little children.  

Even in such a situation I did not see mother driven to despair. She remained calm and 

solemn. Maybe she already knew what kind of sacrifice would be asked from her by 

God in a short time – her own life. Less than a month after the men left, she fell 

seriously ill and in  a week she was called to her Maker.  It became evident that the 

disease was really serious and mother knew she would die. She called one child after 

another to her, pressed each of us against her loving heart and so  her suffering grew 

more intense. When she was alone in the room I climbed on to her bed and asked her: 

´What hurts you, mummy ?´  She just glanced at me, her eyes all bloodshot, gave a 

sigh and did not answer. Our oldest sister asked her, crying:  ´Sweet mother, what shall 

I do with these tiny little children if you die ?´ Mother comforted her and said: ´You´ll  

bake a loaf of bread, beat the butter and spread it on the slices of bread to feed them.´  

What a painful piece of advice!  
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     Mother had already forseen  that  she would leave us. On one Sunday she fell ill, on 

the following one it was her funeral. We were just preparing the funeral, when we 

received a letter from father and I remember my sister reading that letter to mother, 

who already lay in the coffin, while people were gathering for the funeral. Oh, there 

had never been so much weeping in our place! My youngest brother kept going around 

exclaming: ´Where is my mummy ?´ When somebody replied she was in the coffin he 

answered: ´This is not my mum, my mum is pretty and this one is not!´ And he started 

to scream: ´Give me my mum, my pretty mum!´  

     Our dear mother passed away in October 1914 and three days before her death she 

gave birth to a little dead daughter. Without being baptised, without a priest, she was 

buried by my sister and auntie. All of us sprinkled holy water over our little sister´s 

dead body  and our dearest wish was to bring her to life,  if only for a little while,  just 

to receive  holy baptism. We were very sorry for her that she would never be able to 

see the Lord God. 

 

     Mother´s burial took place on Sunday. Many people gathered not only from our 

village but from all the surroundings and  they were all mourning with us and over us. 

When we left mother in the graveyard and returned home, my sister Ann took over her 

duties as mummy had told her before she died. She tried hard to be a mother to all of 

us and she took care of us as well as she could. Her husband, whom she had married 

half a year before, had never come back from the war and so she remained a widow till 

the end of her life.  

     After mother´s death our relatives sent an application to the military headquarters so 

that our father would be discharged. He was in Galicia at that time and the request was 

immediately complied with. Nobody told him the reason why he was sent home. He 

just said good-bye to his friends and rushed home. On his way home different thoughts 

crossed his mind: What might have happened that they let him go so suddenly ? But 

the right reason had never entered his mind. When he was quite near, about four hours´ 

journey from our place, he met an acquaintance of his, also a soldier, who asked him 

how he was. Father replied he was fine because he had just been discharged from the 

army, but then the soldier drew a letter out of his pocket and read my dad a sentence: 

´Michal Bak´´ s wife has died.´  After these words, as father told us later, he felt as if 

the soldier shot him right in the heart and then he was not able for anything. The closer 

his home, the more painful was his torture. He could not go right home, so he called on 

his cousin in the neighbouring village. There he recovered his composure a bit  and 

only then was he able to pluck up courage and go home, accompanied by our uncle. 

       I can remember father´s arrival very well. Despite the fact that thirty-seven years 

have passed since that day, whenever I recollect that moment I cannot help crying.  

Even today I can still see him walking solemnly and slowly, his head bent down, big 

tears streaming down his face through  his downcast eyes and dropping on the floor. 

All of us ran to him and led him to the room, where we all started to weep loudly. 

     Soon after that it was All Saints´ Day  and in the afternoon we all went to the 

graveyard together. We stayed there with father till late in the evening. We were 

praying and crying. When we returned home, father said: ´If the Lord God wanted us 

to be orphans, so we are.´ He, as he went on, did not want to make us feel even more 

orphaned, and because he loved us, he decided not to get married  again, but to carry 

his cross bravely till his death, as the Lord God had allowed our mum be taken away 

from this world. He kept that promise and never listened to the people who kept 
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persuading him that he was still young and tempted him to get married so as to become 

as happy as he used to be. On the contrary, he listened to the voice of his conscience. 

He carried the cross put on his shoulders by the Lord with bravery and love and I think 

he  never regretted it because later he was very happy among his children. God did not 

save him from plenty of suffering in this world, but He gave him the strength and 

patience to endure it and God´s blessing rested on him his whole life. 

      Soon after mother´ s death all the members of the family, except for father, our 

oldest sister and me, fell ill of typhoid. Our little brothers and the older sister had 

recovered soon, but our sister Helena, who was ten then, had to stay in bed for ten 

months. Permanent fever tormented her day and night and due to it she was completely 

unconscious for a longer period of time. Later she was not able to utter a word, she lost 

her speech. I do not know exactly how long it had lasted, but it must have taken a very 

long time because we all thought she would never speak again. One night, when my 

sister was alone with her, Helena started to move her lips and by herself, as in a dream, 

started to recite the Our Father. When she stopped  and did not know how to go on, my 

sister prompted her a few words and she continued up to the end. In   the  morning,  

when   Anna  announced   it  to us,  we  all  rejoiced  and   thanked  God  for returning 

speech to her.  After the illness Helena´s head was as bald as a coot.  Later her hair 

grew again, but it was never as beautiful as it used to be before the illness, when it 

even tempted her vanity. She slowly recovered, but typhoid had left its traces: it 

affected her leg and so Helena remained lame  for the rest of her life.  

      At the very beginning father took her to different hospitals and saw all available 

doctors with her. However, Doctor-God decided to leave His darling in this vale of 

tears in the state of humiliation and so earthly doctors did not have the power to cure 

her. It was a truly fateful blow for my dear father and for the whole family, but the 

awareness that God let it happen encouraged him and the hope of eternal life eased his 

great pain. Yes, it was the Divine will to keep my little sister in solitude and isolation 

from this world which had tempted her so much before she fell ill, even though she had 

been just a little girl then. All the more if she had grown up like that, then the danger 

would certainly have been even greater! The fact that she remained  lame due to the 

illness made her stay at home in silence and solitude, far from the madding world. It 

was after the illness, that  Jesus, the lover of souls, got hold of her young heart and 

bound it to His Sacred Heart for ever. For our sister, who at the beginning carried her 

cross, her loneliness and seclusion, with great difficulty, gradually started to love it so 

much that it became the source of her joy and delight. And how grateful she was to the 

Lord for her lot!  It was He who showed her the vanity of this world and gave her a gift 

of perceiving the beauty of internal  life. In her solitude He spoke to her young heart 

and lit the fire of love for Himself in it. She was full of zeal for God´s  honour and was 

longing to make everybody feel the same. She became a living sacrifice and daily 

offered herself to God for her brothers and sisters.       

      I am afraid that I have strayed from the subject a bit, but I think I may praise God 

also by  mentioning the beloved people who helped me fall in love with eternal things 

and despise the temporal ones. It  was particularly my sister Helena who  caused me to 

leave the world. For it was she, who by her example, without any talking, by mere 

silence, and especially by the silent manner of her exemplary life, showed me the way 

to the beauty of immortal eternity. Her example stuck in my memory so much that 

even in the convent I often recalled her to encourage myself when I found something 

too difficult to get through. Above all, we appreciated her prayers that she sent out to 
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God for us all. This is why all the members of the family, mainly father, loved her so 

much.  

      Daddy respected her as God´s favourite, so he preferred her to us all and assigned 

her the task of  looking after our family budget. When father brought some money, he 

handed it over to the ´cashier´, as he called her, and whenever he needed it, she would 

give it out to him. It was not only a small family cashbox such as you might imagine: 

Father was  a church and school curator in one person and when the new church was 

being built, he was in charge of paying all the workers, hence also our cashier would 

be pretty busy. Helena never got rid of that duty, not even after father´s death, because 

when my married brother and his wife and children took the farm over,  they still left 

the post of the cashier to her.  Before father died, he entrusted his ´darling´ to our 

brother,  who was younger than his sister, with the words:  ´I am entrusting my child to 

you! She is your sister and I wish you would never let your wife or children hurt her!´ 

Our brother promised to see to it and he really did. They all live in love and harmony. 

Sister Helena brings up her brother´s children even more carefully than their own 

mother. The soul that loves God more than anything certainly tries to teach even the 

innocent little children to love the good Lord God. Oh, how much and how easily I 

would be able to write about this sister of mine, whom I loved and still love so much, 

being aware that all this love is just a reflection of the heavenly love that we will have 

for one another  in eternity! For I ascribe all the good God rained on our family  to her 

sacrifices. I feel I am obliged to her very much and hope she will  be rewarded by the 

Lord Jesus Himself ! 

 

     But now, back to my ordinary childhood. I have called it  “ordinary“  because at 

that time I had no idea of the  existence of a different way of life in this world. My life 

was simple like that of other children and I tried to be like them in both good and evil. 

When I first went to school a few days after mother´s death, I was rather late - the 

classes had already started. In the school yard there stood the teacher´s sister and her 

assistant, named Rozika. She took me by the hand and led me to her sister. The teacher 

got up and in a touching way she addressed the children: ´She has no mother anymore,´ 

and kissed me on my forehead. Then she pointed at the picture of the Virgin Mary 

hanging on the wall above her table and uttered the following words: ´From today on 

the Virgin  Mary will be your mother.´ Then she petted me again and sent me to my 

place. When I sat down, I felt very embarrassed. I did not like much attention, but now 

the whole school, about eighty children, turned their attention to me. I thought to 

myself that I would have liked my teacher much more if she had not said anything. I 

was so upset that I did not tell anybody about it at home. I found it so unpleasant and 

somewhat  wrong  that I preferred not to speak about it.  As for the teacher, since then  

I always avoided meeting her face to face.  

      However, she was always very good and gentle to me. She was never angry with 

me and she was fond of me from the beginning to the end of my school attendance. 

Our teacher, Ms Aloisia Strasserova, was very pious. She was the only teacher in all 

six classes of our school. It must have cost her a lot of effort and self-denial to 

maintain discipline in such a big class full of restless children, but with her holy 

patience she was successful. God was obviously with her, for her strong  influence on 

our little childish hearts was evident.  As I have personally experienced, the Lord God 

used her as His instrument to talk to us. Even though I had considered her words about 

the Virgin Mary embarrassing, later I started to hold the conviction that the Lord God 
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Himself uttered them through her: “From today on the Virgin Mary will be your 

mother.“  Later  I was, and still am, grateful to her that  having pointed at the picture of 

my Mother, she made it easier for me to approach her without fear and to childishly 

fall in love with her. And really, whenever I glanced at the picture of the Virgin Mary, 

I always realized she was my Mother. How comforting and sweet it was to know it!   

      Yes, the Virgin Mary really took up my cause and I could turn to Her  with all my 

childish grief and anxiety, without any fear or shyness and with absolute trust as to my 

real good mother. And because she never overlooked even the least important of my 

requests, my love and trust in my good Mother grew day by day. I did not have to hide 

any secret from her. I remember that one day I lost a small thing, a little ribbon for my 

hair or something like that, which was probably new and very nice. I was sorry to lose 

it and I was afraid my sister would be upset  about it too. I simply thought it was a 

shame. I was looking for it in all the places I used to go with other children, and when I 

could not find it anywhere, I invoked my heavenly Mother in tears to help me find it. 

And my good kind Mother really did help me!  

     Each time it was the same. When I was a little child she helped me only with minor 

things. Later she helped me solve more difficult and serious situations and problems, 

mostly of spiritual rather than material character. I want to write especially about the 

spiritual matters in order to make it clear for every reader that our heavenly Mother 

loves the souls  that completely devote themselves to her –  with all their hearts, their 

bodies and their possessions; that she is ready to help us with everything. It is my own 

personal experience, and it is a general truth, that who finds  Her, finds life. Not earthly 

life, but eternal life based in Jesus, Her Son. 

 

  When I was twelve, my sister enrolled me in the Confraternity of the Rosary and  in 

the Scapular of the Virgin Mary of Carmel. I was happy. Although the prayers of  

confraternities were not compulsory under sin I recited  them daily, either together 

with the others or just by myself. If sometimes I could not pray the rosary kneeling at 

home, I tried to pray it on my way to or from the field, but I never missed it. Mother of 

God was delighted with my loyalty and never ignored my prayers. She accepted 

everything that I put in Her motherly hands and presented it to  her Divine Son. This is 

why all my requests, as far as I can remember, have always, always been heard!  

 

     The first of my heartful requests to my Mother was the following one: At the age of 

thirteen I heard something about  nuns living in a convent, who fully dedicated 

themselves to God and lived in seclusion from the vanity of the world. I began to feel a 

desire for a similar way of life  and presented it to Her. I never mentioned it to anyone 

else. From time to time I spent a while thinking about it, but as it seemed so unlikely to 

come true that I tried instead to forget it. That is why I  lived as I had lived before, did 

not say anything to anybody and took part in all kinds of entertainment with the girls of 

the same age and background in accordance with our customs and traditions. I 

considered it my duty to take part in all the usual events so as to be like other girls. 

However,  gradually this duty started to be more and more diffifult and abhorrent to 

me. One Sunday afternoon we were supposed to go to the dance in another village. My 

cousin was already waiting for me and I asked my married sister whether I should go. 

And she promptly replied: ´And who should go, me? I´ve been through going to the 

dance.´ I never attended  the dance to enjoy myself, on the contrary, I went there just to 
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be like the others. Later I got to understand what a coward I had been to be so  afraid of 

my friends´ mockery.   

     It was only in the prayers I found genuine joy. I loved being alone and thinking 

about eternity, so I used to love to walk to the field we were working on, to a very far 

one, if possible. On my way I would pray and if there was nobody within hearing, I 

would sing songs to my heavenly Mother. When we were returning home on a cart, it 

was usually late in the evening, I used to recite the rosary and sweet feelings flooded 

my heart at the sight of the beautiful blue sky. Oh, the blue heavenly sky, how much it 

attracted my childish eyes! I already knew that up there, beyond the blue skies, the 

only genuine happiness a human heart is longing for could be found. 

     I have to stress once more that I never found much pleasure in anything but God. I 

loved my dear father very much and he loved me too, but I could never stand any 

petting or caressing from him. My younger brothers were hanging on to daddy most of 

the time, accompanied him everywhere, slept with him, sang him the songs they had 

learnt at school that day; in a word, they  were  father´s pride. They were well aware of 

it, and so they often teased me by inviting me to father to be petted like them. Father 

himself also laughed at me. As for my older sister, who was my second mother, it was 

the same. When I was sleeping next to her and she embraced me lovingly, I felt almost 

sick and could not fall asleep. As soon as I  could see that she had fallen asleep, I 

immediately put some distance between her and me. I knew well that if she had noticed 

that, she would have been upset and hurt. But I could not help it. The reason was that 

the Lord God wanted all the love of my heart only for Himself. In spite of  that, I 

tenderly loved all my siblings and I never avoided our usual family enjoyments. I was 

always happy among my kin when we were all at home  and shared our joys and griefs. 

Yes, at home, among those closest to me, I was happy and I could breathe freely. Any 

other company but my family made me feel distressed and gloomy. 

      At home everything was cheerful, especially when my brothers grew up a bit. 

During the day they were at school and when they came home it was a feast for us. 

They ran to father,  no matter where he was, and told him in detail about everything 

they had experienced during the day. After dinner we all gathered around father and he 

always told us something pleasant and interesting. Sometimes  father got back late, 

when we had already fallen asleep, but we always woke up and he had to tell us how 

he had spent the day. It was the same when I arrived from a feast or a pilgrimage, 

where I went with other people. Although I sometimes got back home from the train 

station very late at night, father and all my siblings got up and I told them everything 

about the feast, the homily etc.  

       There was no squabbling among  the children. Neither father, nor anyone else had 

ever used a belt or anything like that for beating us; father´s mere glance usually 

stopped all the mischief. I remember that one day a friend of my father visited us and 

complained of his disobedient son. As they were talking, our youngest brother was 

playing around as usual, followimg their discussion. When the friend left,  our little 

brother pointed out: ´You, daddy, you would be the right person to teach him 

manners!´  My brother was about eight years old then and though very young, he was 

already able to discern how rare a father we were given by God. As I am writing this, it 

occurs to me  that someone might think I am boasting about something all the time, but 

that would be just human thought. For I have no other intention but to praise God! It is 

Satan, who wants to disturb the peace of my mind. My God, You know that I would 

willingly do whatever  you want  me to do! 
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       Having mentioned my brothers, I would  like to add  that both of them were very 

good boys. The elder Michal was, and always has been, very modest, silent and good-

hearted. To avoid a quarrel, he preferred to withdraw into himself. You had to love him 

in spite of yourself. One day we did something wrong to each other, I cannot 

remember the reason exactly. I only know I threatened him that I would tell it to father. 

But when I realized he would have been punished because of me, I forgave him and 

did not tell anything. He was so grateful to me that he never forgot  about that incident 

and even after many years, when he visited me in the convent, he reminded me of it.  

     The younger brother had a strong desire to study for the priesthood ever since he 

was little. As far as I know, nobody exerted any influence on him, but he kept thinking 

and talking about it, and often imitated the reverend father celebrating a mass. It is 

remarkable that his dream came true. In our village local people, even the oldest 

among them,  had never heard of anybody who would take up the studies to become a 

priest. It was God´s grace to suggest to our brother and all of us such an idea and 

although it seemed a childish wish at the beginning, his desire to become a priest was 

the precise reason why we all loved him  so much. My brother was aware of his 

importance and his behaviour was accordingly solemn, so solemn that we  sometimes 

laughed at him because he spoke like an old man. 

     Although I have already said that in our family no special instruments for punishing 

naughty   children  had   ever  been   used, I  have  to say   that  if  we   were  naughty, 

we  got what we deserved. Several times justice was done to me too. I was in the 

second class at that time. It was winter and on that day it was much colder than usual 

and so my sister, who substituted as mother for us, gave me a warm blanket to keep me 

warm on my way to school. But I left it at home and set off for school without it. At 

that moment father entered the room and my sister told him what had just happened. 

Though I was rather far from the house, I had to return home. Father was waiting in the 

room for me and I was immediately punished  for my disobedience. It happened just 

once in the course of my childhood. It was worth the experience and I remembered it 

so well that I never dared to do anything like that again. 

       And one more example; but I was older then, about fourteen. Every year a 

procession went on a pilgrimage to a very distant village. It was held on the 

Assumption of the Virgin Mary. The journey on foot took about two and a half hours 

and we walked mainly through the wood. I never missed that pilgrimage, even if 

nobody wanted to join me. I had a pious friend, who was much older than I. I was 

allowed to go everywhere with her, as she was reliable and we got on well with each 

other. My sister Marie, who was as old as my friend, also went on one of these 

pilgrimages. On the way back some of the women, among them my sister,  had a 

notion to pick the mushrooms in the wood. Sister told  me to join them, but I refused to 

pick the mushrooms, protesting that  I was returning from a holy pilgrimage, that it 

was a feast day and I did not feel like spoiling it with picking mushrooms. When we 

came back home, my sister took me to task. As I did not feel guilty, I was not willing 

to apologize to her and her anger  was growing greater. Eventually, I had to escape to 

the garden, where I burst into tears. Nobody was at home so we did not have any 

witnesses to our quarrel. But on the same day the truth saw the light of day. The 

trouble was already over and no more investigation was necessary. We both felt 

ashamed – I of my stubbornness, Marie of her harsh strictness. Later, when we 

remembered that incident, we were still very unhappy about it. Apart from these two 

episodes I never got cross with anybody. When sometimes my sisters started to to talk 
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to one another in an unfriendly way, I managed to calm them down, although they 

were older. The least unkind word disturbed my ears so much that it caused me great 

pain. This is why I prayed with all my heart for genuine love for all the souls I was in 

touch with  and particularly those I was closely related to.  

       I have given a brief account of my childhood, as I can remember it, and  the 

environment in which I was brought up. The memory of  my birthplace and my dear 

family, whom I left of my love for God, will always remain sweet and pleasant to me. 

As I have said, I considered my life up to the age of seven very ordinary. 

      After mother´s death I started to think seriously about the passing nature of this 

world, but as I still encountered secular matters, which I did not avoid,  I sometimes 

forgot all about my  idea of becoming a nun. One evening I was singing with my 

friend. In the little break between the songs I raised my eyes to the clear sky and 

suddenly I felt something like gentle remorse in my heart: How was it possible  that I 

was entertaining myself in such a spiritless manner, if all I wanted was to join the 

convent! At that moment I was ashamed of myself and since then I had a sort of secret 

which I  kept from the others. All the pleasures of this world began to be embarrassing 

for me. I often repeated the words:“Vanity of vanities. All is vanity“. ( Preacher 1, 2)  

        Our oldest sister Anna, who took care of us, would have liked to see me always  

well-dressed and she did her best to get  me what was necessary. When my sister 

Marie got married and as my disabled sister Helena did not need any useless things, I 

was the only person to  be given new clothes. When she sometimes did not have 

enough money, she sent me to father to ask him for the money to buy  a new dress for 

me. I felt terrible on such occassions and I usually ended up in tears. I was not fond of 

fripperies, dances and similar kinds of entertainment, nevertheless I was still somewhat  

blind and did not realize  how great an evil they presented, so great an evil that 

whoever  wanted to live in harmony with the Lord God,  had to avoid them. 

         I had a great inner desire to become a nun, but it seemed absolutely impossible 

for me to carry it out. As far as I can remember, none of the girls from our village had 

ever entered a convent and many people did not know what  nuns looked like. When I 

saw them for the first  time at the age of fourteen, I thought to myself that they were 

unearthly beings and looked up to them with reverential awe.  

      Once we were  in Kosice for a religious ceremony with a procession. Our auntie 

took me to the Dominican sisters who were selling rosaries and holy pictures. When 

we got what we wanted, we returned  to the pilgrims and I immediately called the girls 

and some good boys together and asked them to join me and have a look at  the nuns. 

Each of us bought something from them and then we returned. I really envied those 

pure souls that they could live alone, just with God, isolated from the world. I found 

myself so ugly compared with them, that I thought it would be impossible for me to 

become a nun and that such a life was something special. I realized that being a nun 

was a great and extraordinary grace, but I, and my sinful, poor and trivial soul would 

never be worthy of living in such a beautiful and noble company.  On the other hand, 

that was how I comforted myself, but I felt how insincere it was. For deep down in my 

soul everything seemed quite different and my trust in my heavenly Mother´s help 

subconsciously started to emerge from the bottom of my heart. Nobody had a clue of 

what was happening in me, not even the closest members of the family I lived with.  

 

      And so I took part in all the social events as I had done before. In summer it was 

not too bad, there were only Sundays left for them. However,  in winter it was much 
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worse. Every evening except for Saturday and Sunday the young girls met to spin the 

hemp together in one of the houses. Early each autumn the villagers agreed on the 

house where the spinners would regularly meet. The last year, when I was still 

supposed to join the others, there were some difficulties with finding a suitable place. 

Nobody wanted to hold the meetings in their house so the girls decided to have them in 

each of the girls´ houses in turns and, if necessary, to make another round.  My father 

did not approve of it. He refused to open our house to such a company either for a 

week or even for one evening because our place was the place of prayer, where people 

from the neighbourhood would come to recite the Rosary on Saturdays and Sundays.  

At that time there was not a new church in our village yet, and people either had to go 

to a distant church or they met at our place.   For the above reasons I thought I would 

stay at home. Father agreed: ´There´s no need for you to  go anywhere, you´d better sit 

where you are.´ But when my cousin learned about it, she asked her parents to take one 

more turn instead of us. It was the last year I had to spend in that bleak company. I 

used to attend those meetings with remorse and so I could not be happy there. I think 

my friends sensed it too because they stopped being as open with me as with one 

another. Anyway, I managed to get myself through all those evenings to the end.  

     One day, it was in winter, I was at the dance. The room was overcrowded, 

everybody was extremely cheerful and naughty, each of them in their own manner. I 

was seized with real terror and fear when I imagined how cruel and terrible it would be 

in hell, where God would justly punish us for our sins, if what are called “secular 

pleasures“  is so awful and disgusting. I  took my leave as soon as possible for I was 

filled with such aversion that I could not stay any longer. Oh, how infinitely good is 

the Lord that he set His poor child free of all that terror and filth. There is no doubt that 

it was my good Mother, the Virgin Mary, who guarded me all the time, who filled  me 

with abhorrence at secular pleasures  and hence what the world considered joy and 

pleasure was bitter and unbearable for me. That is the reason why I had to look for the 

satisfaction of my soul in God, the source of all joys. And the Lord God let Himself  be 

found. Yes, He gave Himself fully to me and I have given myself to Him for ever.  
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Holy Missions : 

 Clear Understanding of the Eternal Truths 

 Firm Decision to Live a Perfect Life 

 

      It was in May 1922 when our parish was visited by three Redemptorist  priests, 

who came to carry out the holy missions *3) in our area. None of the local people 

could remember whether there had ever been any missions in our parish before and we 

were looking forward to them very much. Before the missionaries came, father told us 

to hurry up our work in the field so that all of us could take part in the meetings with 

them. On Monday afternoon before the feast of the Ascension of Christ we were 

working hard in the field when somebody exclaimed: ´The missionaries are coming!´ 

They were just going by coach from the railway station  to Vranov presbytery. 

Everybody got up; father and other men who were near the road  were raising their hats 

and we were following them joyfully with our eyes.  The next day, on Tuesday 

morning, father hitched up the horse to the cart and we all went to Vranov *4) to the 

missions.  Our sister Helena, who was lame in one leg, rented accommodation in one 

of the houses right opposite the church for the whole period of ten days. After the Holy 

Mass and the homily we returned home, and at six p.m. we were back again for another 

homily and the holy benediction. In the meantime we worked in the field,  but not for 

long because the walk to Vranov took as much as an hour. At three p.m.  there was a 

status sermon. We would bring Helena some food and drink for the whole day and 

always also something for the people she was staying with. Those days were full of 

grace and Divine love. For me they were full of light, in which I was able to see clearly 

and distinguish  correctly what was good and what was wrong.  

 

      Until then I had not understood what  a horrible evil sin was. On the first day of the 

holy missions I heard how the Lord God in His wisdom and omnipotence  created the 

sun and ordered it to rise in the morning and  go down in the evening every day and the 

sun had never failed to do so, but obediently did its duty every day. Similarly, all of 

nature was  obedient to the Divine Law. And then the missionary added in a sad voice: 

´Only one creature rises up  against  the Lord God  and it is man – a sinner.´ Then He 

listed all the good things the Lord had done for people and explained how very 

ungrateful they were to Him. The Lord God loved people so much that He exposed His 

only Son Jesus to death to save them for ever. But all the other creatures were  more 

obedient to God  than people were. And so God gave them ten commandments to keep: 

´I am the Lord, your God, you will have no other God except for Me. And what does a 

sinner do? He resists listening to Him! So much evidence of my own ingratitude struck 

terror into my heart.  

      On the very first day I was overcome with great remorse for my previous life. It 

was so deep and genuine that only my good Mother the Virgin Mary could have been 

able to obtain such grace of repentence for me from the Lord God. And indeed, all 

those great things were happening in my soul in May, her month. I appealed to her 

ardently for help and I felt Her closeness all the time. Oh, what a strange feeling it was 

when I was going to bed on the first day of the Holy missions! It was completely new 
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and unknown for my poor young heart, which was longing so much for something  

higher and more beautiful than what seemed to have been my lot until then: vanity and 

pleasure, tiring for my spirit and upsetting for my heart. The next day I got up with my 

heart open, yearning for a new acquisition of the eternal truths. It seemed to me that 

somebody must have told the missionaries what they should preach about because they 

were dealing with the very things that I personally needed to learn and that I was just 

now expecting to be explained to me. At that time my faith was not advanced enough 

to recognize that it was the work of the Holy Spirit.  Now I know it was He who 

caused everything I had heard there to take root and start to grow deep in my heart. It 

laid the foundations of my inner life, though I was not fully aware of it yet.  My good 

will to improve myself was so strong that after each sermon I was ready to start a new 

life, leaving my old ways behind and putting the missionaries‘ instructions 

immediately into effect. I thought everybody who took part in the missions did the 

same.  

     In our home it really was so. Both the adults and the children were walking around 

silently, thinking solemnly about everything we had heard in the church. One day  

when I and my sister were in the living-room, daddy said: ´Wasn´t I right when I did 

not want you to join the meetings of the spinners?´ I felt deeply ashamed of myself and 

apologised for not realising it before. I decided I would never take part in them again.  

     But  most of all I was impressed and ashamed when I heard the status sermon for 

virgins.  The missionary compared virginity with a lily. He said a lily was white, 

fragile, gentle and it smelt lovely. But if even one of its leaves broke a little, it would 

start to fade away and all its beauty would soon disappear. Like a lily,  a virgin should 

be absolutely pure and she should avoid any occasion where she might get just a little 

bit dirty, for then she would not be a real virgin any more. He also told us about some 

places where untouched virgins stay in convents, and  live a repentant life, exclusively 

for the Lord God, isolated from all earthly matters. As he said, that kind of life was not 

for everybody. However, people in the world could be also saved, but only if they live 

in accordance with the Divine Commandments. But  he did not find anything good at 

all about the life I had lived before, on the contrary, he claimed it was all sinful. He 

condemned all the entertainments young people could not do without and said it was 

necessary to get rid of them. As for the spinning evenings he considered the thread 

spun there  the thread leading right into hell  -  the thread of the loom, the thread to 

hell´s doom … 

 

Spiritual Father!  

      I know my style of writing is very long-winded. I feel very ashamed of it and I 

cannot see anything but my humiliation and shame in what I have written so far. 

Anyway, I say to myself that the Lord Jesus loves humility and so I am giving Him 

what I have done with the words: ´My Lord, this is all I can give you, but I am giving it 

to You out of love!´ If you thought I had better stop this work or go on in a 

different way, I would gladly obey you, for I do not want to be guided by my own 

impressions and feelings.  

  

       This is the reply of the Spiritual Father: ´Let God be praised by everything.´ It 

means I am supposed to go on and follow  the ideas suggested by God. In other words, 

to continue with God´s blessing:  “In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti. Amen.“    

5th August 1951 
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      My God, I love You! These lines give the evidence of my love. You are the only  

one who can see everything. Only You can see the depths of my soul and perceive the 

trouble I have whenever I take a pen to continue this tedious work, which I consider 

just a useless waste of time and for which I am going to suffer in the purgatory. But 

even if I really should suffer for it, I am ready to continue writing this autobiography 

because Your representative here on earth assures me that it is Your holy will for me to 

do so, which  I am willing  to respect.  I love You more than myself. 

 

 

      At three on Friday afternoon, after the status sermon,  I stayed in the church for the 

evening homily. Everything became clear to me: If I want to save myself  for ever, I 

have to go to the convent. The evening sermon confirmed my conviction. Right in the 

church on that evening I firmly decided to go to the convent as soon as possible. On 

my way home I joined my friend, who was much older than I – the one I had already 

mentioned. I held her in high esteem for the purity of her life. She avoided regular 

Sunday dances and other entertainments  and never went out with young people. That 

is why she had to suffer a lot of mockery from her siblings, who thought she brought 

shame on them, which she accepted silently and patiently. I entrusted my decision to 

her and asked her not to tell it to anybody before I was  in the convent. I had always 

trusted her and was sure she would not reveal my secret to anybody.    

Before the end of the missions my resolution was definite: ´I have to manage to carry it 

out at all costs! I have made a general confession of my life and now I want to start a 

life of repentance.´  

      At home nobody had the slightest idea of my decision to join the convent.  After 

the missions it was evident that all the members of the family had undergone a sort of 

change. When my sister Helena  returned home after ten days, she was sorry that the 

missions had ended and said she would like to live such a life for ever. I am not sure, 

but I assume that during the missions Helena and father started to discuss the 

possibility of our youngest brother´s studies and consulted the missionaries about it. 

He wanted to be a missionary monk. It was after the missions  when I first heard that 

Juraj would go to Kosice gymnasium at the beginning of the following year to study 

for the priesthood. 

 

      Soon after the missions, about a month later, the Most Reverend Bishop arrived at 

Vranov to administer confirmation. He had not visited our parish for a long time. There 

were four candidates from our village, I among them. After the ceremony I felt strong 

and encouraged  to go through all the struggles life would prepare for me. It was clear 

to me I had to join the convent. But how to get there ?  That was what I left fully to my 

heavenly Mother, the Virgin Mary. I started to invoke her with all my heart to obtain 

God´s  grace for me so that I could go to the convent. Except for other ardent prayers I 

addressed to her during the day, I prayed the Our Father, Ave Maria and Glory be to 

God every evening before going to bed, adding a short plea to the Virgin Mary: ´Virgin 

Mary, my good Mother, get me the grace of joining the convent, but only  if it is the 

Divine will´. Ever since the holy missions I repeated that to my good Mother every day 

until I in fact got to the convent. I believed She would arrange everything in the best 

way by herself so I did not tell it to anyone. I thought to myself:  if it is not the Divine 
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will, it is not  necessary to talk about it at all. Even though I was permanently obsessed 

with the idea of  joining the convent, I kept silent. 

  

     One day, I do not know exactly when and how it happened, my auntie, who lived in 

the same yard and whom I met very often, addressed me: ´You, girl, had better go  to 

the convent and join the nuns. You would feel good there.´ I gave her a smile and she 

started again: ´Wouldn´t you like to go ? Go, my girl, go, you will feel all right there.´  

She meant it seriously. She liked me, she did not have children of her own and we 

often stayed at her place even at night. My aunt was very pious  and she wished the life 

in the convent for me. She suscribed to many religious magazines, where she found 

much information, which she shared with us when we were working together in the 

field. She was the sister of our father. I told her that I would like to go, but only if 

somebody went with me, that I found it difficult to go by myself. Auntie wanted to get 

me a companion and, as I think, she  talked about it with another auntie, a sister of 

hers, who had a daughter, two years older than I. I never talked to my cousin about my 

wish to become a nun, but one Sunday when we were walking to church, just the two 

of us, and were recalling the missions, it seemed suitable to me to ask her whether she 

would not like to join the convent. She responded with a curt reply: “NO!“  I was  a bit  

upset by the answer and never repeated the question again.  

      Soon  after that my oldest sister and I went on a pilgrimage to Levoca. It was on 

2nd July 1922 on the Feast of  the Visitation of the Virgin Mary. That pilgrimage 

always took nearly a week. On the Feast of  the Apostles Saints Peter and Paul there 

would be the ordination of the new priests in Kosice and only after the whole 

ceremony, sometimes in the evening, sometimes on the following day, would the 

pilgrims go on to Levoca. Whenever my sister arrived in  Kosice, she always visited 

the nuns in the convent. What a charming atmosphere there would be! At that time 

there lived a special, rare soul in the convent. Her name was Rosa Janitorova and she 

taught the children at nursery school. God gave her a special gift of speaking simply 

and sincerely about religious things, which greatly charmed country people and 

attracted them to her. But she did not want to attract people to herself, but to the Lord 

God. This simple soul could speak to people in such a fascinating way that the nursery 

school was crowded with men and women, even with young people, and they could all 

listen to her for an hour or more. My father and I  also took part in one of her 

“sermons“, as people called her talks. In fact, she did not want to do anything but teach 

people about sacred and supernatural things and give them what she herself possesed 

and was filled with - the Divine love.  

      Kosice was regularly visited three times a year: in May  on the Feast of the 

Discovery of the Holy Cross, in August on Saint Dominic´s Day and in October on the 

Rosary Celebration. On the occassion of these three events the pilgrims from the 

surroundings of Kosice used to  go to see the sisters in the convent. They visited the 

nuns spontaneously as a matter of course. In the evening women-pilgrims gathered in 

the classrooms, sitting on the desks, on the floor and wherever a bit of space was left.  

First of all, sisters ladled soup to the pilgrims and after dinner Sister Rosa walked from  

one room to another and talked about the Lord to them all. It was very agreeable and 

the women left the convent encouraged.  

      Not all the sisters in the convent could get their heads around it, and especially the 

Dominican sisters from the motherhouse in Repcin found it very strange during their 

visit to Kosice Convent in 1924. After such a pilgrimage all the sisters were much 
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busier for some time, but when the Superiors saw Sister Rosa´s eager love for souls, 

they did not prevent her from doing it. The pilgrims attended the convent until the end 

of Sister Rosa´s life. After her death the tradition slowly faded away until it entirely 

disappeared. The sisters did not prevent people from seeing them, it was people who 

stopped visiting the Convent.  

Spiritual Father! 

      Again I have digressed from the subject: I cannot understand what makes me write 

about all possible things instead of  keeping to the point. I just wanted to say that when 

my sister and I went to Levoca, we called at the Dominican sisters as usual. Sister 

Rosa, who was just doing some of her duties in the corridor downstairs, welcomed us 

and asked us how we were. I had entrusted my sister with my wish to join the Convent 

so instead of  answering she asked Sister Rosa if they would admit me to the Convent. 

´Yes, of course, ´she replied, ´but when she gets older´. She asked my sister how old I 

was and when she answered I would be sixteen in November, she stroked my hair and 

said:´ Let her stay at home, and when she is twenty she can come´,  and she petted me 

again. I told her it was too long for me to wait till the age of twenty, but she said it was 

just long enough to prove whether my decision was right. She said they did not admit 

such young women. I left Sister Rosa and the convent with a heavy heart. ´At twenty!´, 

it still sounded in my ears. However, I had  hope in my heavenly Mother´s help! How 

great was the love that made me  hurry to her!  

      That year a new cathedral of pilgrimage on High Mountain near Levoca was to be 

dedicated to her and so an extremely large number of the pilgrims gathered there. 

When we came to Levoca, we spent the night in the town and just at dawn we 

continued our pilgrimage to the sacred High Mountain, where the new cathedral had 

been built, with a beautiful statue of our Mother, the Virgin Mary. When we were 

approaching the top of the mountain and day was breaking, some light started to 

penetrate also into my dejected soul. The hope that I was so close to my Mother, who 

would hear all the prayers I was going to convey to her, was so sweet that it seemed to 

me I was being carried along the uncomfortable journey and did not feel tired in the 

least.  

      When  I  entered  the temple of God  and  I  looked  in  the beautiful eyes  of my  

heavenly  Mother, I could not find the right words to tell her about everything that was 

in my mind. Her motherly eyes,  which looked  kindly  at all her children who had 

come to her with  great love from a great distance, assured me that she had already 

known about everything I wanted to tell her. And so I fell on my knees silently and in 

Her presence I  burst into tears of love and gratitude. 

      How happy I was with our good dear Mother! It was generally known that the 

statue of the Virgin Mary of Levoca smiled at all the pilgrims as if it came alive with 

their arrival; and then, when they were saying good-bye to her, her eyes were filled 

with tears. The miraculous statue of the Virgin Mary did not cry real human tears, but 

her children were fully convinced that she sensed and experienced all their sufferings 

and joys. I was leaving the pilgrim mountain with the impression that the eyes of our 

beautiful Virgin Mary of Levoca were sad when we were parting.  I had vivid 

memories for a long time of what I experienced in that sacred place. In my mind I 

often returned to the High Mountain in Levoca and to my Mother, who had obtained so 

much grace for me there. I had been to Levoca several times before, but I had never 

received as much as at that time. Something made me think of her constantly and the 
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memory was so sweet that my deepest wish was not to think of anything but the Virgin 

Mary for ever. 

      At home we did not say a word about what had happened in the convent and if 

anybody did speak about it, it was apparently in my absence. This is why I thought that 

apart from me nobody was thinking of it. During the holidays my brother was 

preparing himself for his studies and the family was busy getting all the necessary 

things ready for him. Our sister Helena was very happy, but father was worried that it 

would be rather too demanding for a little boy of ten to leave home and stay with 

unfamiliar people in Kosice for a whole year. Deep down his mind rebelled against it; 

it seemed to him it was cruel to send his own  child far away from his native home to 

the distant world. But  it was the Divine will so he could not object to it and had to 

cope with it. 

      When I saw my father suffering so much and transferring his pain from himself to 

us all, I considered it a matter of course to keep silent and not to mention my great 

desire  for the convent life. It seemed impossible for me to leave home at that time 

either.  

      Father personally took my youngest brother to Kosice to study for the priesthood to 

become a Dominican priest. Originally, that was my brother´s intention too. However, 

it was God´s providence  that instead of a Dominican he became a Jesuit.  

     When father returned from Kosice, he was distressed. He was overcome with grief 

and permanently tormented himself with remorse that he had done something that  

should not have happened. The pain was so great that he was not able to sleep at night. 

That is why he sometimes got up and walked around the garden reproaching  

himself:´What have I done! I listened to them and let such a young boy leave home.´ 

Yes, it was a great sacrifice from our dear  father. But the Lord asked for it and so he 

could not deny it to Him. It was always the same however difficult the matter was. As 

soon as it was clear that God wanted it, nobody ever acted against His will. 
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The New Life -  Terrible Mental Suffering –  The Special Support of My Heavenly 

Mother the Virgin Mary 

 

      The deep experience of the holy missions caused me to do my best to be firm and 

faithful to my resolution for ever. It was not possible for me to live in complete 

isolation  from the world, but when after some time I got to understand how important 

solitude was for living a good life, I took time out for it  for a bit whenever it was 

possible. I avoided everything that did not lead to eternal salvation. I told myself: ´I 

want to spend the short time given to me on earth in the way which would secure me a 

happy eternity.´ At that time I was very sorry that all the other girls did not do the 

same, especially my cousin, with whom I used to  share my opinions about nearly 

everything since we were young children. At that time I could not  get my head around 

the fact that people were so apathetic that they returned to their previous way of life, 

being aware it offended God. Gradually, I stopped paying attention to  what other 

people thought of me. The only thing that mattered to me was whether God might like 

or not like what I was doing. 

      But when I really wanted to do only the things I was sure God would approve of, 

the eternal enemy of people´s souls got angry about it and started to attack my mind 

furiously, trying to make everything as bitter as possible for me. It was really 

unbearable because I was entirely alone. As I did not have any experience of such a 

state of mind and did not confide to anybody, my inner torture was getting worse day 

by day. The devil continuously tried to make me believe that eternity did not exist. He 

tried to take everything I relied on so much away from me and threw me into 

perplexity instead, which made me desperate! Whenever I heard somebody speak 

about  sacred  things such as God or a heavenly life, I felt such mental pain that I 

thought I would not be able to endure it. I was permanently obsessed with the idea that 

I could not expect eternal life. The enemy made an effort to decieve me and make me 

believe that there was no God and hence no point in dealing with Him. Despite all 

these lies I believed both in God and in eternity. But the devil continually suggested 

that God and eternity would be denied particularly to me. It grieved me extremely and 

I envied my siblings how happy they were in being able to get to heaven. I was 

frightened of something all the time. At the calmer periods, when I was able to see 

things clearly again, I blamed myself for commiting a sin against faith and for deeply 

offending of the Lord God. I would have immediately hurried to confession, but it was 

not possible to go to it earlier than on Sundays. But then there would be plenty of 

penitents around the confessional and the priest was always very busy. Each time I 

wanted to make a really good  confession and tried to say everything I found 

important. Maybe I was not able to express myself properly and that was why  the 

priest did not manage to set my mind at ease. And so after the holy confession I was 

where I had been before, in dark bewilderment.  

       My martyrdom lasted for more than a year, but it did not deter me from the way I 

had begun. No matter how the enemy disturbed me, he did not dare to cast doubt on 

my relationship to the Virgin Mary. In spite of all my uncertainties, deep in my heart 
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the trust in my heavenly Mother remained unchanged, for my heart was devoted to Her 

for ever. I often turned to Her in my pain and looked for relief for my careworn, 

tortured heart. Whenever I was free, I took my hymnbook and by a fervent song to the 

Virgin Mary I drove all the grief away. Yes, it was true that I always found genuine 

and pure joy only with my Mother. I used  to ask her what she appreciated most about 

her young children on earth. And then I repeated the words as if she dictated them to 

me: ´Innocence and obedience -  that  is the greatest pleasure I can find in early youth.´  

Then I felt such joy that I would not change it for anything in the world. But soon the 

mist and the anguish crept into my heart again. Day by day it seemed to be getting 

worse.  Above all, the idea of the convent still caused me pain. I knew I was to be in 

the convent  and the awareness that I would not be admitted there before the age of 

twenty was too hard for a weak creature like me. I was still counting: a week seemed to 

be as long as a year, a month - endless. I thought to myself it was impossible for me to 

wait till twenty. At that time tears were the only food and drink for me day and night. I 

tried to hide myself from the other members of the family, but everybody could see I 

was missing something. When my sister asked me  why I was so sad, as my sadness 

was obvious, I would burst into tears, which only confirmed to her that there was really 

something wrong with me.  She was grieving over me, but she could not help me.  

      

Spiritual Father! 

      As I have already mentioned my fancy for pilgrimages several times, you might 

assume that I am one of those who ´frequently go on pilgrimages, but seldom become 

saint´. I really attended every religious feast or ceremony with delight. At home 

everybody knew about it so they did not reflect much upon it  and I was free to satisfy 

my heart´s desire. Later, when I was in the convent and  had an opportunity to acquire 

better knowledge of the human soul than in the world, I could see how great 

aspirations are born in every heart, and especially in the heart of a young person. These 

desires cannot be satisfied until they are fulfilled. Yet  it is not possible to follow all of 

them, particularly not the ones which are not good and holy. I am grateful to God, that 

the desires He put in my heart since my childhood have always been good and holy 

and in them I always hurried to Him and to keeping His Holy Commandments. I have 

said above how awful and embarrassing I found the things which were the source of 

pleasure for other young souls. I never doubted  that  the Lord God approved of my 

pilgrimages, as each of them refreshed me and made me more enthusiastic. No wonder, 

for during  each of them I was given plenty of grace and spiritual delight. 

 

     The grace I want to talk about now is really special. It was given to me at the 

intercession of my heavenly Mother on one of such pilgrimages. The celebration took 

place on the occasion of  the Assumption of the Virgin Mary in a  little place called 

Stare, where we used to go every year. It was at the time of my great interior mental 

suffering. The day before the feast I could already imagine myself in front of the 

picture of the Virgin Mary in Stare and was preparing for a good confession. When I 

was actually there, I got mixed in with other pilgrims unfamiliar to me and I devoted 

myself to my heavenly Mother as fervently as I could. I begged her with all my heart to 

help me  and not let me go to eternal death.   I found myself so poor and miserable at 

her feet that I felt it was only she who could support me with her motherly love in my 

helplessness. Apart from her and the Lord God nobody knew about it, as I did not  

reveal anything to anybody for the whole time of my suffering.. The Virgin Mary 
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heard me. When I was invoking her so heartily, suddenly my soul was filled with light 

and I could see the whole truth again and was able to understand it clearly: Yes, there 

is God and there is eternity!  But the fact that my disbelief offended God for such a 

long time made me feel very low. I was afraid to kneel down for Holy Confession and 

so, with even greater trust, I appealed to Mother to take me to a priest she would 

personally choose for me. There were five confessors, I knew none of them and  was 

really frightened. I got up from my knees, joined one of the queues in front of the 

sacristy and waited for my turn. Then I came in, knelt down and the priest blessed me. 

I was not able to utter a word  and started to cry desperately. The priest waited for a 

while, but when I could not stop sobbing, he asked me why I was crying. I replied I 

had commited an unforgivable sin. I was shivering all over and I was still unable to 

utter a word. And so the priest tried to help me, naming some of the sins and asking me 

which of them it had been. And then I pulled myself together and dared to confess: ´I 

did not believe in God and eternity for a long time!´ The priest was very kind to me, 

paid me a lot of attention and in the end he told me that that kind of sin was not a great 

one, but it was the temptation against faith. After these words I felt as if I had got rid of 

a huge burden which had been torturing me for such a long time. It was replaced with 

bright light which has not left my heart ever  since. When I was leaving  the 

confessional for the church, I felt as if I were newly born. And it really  was a new 

start. The light  which filled me on that day has been shining on my way through life 

up to now. Sometimes there is a storm, but the light never disappears and so I have 

been walking  with certainty along the right path, the path that leads to my Jesus. 

      Since that day  I have always been happy. In God´s light, which was given to me to  

the full extent, I obtained a strong conviction that God´s Power acts through the priests 

who hear the confession. Since then I enter the confessional with deep faith and 

everything I hear there is sacred to me. That is why I never started to talk about 

anything but the things I considered important for my salvation and I was always sure I 

was acting correctly when I followed the advice of my confessor. How much happiness 

this kind of life can bring!  If all the anxious people acted the same, they would soon 

cure themselves of all their illnesses! What a simple and easy life it is! To believe, 

obey and stop all the philosophising based on our arrogance and the false idea that we 

are able to get by just with ourselves and our wisdom. I have experienced it myself and 

I wish such experience to everybody who would like to be similar to children in their 

simplicity and to St. Teresa of the Child  Jesus in her love for God. Those who do not 

rely on themselves but only on God, get to Him quickly, even if their way is full of 

obstacles and difficulties, because God has the power to remove all those obstacles in a 

moment and embrace the soul longing for Him. 

 

     The day when I obtained that great grace from the Lord  will remain a red-letter day 

for me for ever. I returned from the pilgrimage completely changed, filled with great 

joy and happiness. They were hidden inside and I would have never shared them with 

anybody in the world as I had never told anybody about the internal suffering 

preceding them. The grace I obtained at the intercession of  Mother of God   remained 

my secret, known only to God, my heavenly Mother and me. Whenever I recounted the 

event, I felt lively delight.  

 

     In God´s light I was getting to recognize all the vanity of the world and my soul was 

yearning for the convent life more and more fervently. However, I could not speak 
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about it at home so as not to cause pain to father. Again, my Mother Virgin Mary was 

the only person with whom I discussed all the affairs of my soul and trustfully 

expected her to grant any of my requests. 

 

 

Spiritual Father!  

      Today, on 12th September 1951, my heart is troubled with various pains and 

suffers for the suffering of the people dear to me. One of these beloved souls is you 

also, our dear Spiritual Father, you, who are going through suffering for us.*5)  Today, 

when all the grief overwhelms soul and body, I can see the tenderness of God´s 

goodness and love for us all  and feel that my gratitude for what He is sending to us is 

as deep as the pain we are bearing. Again, I want to tell you about something that I 

have not revealed to anybody -  about another  grace I obtained from my Mother, the 

Virgin Mary. 

 

      Although my words can never express adequately what takes place in my heart you 

must have clearly recognized that the Queen of heaven has taken a tender care of me, a 

poor, ignorant  child, since I was seven. She has become  my good and considerate 

Mother, who could comfort me in all my pains and worries, teach me when I needed to 

learn, give me advice in my doubts and hear even the smallest of my requests. Her 

great and tender love could not be compared with the love of all earthly mothers 

together. Oh, how carefully she had been bringing me up! Her motherly love was still 

alert to protect a poor, ignorant earthly child!  I could feel her closeness even in the 

darkness I was going  through and her protecting hand over me, ever ready to prevent 

anybody from doing harm to me. How grateful I am for everything to my Patroness! 

Yes! She acted the same as an earthly mother, who, when a child is little, takes it by 

the hand  and leads it wherever she goes.   She was still with me and I was with her. 

The life with my heavenly Mother on earth became so beautiful to me that I did not  

need to search for anything else; it was heaven on earth.  
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From Mary to Jesus 

He Is Teaching Me Everything That is Necessary for Me to Be Like Him 

 

     In my childhood I often reflected on endless eternity and on the Lord God, who is 

infinitely holy, infinitely good and generous, supremely  righteous and extremely 

worthy of love. Similar thoughts concerning  Almighty God had always filled me with  

great awe. Despite that, I liked to return to them because I was already able to realize 

how beneficial they were for the soul. Whenever the word “God“ crossed my mind, I 

avoided anything that I considered evil and kept to what I thought  He, the Supremely 

Holy God, approved of. Even as a young child, I had always been fully aware of my 

misery and nothingness. The  misery of a poor human creature was clear to me and I 

would have never dared to approach the Lord God in a different guise but that  of my 

obvious nothingness. When I heard about the Saints who were in intimate touch with 

God, I thought to myself: ´But these people were the Saints! I am just an ugly creature, 

whereas God is so holy and great!´  I held the firm belief that the Lord Jesus dwelt 

alive in the tabernacle, but my love for Him was not perfect, maybe just because of my 

great awe, which was rather a fear, and  hence it was imperfect. The reason was that I 

did not have anybody to explain these things to me properly. But the Lord arranged 

everything to make it clear to all that He Himself can teach a soul everything if it fully 

exposes itself to Him. The main thing is not to oppose Him. I opened myself to his 

guidance and my good Lord taught me all He considered important. Let His Honour 

and Glory be praised for ever  

     It is very important for a person to follow obediently good inspirations, which God 

often provides for us, but which we often, oh, how very often, neglect and ignore.  

Most of all I regret that  in this way I deprived myself of many  graces. But whenever I 

listened to these Divine hints and co-operated with them devotedly, I always obtained 

much.  

     This happened on one of the Sundays in July on the Feast of Saint Ann; a 

celebration took place  in the village of “Cemerne“, which belonged to our parish in 

Vranov as did our village. A week previously the priest announced that there would be 

just a morning mass in Vranov, but the High Mass would be celebrated in Cemerne, so 

that all the parishioners could take part in it. All the family except for myself set off for 

Cemerne. I had hurt my leg before that and I was not even able to put on my shoe - so 

it was a matter of course that I would stay at home. However, it entered my mind I 

should go to church anyway, as I was not really ill. It was unthinkable to go to the 

celebration barefooted, especially on Sunday! All my friends would laugh at me. In 

spite of that, I decided to go to the morning mass in Vranov without shoes. The journey 

took a whole hour and  the pilgrims for Cemerne were walking in the same direction so 

I had to be careful to avoid meeting acquaintances of mine.  

      In the church there were only the local fine ladies and I did not mind what they 

were thinking of me. I managed to attend the Holy Mass and that was most important! 

After the mass the priest hurried to the Cemerne celebration and the ladies moved 

away. I am not quite sure, but I think I was the only person who remained in the 
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church. I was kneeling at the side altar of the Virgin Mary of Lourdes, which was a bit 

removed from the  main altar. As I was completely alone, I devoted myself fully to 

religious thoughts and I had no reason to hurry back home. I felt so good at the feet of 

my heavenly Mother!  I would have loved to stay there for the whole day, as she  was 

all to me. When I was close to her I did not lack for anything. Oh, what a blissful 

moment! I always recollect it with pleasure: In my deep meditation and devotion to the 

Mother of God I could not think about anything but her. But the desire of my good 

Mother was that above all, her Divine Son was to be loved, and so she kindly turned 

my attention to the tabernacle, where our loving Saviour  dwelt -  hidden, alive and 

complete – true God and man in one.  My heavenly Mother carried it out like this: all 

of a sudden, I vividly experienced the presence of her Divine Son in the tabernacle. I 

do not really know how it happened, but when I realised it, I found out I was facing the 

High Altar, where the Lord Jesus was dwelling in the tabernacle. I can hardly express 

in words what happened in my heart and my mind at that moment. It was something 

that cannot be described fully here on earth.  

      Since that day I began to live with  the Eucharistic Christ. I tasted the sweetness of 

His presence in the tabernacle and began to yearn for Him all the time. My soul was 

continually longing to be close to Him. How marvellous it would have been to stay 

with Him longer that morning! But I had to go back. It was a happy return. All the way 

home I was occupying myself with the Eucharistic Saviour, who gave such ample gifts 

to my soul. The day I am talking about was one of the most beautiful days in my life, 

the days on which  I obtained great graces from the Lord Jesus.  

 

     The Mother of God handed Her earthly child over to her Divine Son so that she 

would fully belong only to Him. The  Lord  took His Mother´s poor child in, and  

because it was Hers, He developed affection for it and taught it everything He wanted. 

Yes, the Lord Jesus became my teacher, advisor and my guide for the rest of my life. I 

always approached Him with deep trust. The Eucharistic Savior was all I had and so I 

often exclaimed to Him: ´Lord, be all to me!´ In His goodness he heard my sighs  and 

really became my all.  

     After the celebration life returned to its common pace again and the days were 

running  fast one after another. As I kept some secrets in my heart, I occupied myself 

with them doing my everyday jobs and I was not much interested in secular matters. I 

preferred being alone, but to keep my brother, who was fond of me, happy, I used to 

accompany him to the field and elsewhere, just to please him. I also liked him very 

much, though I never revealed any of my secret wishes to him.  

      In our village  church mass was celebrated just once in three weeks; as it was 

located very far from the village the Lord Jesus was not reserved in the tabernacle. The 

Eucharistic Saviour was kept only in Vranov church,  an hour´s walk from our place. I 

often reflected on the Eucharistic Christ in the Sacrament  and whenever I had an 

opportunity to go to town, I always went to church to see my good Lord Jesus at least 

for a  while and thank Him for all the grace He was raining on my soul. Now, I did not 

have only my heavenly Mother, but also Her Son who was present in the Sacrament. 

They were my only pleasure. 

 

     At that time I was longing just for one thing: to leave the world and go to the 

convent. The idea of the convent was following  me day and night. Everything  

appeared bleak and bitter to me in the world. Any secular pleasures meant repulsive 
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bitterness to me and caused me such irritation that I simply had to avoid them. I really 

shunned them as much as I could and took refuge in my solitude. There I always heard  

Jesus´ gentle calling, inviting me to leave the world and go to the convent. However, at 

the same time I could hear the words of Sister Rosa that I should not come earlier than 

at twenty. ´But how to do it?´  I was thinking hard.  When I was alone, I devoted 

myself to spiritual reading. “The Imitation of Christ“ for example, appealed to me so 

much that I could not tear myself away from reading it. I also had access to various 

religious magazines, where I learned that there were many different convents and I 

made a decision that if I were not admitted by the Dominican sisters in Kosice, I would 

not wait any longer and apply for entrance into another convent. 

      In the spring of 1923, on our way to Levoca, my father and I happened to visit 

Kosice again. We stayed overnight at my youngest brother´s, who attended school 

there. In the morning we went to mass in the Dominican church  and then I took my 

brother with me to look for the convent of the Dominican sisters. I remembered it was 

near the barracks, but I forgot where exactly. My brother was eleven then and he never       

moved around the town by himself, so it was not easy to find the place. I did not want 

to ask the acquaintances of ours and forbade my brother to tell anybody where we  

wanted to go, which he promised me. On our way I heartily appealed to Mother of God 

to tell us the way to the convent Herself, if  it was Divine will for me to become a nun.  

      My good Mother indeed brought us to the convent. I entered the convent gate all 

trembling with fear of what the sisters would tell me when they saw me. The sister in 

charge showed me into the visiting room and after a while there came two nuns, whom 

I had not met before. They were the general and the local Mothers Superior. They 

asked me what they could do for me  and when I expressed my wish to join the 

convent, they just smiled at one another. They asked me how old I was and when I 

replied, they told me: ´We wear heavy woollen habits, but you are still too young and 

weak to wear it all the time. Come again when you are twenty.´ They spoke Hungarian 

to me and so much the worse their words stabbed me in my heart. I burst into tears 

right in their presence and when we were  leaving the chapel, where my brother had 

been  praying in the meantime, I could not stop sobbing. He was just gazing at me and 

did not understand what had happened. He did not learn much from me. I kept silent, 

did not say anything to anybody and entrusted my deep pain only to the Lord Jesus and 

His Holy Mother. I returned all sad, and  emptyhanded.  

      In fact, the matter had already been in the hands of Jesus Himself. The argument 

that I was not ready for the convent life because of being too weak made me test 

myself to find out whether there was some truth in it.  I started to be very strict with 

myself: at the table I would have particularly what I did not like and what I considered 

disgusting. I picked the hardest pieces of bread no one wanted, and pretended to myself 

they were delicious. There were many other opportunities for me to try my resolve and 

to ascertain  for myself what the truth was: The truth was that I was willing to make 

any sacrifice for the Lord God and that is why I was fully convinced of being able to 

live in the Convent. The  Lord Jesus, who was watching it all and who Himself had put 

the desire for the convent life in my heart, helped me to get there earlier. Even though I 

had not revealed my greatest wish to anybody, He acted on my behalf. His words could 

not be overheard by anybody, that was sure!  

     I was yearning to let my sister Helena know what was going on with me, but I was 

not able to tell it to her by myself. I started to pray to the Lord from the bottom of my 

heart to help me in my trouble. One day when Ilka and I were alone in the room, I felt 
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a great desire to tell her what I was hiding from her for so long and was not able to 

hide any longer. I was about to start, but at the same moment she herself addressed me 

in a trembling voice with her eyes full of tears: ´My dear Erzika, I have been thinking 

of it for a long time and today something makes me tell it to you: I think you should 

join the convent.´ Then we both started to cry. She was crying because she thought her 

words were too harsh for me and I because I was moved by Jesus´ goodness. I did not 

tell her anything that day, but  later, when I was already in the convent, she was 

astonished when I related it to her. 

 

     Yes, dear Spiritual Father, it was always the same: whatever my  poverty could not 

accomplish, was accomplished by Jesus. After that mysterious talk with my sister I felt  

great relief. Jesus revealed  to Helena the secret hidden in the heart of her beloved 

sister, which she had not known about. Helena was happy and wished me the grace of 

getting to the convent as soon as possible.  

      On the Feast of Father Dominic in 1923 my oldest sister  went to Kosice again and 

I asked her to call in on the convent and ask the sisters again about the possibility of 

my admission to them. I also announced to her my plan not to wait any more and to 

join another order if the sisters refused me again. However, deep in my heart I felt my 

place was  in the Dominican Order. I did not tell her more and left everything to the 

Divine Providence. As usual, I was invoking my heavenly Mother with even greater 

trust than before. At that time anything but joining the convent seemed insignificant, 

poor and trivial.  It was only the idea of the convent life that I was filled with which 

appeared great and lofty enough. And what was the picture I had in mind like? I could 

see myself far from the noise of the world, alone, just with my Jesus. He was all  to me 

so I did not miss anything I was going to leave behind in the world. I felt so good being 

alone with Him that I devoted myself to Him without any reservation and that is why 

He invited me to heaven… 

     When my sister Anna returned from Kosice, she brought the good news that I was 

admitted to the Convent of the Dominican Sisters. The detailed documents about my 

admission were to be sent to us later. What a relief for my troubled heart! But at the 

same time I started to worry about father´s reaction. Will he approve of it at all? And 

what would people, mainly our relatives, say? None of the village girls had ever joined 

a convent before and it was considered almost a shame to go there 6*) And it was I 

who was to bring the shame on the whole family, especially on my father. It was an 

extremely difficult situation for me. But I was so brave then that I obligingly took all 

the responsibility for that and nothing could stop me or scare me off my intention and 

firm decision. 
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Joining the Convent 

 

     When I was really sure I would be admitted to the Convent, I again prayed to the 

Lord fervently to have mercy on the soul of my father and begged Him to let my father 

know it was His will. I did not have the courage to tell it  to him by myself. What  fear 

I had to experience expecting how it would turn out! Yet the Lord God always listened 

to my prayers and I was never disappointed. Everything turned out well. Father had 

already known about my intention, but he considered it just a childish caprice so he 

had not paid attention to it.   

         On the Feast of the Rosary he went to Kosice and saw the Dominican sisters. 

Sister Rose discussed my admission to the convent with him and set the day  of my 

arrival. Father did not show any indignation about the fact that he had been informed 

rather late and talked to her as if we had agreed on everything at home and he had just 

come  to settle the exact date of my departure. 

         When he returned from Kosice, he was quite agitated and could not cope with the 

idea that such an important matter had been arranged without his knowledge and his 

consent. I was trembling with fear when I heard his strict words: ´Just you do what you 

have begun on your own, without your father! But when you come back and bring 

shame on me! …Is this necessary ? Or am I not able as any other farmer to feed my 

children?  Do you really need to wander around the world ? You are a foolish girl yet 

and when you see you are not able to live there, you will come back!´ This is the kind 

of talk we  had to listen to. Anyway, father did not really mean it. He only thought I 

would not endure the convent life and would return home, which  would really bring a 

great shame on him! And so I begged  the Lord Jesus for the grace of staying in the 

convent till the end of my life.  

      As our dear and good father was a generous man and lived by faith as a real 

Christian  he eventually recognised the Divine will and accepted it as usual. He only 

postponed my leave by one day. The real date was arranged by the Sisters on the day 

before and they were really expecting me  on that day. I am not sure if it was his 

intention or he just confused the date in his agitation, but he announced that date by 

himself and told us  it had been arranged in the Convent.  

      I made the preparations from the Feast of theVirgin Mary of the Rosary  to 8th 

November. Sister Rose sent us the list of the whole  trousseau. When we read it, we 

started to worry again about where to get it all. They required much, much too much! 

We were to bring the things on the day of my arrival at the Convent. As our brother 

was a student and we had to pay for his education, we did not have enough cash to get 

the required costly trousseau. It was necessary to sell a part of the field that passed to 

me after my mother´s death. Father was really worried about the annoyance we would 

have to face if I did not persist in the convent.  

 

     God Himself let this happen to make the conditions of my entry into the convent 

really hard and through me, to make it easier for the souls who begged to  join our 

Order later. Now the applicants need just the most necessary pieces of material outfit. 
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The less material things they take with them, the greater is their hope for the eternal 

things. Yes, the poorer and more deprived of all that is temporal the more able they are 

to accept the grace  - God Himself; God, who is our only treasure. 

      Both my sisters - Anna and Ilka -  helped me prepare the necessary things and they 

were very fussy about the first-class quality  of  all the items of the trousseau.  I myself 

did not think much about it. I was filled so much with sensations unfamiliar to me 

before that I could not perceive what was happening around me. The preparations were 

made without much talk because everything was still kept secret from our relatives and 

nobody talked about it at home either.  

      However, as it often happens, the secret was revealed to somebody who promised 

not to tell it to anybody, but soon the cat was let out of the bag and eventually, nearly 

everybody knew about it. The only reason people did not  talk about it was because 

they did not know the fixed day of my departure. I felt they suspected my intention and  

their concerned  glances gave evidence that they found me unreasonable. Anyway, that 

did not bother me much.  Much worse was the torture of my heart, growing day by 

day, whenever I realized that I was to depart for good from my native home and the 

people so dear to my heart. I really thought I would not endure the moment of saying 

good-bye to them and I would die from pain.  

      Father had already stopped holding my departure against me, though it was very 

difficult for him; he just walked around silently.  The one who made it worse and more 

difficult was my aunt, his sister, who had originally suggested that going to the convent 

would be good for me, but at the time it was about to come true, she started to do 

everything to thwart my plan. On every occasion she tried to persuade me to give up 

my intention. When I reminded her of her former beautiful words encouraging me to 

live a pious life, she said she had nothing against my joining the convent, but later, 

when I became wiser. She even promised to pass  on a lot of her earthly possession to 

me, but it did not impress me. And when she added she would buy me the prettiest  

possible dress if I postponed my entrance to the convent  by some two years, when I 

got wiser, that she would not prevent me from going then, I told her directly: ´You 

want me to get  wise so that I will give up following the Divine voice and that is why I 

am not going to wait any longer.´ I preferred to remain foolish for ever in people´s eyes 

and so I willingly accepted the humiliation which was generally associated with the 

life in the convent. People´s persuasion had just made me pluck up the courage and 

bravery in my grieving  heart. 

     On the Feast of All Saints, I went to the graveyard to see the grave of my earthly 

mother and say good-bye to her. I told her about all my troubles and  asked her for help 

on the new way that was ahead of me. I felt that she was close to me and that her 

motherly love for us all would never, never  cease. 

      The 8th November 1923 was the day of my departure. Until then we did not speak 

about my entry into the convent when we were together. A really painful parting began 

only the day before my leaving. We were all crying, but most of all my fifteen-year-old 

brother Misko. He was holding me around my neck, weeping bitterly, and asked me 

only why  I was causing  such a grief to them. In the evening I went to the garden to 

see for the last time the stone cross in front of which we used to pray. I hugged  my 

beloved cross, kissed it and made a heartfelt appeal to the suffering  Saviour  not   to 

let  me  return  home from  the convent. Then  I said  farewell to it, weeping loudly. All 

of us deeply worshipped that cross. From our childhood we used to decorate it with 

wreaths and flowers.  
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      Apart from those dearest people I lived with in our family home I did not say good-

bye to anybody, only to my pious friend, who came just  as I was about to set off. We 

did not want anybody to know about it and so I was to leave home at midnight. It took 

one and a half hours to get to the train station so we went by cart. My oldest sister was 

to accompany me to Kosice. I had said good-bye to everybody in the evening and then 

after a very short  sleep, the moment of real parting I was so afraid of finally arrived. 

But there was nothing to worry about. It was the Lord Jesus´ mercy that made me be 

brave and despite all the weeping of my beloved sisters and brother, I remained 

surprisingly calm. When we left the village and daddy, who was driving the cart, was 

still crying, I tried to comfort  him. He asked me whether I had not cried at all. When I 

replied I had not, he told me :´You are still foolish and this is why you don´t cry.´ He 

did not know how much I had been suffering before. As soon as we left, auntie started 

to wail in the yard so loudly that it was heard by the neighbours, who woke up and 

asked what had happened. In the morning the secret was known to all the villagers.  

     We got to the station early and daddy did not want to waste time. He said: ´You 

wait for the train, but I and the horses will go home.´ Then he parted with the words: 

´Good-bye, Erzika, may God in heaven bless you.´ Once more he hugged me and for o 

the pain which was tearing his good heart he could not say more. He got on the cart, 

waved  good-bye with his hat and left… 

 

      I can hardly express all my experiences on that memorable day. Today on 8th 

November, just as I have been writing these lines, it is 28 years since I entered the 

convent. All the memories appear vividly  in front of my eyes and I can see that 

moment as clearly as years ago. 

 

      We arrived in Kosice at eight in the morning. We stopped at the church and then 

continued on foot to the convent. It was strange that during  the journey my sister and I 

did not say a word. At that time I did not understand  properly why. Only now am I 

able to comprehend fully the whole Divine providence, our silence and our behaviour 

in general. On my way to the convent I felt increasing anxiety and fear. My heart was 

beating wildly as if it wanted to split in half under all the impressions I was filled with. 

Yes, even that beating of my heart is more understandable to me now than twenty-

eight years ago. As it always did, my heart had already anticipated how much it would 

have to suffer in the future on the way through the life to which it was being urged so 

strongly. That is why it was trembling with fear before the journey on which it was to 

set off. That journey was completely new and it was purgatorial… 
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Life in the Convent 

 

      When my sister and I arrived at the convent, the sisters, mainly Sister Rose, were 

surprised, as they did  not  expect us. They thought that if I had not arrived on the day 

before, I would not come at all. My sister explained to them that father had informed 

us the date was November 8th. They were wondering about it. Then they advised my 

sister to take me to town and buy the rest of the necessary things to complete my 

trousseau because then I would not be allowed to go out anywhere. We did so and on 

that occassion, we visited our little brother at school, which pleased him a lot. He 

promised to see me from time to time so that I was not sad. On the following morning I 

said good-bye to my sister and  remained alone with my God… 

 

     On the first night I slept in the convent, it seemed to me I found myself in another  

world. When I woke up in the morning, I saw the sisters in white walking around the 

bedroom and I felt extremely happy among them. They took me to Holy Mass  and 

when I realized that my wish had already come true, the tears of gratitude and love 

streamed down my face. I cannot express how happy I was. The novice mistress was 

Sister Rose. She accepted me with real motherly love. From the very first day I could 

feel her love for me was genuine, supernatural and hence – certain. That is why I 

respected her from the beginning and turned to her with childish love and 

straightforwardness whenever I had a problem.  

      However, Satan must have been less satisfied with the fact that I was admitted to 

the convent and so from the first day he tried hard to deprive me of my happiness. In 

the whole convent family the only fuel used was wood. At that time the wood ordered 

by the sisters had just arrived. It had already been cut into short chunks and sisters 

carried it from the yard down to the cellar, which was quite a long way. Sister Rose 

took me there to help them. With great love I set to work and I felt delighted that I had 

the honour of sharing the job with  them. I kept running with the wood up and down 

and nothing was too difficult to me.  

      All of a sudden I was flooded with strange and embarrassing thoughts; I did not 

pay any attention to them at the beginning, and so I did not see any reason to chase 

them away. The devil was humming in my ears and taunting me that my new habit 

would get dirty and ragged and then I would look all dirty and scruffy. When I talked 

myself out of one thing, he suggested another: Is that the life in the convent I was 

longing for? I could have carried wood at home as well! No matter how I defended 

myself, he shouted me down and eventually, I was more tired of his provocations  than 

of carrying the wood and I got very unhappy. Only in the evening  did I manage to 

restore my inner calm. The Lord Jesus made it clear to me that it was the enemy and 

his envy and  there was no truth in him. 

 

     From the very beginning I was very happy and satisfied in the convent. I found 

there what I was looking for and my expectations were not disappointed. There were 

two more postulants, both much older than I. We took part in all the common exercises 
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with the sisters: Marian Hours,  meditation, spiritual reading, recreation…, our duties 

were simply the same as those of the sisters. The time spent in this way  passed quickly 

and  there was no space for useless thoughts.  

      On Sunday afternoon  Sister Rose called us, the postulants, together and explained 

the Holy Code of Rules to us, she encouraged us to live a deep spiritual life and her 

words were implanted into my heart so deeply that they have never disappeared from 

it. Even today I can repeat them to myself. On my first Sunday in the convent she told 

us: ´My  children, the life in the convent is a great grace, given by the Lord God 

only to chosen souls. You are chosen from thousands. Each of the souls that live a 

good life in a convent are assured  of heaven. Look, when a nun is dying, heaven is 

as near for her,´and she pointed her finger at the neighbouring room ´ as the room we 

are sitting in and the door over there. Behind that door, there is already heaven.´  
And she continued: ´But to get there means to do all our duties in the convent 

obligingly and cheerfully. In the morning, when we hear the bell, you must get up with 

its first stroke and realize how cheerfully God´s  chosen get up when they hear the 

trumpet blow: Arise, all you dead and come  to judgement! On the contrary, how 

horrified the rejected will feel! They will be reluctant to get up quickly and will try 

even for a little while to postpone the terror that is awaiting them.´  How simple were 

the words I heard from Sister Rose´s mouth twenty eight years ago. And how grateful I 

am to her for them! I followed them each day of my life and experienced their 

truthfulness for myself. How happy I am because of that!  Life in the convent is so 

simple, ordinary and agreeable that any one who really yearns for heaven can take it 

for granted. 

 

     Oh, my God! Only you know everything! Nothing is secret to You. How could I, a 

poor and ignorant creature, describe adequately the love you flooded me with from the 

beginning of my life in the convent. It seems to me that what I can write is just a faint 

reflection of reality.  And  still I would really like to express the truth and write all You 

wish me to write to Your praise. 

     I was happy whatever  I was doing  and I always tried to do my best. I never did 

anything in a slovenly way, but I tried to achieve  very good results. The Lord 

rewarded my effort with much  inner consolation by His presence. When I approached 

the Tabernacle, where He was permanently dwelling and waiting for me, I felt such 

bliss that I could not hold back my tears: they were tears of love and gratitude. I was 

trying to hide all those emotions from the sisters, as I was  truly anxious not to attract 

any attention. In spite of that, I was often caught with my eyes full of tears and it 

appeared to the others that I was dissatisfied and homesick. When they told me about 

the impression I made on the others I was very surprised. After about a month my 

sister Anna visited me and was sad because Sister Rose informed her that I would 

probably leave the convent because I was homesick and often cried. That was not 

correct. The meaning of my tears was different. 

       Soon after that the sisters had spiritual exercises and I was also allowed to join 

them. During these exercises my soul was given similar graces  to those during the first 

missions in the world. The means of communication in the convent was Hungarian 

because Kosice Convent belonged to the congregation based in Hungary. The lecturing 

priest spoke Hungarian too. Although I did not understand everything, I had food for 

thought for the whole day. Again I made a good holy confession and sincerely 
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repented of all my past sins. My penitence was so deep that as I was complaining of 

myself, I was crying aloud all the time. Then Sisters reproached me, saying that it was 

not possible to make such noise during a holy confession. How unimportant it was  to 

me what the others liked or disliked, the main thing was that it appealed to God! And 

when the Divine grace  gave its poor creature the knowledge of what was good, it was 

easy to act in accordance with it. The exercises confirmed me in my decision to live a 

life of real repentance. There was nothing to prevent me from giving myself entirely to 

the Lord Jesus and so I constantly offered myself to Him to use me in the way He 

found most appropriate.  

      I could feel that the religious spirit in the convent He had brought me to was good. 

Sisters were strictly separated from the world, they were not allowed to go out, not 

even on the street. On certain days they abstained from meat, they had to keep silent 

during the day and were not allowed to use feather bedding. All that was compulsory 

also for the postulants so that they could test themselves whether they were ready to 

live the convent life. All these duties were a delight to my soul and  I  thanked the Lord 

I was allowed to live with these chosen souls. I was fond of them all and it never came 

into my mind to doubt their love for me, hence I was naturally happy and would not 

have changed my happiness with anyone in the world. 

      The Lord was my guide and I did not miss anything. I left the vanity of the world 

and found a hidden treasure. When somebody visited me, I was very pleased at the 

beginning, but gradually I could feel how earthly  joy weakened spiritual joy without 

being able to replace it. That was why after some time I did not feel like meeting my 

dear family too much. The Lord Jesus and the Virgin Mary were all to me. Really all ! 

 

 

 

                                                  The end of  part I. 
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The Affiliation of Kosice Convent to the Czech Dominican Congregation *7) 

 

     In the summer of 1924 Kosice Convent  was visited by two venerable Sisters from 

Repcin in Moravia. They were the Reverend Mother Rajmunda Jindrova,  Mother  

Superior-General of the Dominican nuns, and venerable Sister Pavla Nakladalova, her 

General Assistant. The Very Reverend Archbishop Precan from Olomouc asked them 

to receive the Slovak sisters from Kosice into their congregation. The sisters were free 

to make their decision. Those who wanted to join the convent in Hungary were 

allowed to do so, the rest of them were affiliated to the convent  in Repcin in Moravia. 

**7) 

      The Slovak sisters were very pleased that they would be allowed to speak Slovak, 

their mother tongue.  Both Kosice Superiors were Hungarian so they went to Hungary 

and were replaced by a new Superior from Repcin. There remained also three sisters 

who were about to take solemn vows.  

      At the beginning of September 1924 three sisters and two postulants were sent to 

Repcin. The three sisters went there to take solemn vows and the two postulants for the 

reception of the habit. They told us that after the reception we would return to Kosice. 

As my desire to wear the habit was very strong, I was keen to go, even though it was 

very far and the environment was entirely unfamiliar to me. The hope that I would be 

back in Kosice soon gave me courage. 

      Before my departure my sister Helena and my auntie, who were just returning from 

their pilgrimage to Lourdes, came to see me. Their hearts were filled with love and 

tenderness of Mother of God and hence they were very happy. Both of them were quite 

composed then and it did not enter their minds to lament over the fact that I was going 

so far. 

      My sister Helena had always been longing to go to Lourdes, even at the time when 

I was still at home. As they did not want to admit her in the convent because of her 

defective leg, she assumed she would be cured miraculously by the Virgin Mary. She 

put deep trust in that pilgrimage. Everybody at home, I and all the sisters in the 

convent, whom I asked to join our prayer, were praying for that intention. My prayers 

to Mother of God accompanied Helena for the whole time she was on the pilgrimage. I 

appealed to her to cure my sister if it were God´s will. I was expecting her return with 

the strong belief that she would come back recovered and then be able to join the 

convent too. However, God did not want what we wanted and so we had to want what 

He wanted.   

      Nevertheless, instead of a visible miracle, Mother of God had performed an 

invisible one, known only to our souls. Helena claimed in public that in Lourdes a 

great change took place in her heart. Since that pilgrimage she did not want anything 

but to fulfill the Divine will and her love for the Mother of Lourdes was even deeper 

than before. Yes, it really was great!  

      Later, when I had already been a nun for several years, I heard a reading about 

Lourdes at the common table. The priest, who wrote about good Mother of God and 

her love for all souls, wrote also the following words:  “A young woman pilgrim from 
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Eastern Slovakia had undertaken the pilgrimage to Lourdes with the hope of 

recovering from her handicap, but her expectations were not met because it had not 

been the Divine will. When I asked her before my departure for Lourdes what message 

I should convey to the Lady of Lourdes, she wrote this answer to me: Give my good 

Mother thousands of heartful regards!... Such simple words and how much love is 

hidden in them!“ My heart recognized the words of my beloved sister Helena and they 

actively encouraged me in a similar love. Nobody assured me the woman had really 

been Helena and I did not tell anybody that I knew that simple country woman from 

the East. Only Mother of God made me sure I was right. 

 

Dear Spiritual Father, 

     I can see that I  am writing about something that is probably off the subject all the 

time, but I really cannot help it. If I tried hard to write something different, I would 

probably not be able to continue at all. Whenever I take a pen in my hand,  I  can hear 

your words: “Keep writing and leave it up to God what He lets you write.“  I have been 

following them and here is the result… It just makes me recognize my poverty and 

nothingness better and better. Anyway, I do not waste much time on myself, my 

greatest desire is to praise the Lord God by   all that. 

 

     Well, now I will come back to our arrival at distant Repcin. For ten months of my 

stay in  Kosice, I had never left the gates of the convent. Our journey from Kosice to 

Olomouc took all day. At the railway station we asked the way to Repcin and we went 

there on foot. All the sisters gave us a very warm welcome and placed us among 

themselves. On the following day they immediately took me to work with them and 

from then I seldom met the sisters from Kosice again. A difficult trial began for me.       

      In Repcin there was a lot of work in the fields, on the farm, in the garden and  

elsewhere. The main attention was paid to work – both the sisters and the postulants 

were expected to do a lot of work in the course of the day. The postulants went to Holy 

Mass in the morning and  nobody was interested in them for the rest of the day. It did 

not seem important whether they prayed or lived a virtuous life; it was just important 

to keep them busy. Such a  kind of convent life was really very difficult for me. But I 

suffered quietly and sacrificed all my troubles to the Lord Jesus with the words:´You, 

know, my Lord, why I have joined the convent!´ Another difficulty was in 

communicating with the others, mainly at the beginning, because the Czech language 

was unfamiliar to me and some of the words were entirely incomprehensible to me. 

Despite that, I tried hard not to show my difficulties to the others and I talked about 

them and about my inner suffering only with my Jesus and my heavenly Mother.  

      A short time before we came to Repcin there was the election of a Mother 

Superior. There were some other changes too, so the postulants had no Superior for 

some time. After a month, it was at the beginning of October, I was sent to the 

affiliated house in Prague, which was a refuge center. There I helped around the 

kitchen. The Mass took place in the home chapel, but as I was supposed to prepare 

breakfast for the orphans, I used to go to the Dominicans  at half past five in the 

morning. I had a companion, who was in charge of the hosts.  Otherwise, I spent the 

whole day in the kitchen  with just Sister Boleslava, an old and infirm nun.  

       In Prague it was even harder for me to understand the language and make myself 

understood. Several times a day I had to run to the shops to get what sister cook needed 

for cooking. I was not inventive enough to write down the name of the thing I was sent 
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for so I had to repeat it all along the way so as not to confuse anything. In spite of that, 

it happened    that I asked  for meat and a kind of  sausage called “a Pole“ at the dairy 

because I associated “a Pole“ not with ´Polish´, but with something made from milk. I 

became known at all the shops: anyway, the shopkeepers were patient with me. It was 

a school of humiliation and continual self-denial. It was God´s will to make me get 

used to such a school from the very beginning because later it was bound to become 

my dear home. May God be praised for everything! 

      Originally, I was sent from Kosice to Repcin for  the reception of the habit, which 

used to take place there twice a year, in August and in January. When we arrived, the 

August term was just over. As they did not know us yet and wanted to verify our 

personal disposition towards becoming nuns, instead of the reception, there was a 

whole year of waiting.  Moreover, I received a letter from my youngest brother, who 

studied at a gymnasium. This is what he wrote to me: ´Pray for me, I have not done 

well at school. I am going to give up my studies so as not to hurt my father and waste 

his money any longer. I am going to return home and work on the farm.´ My brother 

was not very diligent  at the beginning of that year and father threatened to take him 

back home. He complained about it to me and I thought the matter had  already been 

settled. It hurt me a lot and I was very sorry about it.   

      When Satan saw it, he dared to attack me so harshly that I became very weakened. 

He taunted me terribly: ´So these are your hopes: A sister miraculously cured in 

Lourdes, a brother a priest and you a nun! All you do is wander around Prague like a 

begger! One day you will be fed up with it and return home!´  Oh, what I had been 

going through in those days was known only to the good Lord Jesus and my heavenly 

Mother. Nobody else was able to understand it, as it was the Divine will, apparent only 

to Him.  

 

     Oh, how God loved me! He chose degradation and humiliation for His poor 

creature, the safest path along which He has always led His Chosen. There  was truly 

nothing attractive or pleasant on the way the Lord Jesus had set me, so I was not tied to 

myself by anything and it was always easy for me to snuggle up to Him. It was only 

He who could understand me, hence He was the only friend of my heart. Even then  

my soul loved Him so powerfully that if He asked for it, it was willing to give its life 

for Him at any moment, as it   loved Him more than itself. All that was happening 

inside my soul, in silence,  on  His holy Heart, unnoticed by anybody. My soul is very 

grateful to the Lord that He granted it the grace of suffering at that time.  

 

     While I was going through those difficult days in Prague, the second reception took 

place in Repcin. As I was not worthy of it, with pained heart I begged the Lord Jesus to 

save for me the grace of reception at least in the third term half a year later.  

 

     Soon after that I was called back to Repcin. There were only two postulants and our 

Superior was the Reverend Mother Anastasia, who took tender motherly care of us. 

Later the number of postulants increased to eight.  

     Soon the time to work in the fields started and we were very busy again. I also 

helped  the sister porter to clean the area at Repcin gate and I had some more duties. 

One of them was preparing breakfast for the whole house. It was very difficult for me 

because I was seldom able to please everyone. After breakfast I hurried to  Mass with 

the boarders and then rushed to work. Twice a day, in the morning and in the 
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afternoon, I went to the local post office and sometimes I had to go downtown to 

Olomouc to do some shopping. The bus connection did not exist yet so I used to walk. 

When there was too much to carry, I took a wheelbarrow with me, usually when I went 

to the main station. It was the only way to make the transport of the goods easier. It 

was necessary especially when I had to take  the boarders´ parcels to and from the post 

office in Hejcin, a quarter of Olomouc. Several times it happened that I did not manage 

to handle the barrow properly and it turned over into a ditch with all the parcels. If it 

happened on my way home, it was not too bad, but on my way to the post office it was 

much worse. The worst situation arose when it was raining and there was a lot of mud. 

Then it was impossible to hand the parcels in at the post office and I had to ask for help 

in the shop and rewrap them all. I did not want to return home with them because 

nobody would be pleased about it so I kept my troubles to myself. At the post office I 

got the nickname “convent“ and if the gentlemen were in a good mood, they called me 

“little convent“. They did not respect the convent much and so their behaviour was not 

very friendly. Whenever I entered the post office door, a flush of embarrasment 

flooded over me, as I expected to listen to plenty of malicious remarks on the 

“convent´s“ account. I thought that it must have been so – so I did not mention it at 

home.  Even the children in Hejcin addressed me like that and shouted mockingly: 

´The convent is coming!´  

     Sometimes I carried a heap of shoes to get them repaired, either on a barrow or in 

my arms. It was always a big load and it was a weekly occurrence. From the very 

moment I left the gate of the convent I started to prepare myself for the mockery and 

shouting of Hejcin children whom I would meet on my way. It was a way full of 

insults and mocking remarks. But the conviction that I was  walking along it side by 

side with the Lord Jesus encouraged my soul to endure the humiliation as long as He 

found it beneficial for me. Jesus also allowed that the sister whom I was supposed to 

help did not spare me from my jobs at all, even if I was out  doing my duties for the 

whole day. It did not occur to her that I might be hungry, which I really was, because I 

never dared to ask for something to eat. After such a day out I did not have any chance 

to tidy up at home. Although that good sister could have done something by herself, 

she would leave my part of the cleaning for me till the evening, when I returned home. 

However, I was never cross with her, though sometimes her callous attitude hurt me. I 

thought it was a usual part of the convent life. In fact, it was another part of a special 

grace of the Saviour! I realized that He Himself had everything under control and that 

people were just the tools in His hands. He made me go through that school of 

humiliation and gloom so that I would not cling to anything or anyone; so that my 

heart and all of me would belong only to Him and return to Him all the time. 

 

     When in 1924 the Superiors from Repcin first visited Kosice, they agreed with the 

Kosice Superiors – as I was informed after their departure - that they would let me 

study in Repcin to become a teacher. When Sister Rosa told me of it, it sounded like a 

fairy tale to my ears. However, I thought to myself that I would not like to do anything 

but what the Lord Jesus would like me to do. My education was not very good. I 

passed only six classes of elementary school, of which five were Hungarian and the 

last one Slovak. Hungarian was spoken only during the classes, otherwise everybody 

spoke Slovak, hence my Hungarian was not very good and I did not understand all we 

were taught. There was no secondary school in our region, and as I was thinking of the 
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convent even as a schoolgirl, I assumed that secular knowledge would not be of much 

importance any more to me. I had always yearned to be alone, hidden in Jesus. 

 

      He obviously wanted the same thing – He really wanted me to remain hidden and 

study only through Him: to draw my ability and wisdom  from His Holy Cross, His 

sacred  wounds and the immense resources of His Divine Heart. How grateful my soul 

is to my good Lord Jesus that He always fulfilled any of my wishes, even those I had 

not asked for. For when I arrived at Repcin, the election, which brought many great 

changes, was just over and the Reverend Mother Augustina Stuchla was appointed as 

the new Mother Superior-General.  She had not been in Repcin yet, while the former 

Mother Superior Rajmunda Jindrova, had already moved to Vicemerice. The Reverend 

Mother Augustina returned from her convalescent leave a month later and we met only 

for a moment - before the morning mass on the day of my departure for Prague. I was 

supposed to leave right after the mass.  

     The situation was clear to me. I could see that the Lord God had it all in His hands 

and so I had never held anything against any of His creatures, even if they had nothing 

to give me apart from helping my heart achieve genuine humility. I heartily thanked 

the Lord Jesus for saving for me the grace to remain hidden: yes, I thanked Him for 

that all my monastic life. Even these days I am and will be grateful to Him forever, for 

leading me through this vale of tears along the path chosen for little souls.  

 

      Whenever I thought of Sister Rosa, even after leaving Kosice, I considered her very 

dear to the Lord God and was sure she would become a Saint. I think I was right. As 

she was dear to God, He was always with her and she was able to distinguish things 

correctly in His light. Though I was far from her, the Lord Jesus let her sense that my 

heart was suffering much because she wrote me a very consoling letter, just the one 

which I needed. I still keep it as a precious remembrance of her. 

 

      I would like to quote some sentences from it: ´ I am very pleased that with God´s 

and His Mother´s help you fought and have been fighting so hard. That´s right, my 

dear child! Continue to serve your Bridegroom, for whom you have left your good 

father, your home and your dear family, with the same devotion from now on. Let the 

holy truth that there are many called but few chosen encourage you! Because you 

belong to the few chosen ones, don´t you? Yes, you do, my dear little Alzbeta! Tell 

yourself this: No matter what it costs!! I, an unworthy creature of God, want to 

become, with the help of my Mother, a Bride of the good Jesus. Is that right ? Yes, it 

is. No matter how long you have been waiting for the reception of the habit, my dear 

little Alzbeta, so much the better, you will have more time to prepare yourself 

spiritually to accept that great grace. I can appreciate that it is not understandable even 

for your good father. When he comes to see us in May, I´ll talk to him about it. You 

just keep calm. We all often think about you during the recreation and we are 

expecting you in Kosice. That time will come if it is God´s will and the will of our 

good Superiors. And  if not, we will  be content with it anyway, won´t we? For there is 

the tabernacle in every convent and there are also the Reverend Mother and the sisters.´ 

 

      I know this letter was written for a child, but I benefited from its content even 

when I was much older. Each word in it had its own special meaning for my spiritual 

life. And again, who else but good Jesus delivered these words to me through His 
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devoted betrothed, Sister Rosa. How would it be possible not to be grateful to Him, not 

to love Him or deny Him what He wanted ! I am all His, there is nothing about me that 

would not entirely belong to Him. I belong to Him forever! 

 

 

 

The Reception of the Habit 

 

      Finally, the time to put on the habit of Holy Father Dominic, which I had yearned 

for for so long, really came. Before the given day I and the other postulants undertook 

spiritual exercises, conducted by the very reverend Father Jemelka from The Society of 

Jesus. He spoke mostly about the martyrdom of Jesus Christ and his narration was so 

evocative that during some of the lectures we were crying, and he himself was crying 

aloud.  During one such lecture he said to us: ´There are two kinds of nuns: some of 

them  need a lot, the others a little. But remember, dear postulants, a nun who is happy 

in a convent is not the one who needs a lot, but the one who can deny herself a lot.´ 

These spiritual exercises refreshed my spirit again. It was high time, for during the 

previous year I was as parched as a desert! After a long time I was allowed to dive into 

the depths of infinite love and Divine mercy without any limits and obstacles. Jesus 

was my refuge and my only genuine joy . 

      The day of  the reception was  27th August 1925. The sisters who were in charge of 

preparing the Brides called us together on the evening before and curled up our hair 

and so in the morning we were all dolled up, with curly heads. My soul was very sad 

over that kind of preparation. I was sorry for the time wasted on such unimportant 

activities, which made the spirit dull and unable to perceive supernatural matters. And 

it really was so difficult for me to be dressed up in that secular white showy dress  that 

I was depressed rather than enthusiastic about it. Only after I changed my dress  for the 

nun´s habit, did a real celebration start for my heart too. 

       My dear good father also attended the celebration. He was very satisfied because 

my happiness made him genuinely happy too. He arrived on the evening before the 

clothing and brought my aunt also, the same aunt who had been so grieved at my 

leaving home  that she had wept as if I were going to be taken to the graveyard. They 

came to Repcin from a great distance and they wished to see me immediately. When 

they were told it was permitted only on the day of the celebration they obediently 

waited till the following day. We met only in the morning before the Mass when the 

Brides were being given a blessing. It was a happy reunion after such a long time. We 

were not allowed to talk yet, apart from a few words of  blessing, uttered by my dear 

father.  

      In the afternoon after the ceremony we certainly had enough time to gladden and 

encourage one another. My dear father was highly satisfied that I had found what I was 

longing for and so he was about to leave my new home happy and calm. He left in the 

evening immediately after the reception. My genuine happiness about becoming a nun 

remained a living memory in his mind forever. Neither he nor any of my siblings had 

ever realized that I might have had a tough time in the convent. Everybody was 

convinced I was really happy and so nobody worried about me. Whenever they wrote 

to me, they only wrote about their troubles and sufferings and asked me to help them 

through my prayers. They were sure I was pleased to pray for them and expected God 

to give them whatever I would pray for. 
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      The very first day after receiving my habit I was told to wash the windows. It was 

very uncomfortable and unusual to move from one window to another and wash it 

carefully in the habit with my head veiled. I was well aware of the new way I was just 

starting so I exerted myself as much as I could. Both the first day in the convent and 

the first day of life in the habit  were days of fight and struggle. Satan, the enemy, did 

his best to deceive and perturb my heart. Whatever I did, he tried to make it as difficult 

as possible for me. And so I started my life as a nun without emotional pleasure and 

without any kind of natural consolation. I felt just a sort of emptiness and 

incompleteness around me. 

 

 

Spiritual Father! 

I feel I had better say nothing about my noviciate, but I know that would be wrong. 

And so, however difficult it is going to be compared with what I have already written, I 

have  to continue. To encourage myself, I am trying to assure myself again and again 

that what is written here will never be read by anyone. 

       As you know,  Spiritual Father, in the Congregation of the Dominican Sisters in 

Repcin I was placed among the auxiliary sisters – lay sisters. That was another thing I 

considered a great grace of God and a particular consideration of the Saviour. The 

hidden life with Jesus! I really would not like to hurt anybody, but as I have to tell the 

truth, I have to describe the things as they really happened  and as I personally 

experienced them. 

 

      For the whole year of my noviciate I was employed in the sisters‘ refectory. At the 

beginning there were two of us, but after some time I was in charge of the refectory all 

by myself. I do not remember our exact number, but I am sure that with the postulants 

we must have numbered about eighty. I was very busy all day long. I washed up after 

breakfast and immediately started to prepare the snacks, then hurried to be ready with 

everything before lunch. Then after lunch the washing up again, sweeping the floor, 

again the snacks, again the washing up and this repeated over and over again in a 

continual hurry. The dining room was small so there were two common tables and one 

more for the sisters who were serving the others during the meals. In the evening I was 

so tired that I was not aware of  anything. On Saturday, when the cleaning was to be 

done even more thoroughly, I had to leave it until the evening and always finished 

around eleven p.m. On Sundays my duties in the refectory were the same as on 

weekdays. That was the main exercise in the year of my noviciate.  

      As for the spiritual exercises, it  was quite simple. In the morning there were the 

common prayers, the Marian Hours and meditation, then the Mass, immediately 

followed by breakfast. Right after that we had spiritual reading with the Reverend 

Sister Novice-Mistress, which took a quarter of an hour. Once a week there was the 

chapter meeting instead of spiritual reading. During those exercises I was satisfied and 

happy, except for the everlasting haste which did not allow me experience a moment of 

peace and quiet throughout the whole day.  

      After the reception of the habit the novices were told  that they were not allowed to  

write letters to anybody during the noviciate. I took the ban seriously and did not even 

write home. At Christmas a card from my father arrived, but it was addressed to the 

Reverend Mother Superior. My dear father asked her to tell him as quickly as possible 
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whether his daughter was still alive. I was reproached strongly for not writing to my 

daddy for such a long time.  

      During the spiritual reading we went over the Statutes and the Convent Rule. Once 

a  week we had catechism and apart from that we read the Life of Saint Dominic, 

which we unfortunately did not finish  because the year of the noviciate was soon over. 

We met with our Reverend Sister Novice-Mistress only in the choir and in spiritual 

reading. Otherwise, I was alone the whole day except for recreation with professed 

sisters which took place in the kitchen after lunch. I always felt lonely there. There 

would not have been much harm in all that, had it not been for such haste in the day. 

What I regret most is that this haste got me down, it caused my spiritual desires to 

gradually get blunt and consequently my spirit was really getting weaker. What a 

shame that eternal things, which will never pass away, are ignored for temporary ones! 

(see note*8)) 
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Holy Profession 

 

As I proved myself useful at work, I was admitted to Holy Profession. I was looking 

forward to taking my vows, but I was aware that I was not well prepared to accept such 

a great grace.  The Lord Jesus, who saw my desire to unite myself with Him, made up 

what was missing because of  my deficiencies. 

 

     The profession was also preceded by spiritual exercises. Again, these days were 

days of God´s grace and love for me, days of genuine rest at the feet of Jesus. 

Whenever the need to worry about temporal things was taken away from me, it was 

easy for my spirit to uplift itself to the eternal God. On the day of taking the Holy 

Vows I felt I entirely  belonged only to Him. During the year of my noviciate I 

sometimes overheard talk of what work they were going to assign to me after Holy 

Profession. I did not pay much attention to it; firstly, because I was too busy, secondly, 

because I wanted to return to Kosice. I sincerely hoped this would happen. Yet the  

intentions of the Lord God were different and I willingly gave way to His  most holy 

will.  
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My First Assignment  

 

      About two days after the Holy Vows, the Reverend Mother Augustina Stuchla sent 

for me. When I entered her cell, she offered me a seat next to her on a sofa and 

complained to me in a sad voice that she had a headache. Then she continued: ´You are 

going to be charged with a very important post. You will go to the Convent Gate and 

you will take good care of everything that is necessary to do there. That post is 

dangerous, but very rewarding. The Lord God will be there with you to help you.´  

Hearing that, I felt such a quiver of anxiety running through me that I started to shiver 

all over. I felt myself absolutely incapable of performing the duties I had just been 

assigned. But when I saw the Reverend Mother so unhappy and  sick, I did not dare to 

protest in any way.  

       As I was leaving her cell stunned, I did not sense or perceive anything around me 

and headed right to the Tabernacle. There I knelt down and in silence I let my 

perturbed heart speak to the Eucharistic Christ: ´Oh, Jesus, you can see the absolute 

inability of Your poor child to take up the post Your representatives have just assigned 

me to do!  My trust in You is boundless! I entirely  rely on You !´  In this and similar 

ways I let my heart weep before Him and I felt a great confidence in His help such as I 

had never felt before.  

       

Then I stayed in the chapel, before the statue of the Sacred Heart of the Lord. I was 

looking at Him with trust and He was looking at me. His kind look assured me that He 

would always be with me as I had expected. 

 

      I could not think of anything but the goodness and love of Jesus´ Heart, bending 

down to His poor and weak creatures, whenever they are willing to come to Him and 

admit truthfully their misery and nothingness. It was as if the other things happening 

around me did not exist. On 3rd September 1926, it was a first Friday, I started my 

service at the Convent Gate. From the previous Sunday I had been preparing mentally 

for beginning  the post that made me so worried and I was continually trying to 

submerse my anxiety and fear in the Sacred Heart.  

 

      On that day I recollected myself very much at Holy Mass so as to be able to exploit 

fully the power of the Divine mercy. After the mass, before starting my new job at the 

gate, I returned to the chapel again and I begged The Lord´s Sacred Heart to bless it for 

me. Then I moved to the appointed place. 

      When I got there, some of the boarders were still arriving at the institute. It was the 

first day after the holidays and the place around  the gate was bustling with people. I 

did not know what to start and how, so I took my place at the gate and with pain in my 

heart I watched everything that was going on around. Many unfamiliar people were 

milling around always requesting something. Also the sisters who worked in the 
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schools as teachers kept coming with all kinds of needs and orders. I was standing in 

the middle of the bustle, frightened as a hare, with my legs trembling and my heart 

beating, and felt all the time how poor and incapable I was of handling all those hard 

duties all by myself. The most difficult thing about it was the fact that I could not 

speak Czech well. However, even in that I later recognized  the love of good Jesus, 

who used this deficiency to protect me from much evil. For my awareness that I could 

not speak Czech properly made me avoid any superfluous word and not say more than 

necessary.  

     The life at Repcin gate  was really hard. At the beginning everything appeared 

difficult to me and hence  painful and bitter. I was unhappy that I could not devote 

myself to my inner life in the way I had imagined. I had to be ready to  meet anybody´s 

wishes all day long. The Sundays were even busier than weekdays. There were no 

classes and  both the boarders and the nuns were permitted visits the whole day. The 

building was large and there was no home telephone. It was installed in the whole 

house only several years later. The town line was still engaged calling somebody and 

my task was to run around the building and look for the sisters and the boarders all day 

long. All at once I was deprived of the last bit of peace. As I remember, Saturdays 

were the hardest days for me. On Saturday afternoon the school was empty, but I had 

to receive the visitors. The boarders´ visitors arrived in the morning, while in the 

afternoon it was the  time of the sisters´ visitors, who usually stayed overnight till 

Sunday. In addition,  it was my duty to clean the house, the area around the gate, the 

visiting rooms, the corridors and the staircase. I was also supposed to prepare the 

bedding for the guests and do many other things I am not going to mention at all. First 

I was afraid of Saturdays and Sundays as of something harmful for my soul. On those 

days I was very impatient and I thought I was committing a sin and offending the Lord 

God by working so much. Later I got used to even worse things, but the hope that it 

would not last for ever consoled me. They promised me that in three years, after taking  

perpetual vows, I would go back to Kosice. Accordingly, I was slowly getting ready 

for the return and counted the months and weeks still ahead - so hard and joyless the 

service at the gate appeared to me. 

 

      The enviroment I found myself in was not very encouraging. The worries about 

temporal things and the constant haste, that was all I encountered all the time. But 

when the time of the spiritual exercises was coming nearer, I started to feel a joy  that 

cannot be described in words. Such joy was granted to me every year. I always 

prepared myself carefully for those blessed days, and with great trust expected plentiful 

graces from God. My hope was never disappointed and I always received more than I 

had hoped to get. 

 

      In 1929, the year when I was to take perpetual vows, I was looking forward to the 

spiritual exercises more than ever. In the course of years of my service at the gate, I 

heartily venerated St. Terese of Jesus. She was my faithful assistant in all my troubles. 

I was trying to prepare for the day of Holy Profession following her example.  

Although our lives were outwardly very  different, our souls were very similar in our 

love for the Lord Jesus. There were much more opportunities for sacrifice at the  

convent gate  than in Carmel. Saint Terese taught me by her own example that it was 

necessary to exploit all of them and take notice of even the least obvious one. She 

called these sacrifices little flowers which she picked for the Betrothed of her soul. 
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Like her, I was also preparing my wedding dress, made of my daily sacrifices, for the 

day when I was to give myself to the Lord for ever. How good the Lord Jesus has 

always been to me! He gladly accepted anything that I did for Him with love and he 

hid it just for Himself so as not to give creatures  an  opportunity  to get even the 

slightest idea of what was intended exclusively for Him.  

      One day, just a short time before our taking perpetual vows, our Father Superior 

paid a visit to us. I was supposed to give him something when he was leaving, I cannot 

remember exactly what it was, and I forgot (not intentionally) to give it to him. The 

Reverend Sister who knew about it announced it to the Reverend Mother Superior who 

severely reprimanded me for not being dutiful enough and strictly warned me that if 

anything like that happened again I would not be allowed to take the holy vows. It was 

clear to me that it was Jesus who sent me that great suffering. All the same, I  still 

believed in His love and mercy. 

 

      At last the days of spiritual exercises preceding the vows came. I put everything in 

order at the gate and said good-bye to it, thinking I would never return there again. At 

the very beginning of the exercises I opened myself wide to the Holy Spirit and 

expected Him with great desire to enter my soul. I received as much as I longed and 

hoped for. He came with His light, love and power and taught the little soul to be 

generous and brave. He gave it the courage to face everything that it had considered 

impossible and unfeasible until then. During those exercises my spirit became armed 

for the future life like a soldier for the battle. Everything, both inside my soul and 

outside, when I was doing my duties, became as clear to me as  the sky on a bright 

winter evening.  
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Perpetual Vows 

 

     When, in the Divine light, I was able to distinguish clearly all that was evil and 

good in my soul, I made a serious decision before the Lord God: “I must not want 

anything but what He wants.“ To act in a different way would work against me. At 

the end of the exercises I felt great desire in my heart  to  sacrifice myself for other 

souls. Where to satisfy that desire was also clear to me: it was at the gate of  Repcin 

Convent, where I had spent the previous three years in a kind of bitterness and 

clumsiness because I had not exploited the possibility God had granted me - to sanctify 

myself through all the opportunities I had encountered every day. 

 

      On the day of the perpetual vows I generously gave myself to the Lord God, with  

absolutely everything that was mine, especially my will, which I kept offering Him all 

the time. My self-sacrifice was genuine. He, the good Jesus, made me feel how 

precious the sacrifice of my life was to Him and how satisfied He was with it. His 

Divine love embraced me so ardently that it made me forget I was in exile. My soul 

was feasting its eyes on the heavenly homeland, the land of the inexpressible eternal 

joy of all God´s children. How beautiful was that day when I gave myself entirely to 

Jesus through the holy vows! 

 

     Spiritual Father, certain things happened in my soul, which I am not able to 

describe here. I am able to think about them, immerse myself in them in my heart, but I 

cannot express myself concerning them. The reason is clear to me: I am just a 

miserable, poor, earthly creature. So please, do not wish me to write about these things. 

If I spoke about my spiritual experiences, I would not capture much of them and still it 

would be far from being clear. I always try to deal with  spiritual matters deep in my 

heart, but I am afraid to talk about them, as I can realize how little reality is reflected in 

what I am able to express. Anyway, I want to be obedient  and to do my best to 

continue the writing. For I feel the Lord Jesus asks me to do nothing but write what I 

can and not to think about anything else. You, Spiritual Father, know well why I am 

saying this. I told it to you at the very beginning. What I have in mind is just one thing: 

to glorify God through my poverty and my humble obedience. I don´t expect more 

than to content Him. Sometimes I am tempted to give it up, but I know these thoughts 

come from the enemy of Divine peace. 
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Life at the Repcin Convent Gate 

 

     On the quiet days of solitude during the exercises before the perpetual vows Jesus 

was whispering to my soul that He wished it to sacrifice itself for other souls. In other 

words: I was not allowed to long for my return to Kosice, but on the contrary, I was 

expected to go back to the dreary gate. When the Reverend Mother asked me in the 

presence of the Slovak sisters whether  I wanted to go to Kosice, I just smiled at her 

and said: ´As for myself, I don´t, but if you sent me there, I would go with pleasure.´  

The Reverend Mother replied:´ The Lord God wants to have you at the gate.´  I bowed 

not only my head but my whole being  to God´s will, which showed itself so clearly. 

The sisters held   it against  me  that  I did  not go to Slovakia though I was allowed to 

and considered me a coward for that reason. But in God´s eyes it was quite different 

from what the sisters thought of it. With love I undertook the post of a portress and 

embraced my duty to serve conscientiously at the convent gate for all I was worth from 

then on. 

 

      Some time before, when I had complained to a certain reverend father about my 

difficulties at the gate, he told me: ´One sister has to be there. If it is not you, it will be 

another one. It is possible that it would do even more harm to her than to you !´ Since 

then I always had it in mind: “One sister has to be here!“  ´Then, my Lord, let that 

sister be myself, but, please, be here with me!´  

      Yes, Jesus was still by my side since then and His presence was real. I walked 

along with Him, with my good Jesus, and it was wonderful! It was not always a 

smiling little Jesus, whose eyes were watching me, but often, in fact on most of the 

days I had spent at the convent gate, it was the suffering and humiliated Jesus,  made 

sad by the constant ingratitude of people. I joined that suffering Jesus, I loved Him and 

completely relied on Him. He was the only friend of my young soul and  my loving 

heart.  

      One day during the recreation I heard one of the elderly sisters tell the others that 

the most beautiful time spent in a convent  was  that  between the age of  twenty and 

thirty. That it is a happy soul which can spend its young days in a convent and give all 

its love only to Jesus Himself. As I heard it,  I was filled with such inner joy that no 

other joy may compare to it. Then I repeated all the time: ´Jesus, all my love belongs 

only to You.!´ Then I counted how many years of my youth were still ahead. At that 

time I tried to love the Lord Jesus as much as I could, and following the example of St. 

Teresa of Jesus, I was continually trying to please Him. Jesus liked my effort and 

flooded me with His love. I could feel how strongly He  attracted me to Himself with 

His sweetness and the spiritual consolation He provided me with. I know He did it to 

fasten my soul to Him. 

  

     Life at the gate was similar to that in the world. One day a certain young lady told 

me: ´Sister, our father said that the sisters in the convent were poor women, except the 

one who  served at the gate. That she was all right because she had a wonderful contact 
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with the world outside.´ Her father was right. Not because of what he said about the 

sisters, but  because of what he said about the one at the gate.   

     Nothing happened in the convent that I would not know  about. Although I did not 

wish to be informed or search for any information, it always somehow came to me. I 

had to arrange all sorts of things for the convent in the world and  vice versa. What a 

busy life it was! As I had always tried to satisfy everybody, people respected me and 

often praised me. Only later did I recognize how dangerous and poisonous that was for 

me. For though I was not eager for human praise, still it pleased me sometimes, which 

was very harmful for my spiritual life. My emotions and the feeling that people were 

satisfied with me gradually darkened my spirit and made it unable either to distinguish 

supernatural matters or to comprehend them clearly.   What I had been afraid of, really 

happened –  the contact with the world made me halfhearted!  

 

      But the Lord to whom I belonged completely took pity on His poor child even at 

that time. During the spiritual exercises God´s grace touched my soul again. It was  

about four years after my perpetual vows, I do not exactly remember the year, when a 

new building of Repcin Convent was being built. The main reason why my spiritual 

life had suffered such harm had been because of being continually in touch with 

secular people. The contact with all the architects and supervisors, constant phone calls 

and haggling at the gate, had all been repeated over and over again. I had been 

involved in everything. Eventually, due to the influence of the world, my spirit became 

very dull and unable to lift itself to higher  matters as easily as before.   

      The spiritual exercises were conducted during the holidays in 1933. The lecturer 

was Father Kubes, SJ. His speeches were solemn and impressive. In spite of my 

lukewarmness, it was still my desire to be a real nun and that is why God showed me 

His mercy. After one of the lectures, on about the third day of the exercises, I rested   

in solitude and all of a sudden my eyes were opened. The light of God´s grace 

penetrated my soul so sharply that it made me feel strong belief again.  I could clearly 

see my situation and the danger I had been in. It was the danger of pride and the follies 

of secular vanity. There was no excuse for me because what I had realized  was 

evidently the truth. I remained in a state of shock and was not able to think of anything 

else. The need to be alone obsessed me so much that I could hardly force myself to 

return to the common tasks when the bell rang.  

       The new clear knowledge returned to my mind again and again till the end of the 

spiritual exercises. It was not necessary to search my conscience any more, for the 

Holy Spirit made everything clear to me in one moment.  It was necessary for me just 

to accept it and to act immediately. God´s mercy helped me and it really became true: 

since those spiritual exercises my real life as a nun began. As for my sins and 

unfaithfulness, the Lord Jesus not only forgave me all my trespasses, but even blotted 

them out with His precious Blood so that there did not remain even a trace of them.  

 

       The joyful life of love started again as before and I continued to live it ever after.  

As I appealed to the Lord not to let me turn away from Him any more, He heard my 

prayers and bound me to Himself for ever through His suffering. Until then I was 

absolutely healthy and that is why I was never spared from anything by anyone. I did 

my duties with extreme devotion, even though I felt tired. At the beginning I did not 

pay attention to my fatigue, but it was gradually getting worse and I thought to myself 
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that it was my lungs and was afraid to tell it to my superiors. I was sad, as I thought I 

would die soon. I was afraid of death, I wanted to live.  

      Eventually, but only after three months, I made known that there was something 

wrong with me. The doctor diagnosed inflammation of the pleura and ordered rest. The 

illness lasted for three months, and when the high temperatures did not cease, they sent 

me for an X-ray again because they thought it was tuberculosis. It was not, but it 

emerged   that a part of the pleura adhered to my heart and in addition, I had some 

other inner diseases. They told me that I would feel some difficulties till the end of my 

life. I had a temperature every day and I was very weak. The doctors said that I should 

be considered ill as long as I had temperatures and should not be at the gate, where it 

was draughty all the  time.  

      In the meantime, another sister was appointed to take over the duties at the gate  

and I was just sitting around, giving her advice if necessary. One  day the Reverend 

Mother came to the gate and asked whether I still took my temperature.  I said I did, 

but told her I would rather not.  She said: ´ OK, don´t take it.´ Since that day I was 

considered healthy. I did not speak about my troubles, I only suffered quietly. It was 

obviously  the Lord´s wish. He bound me to Himself  completely  through physical 

suffering, which He made a part of my life up to the present time. That suffering is a 

special guarantee of the bonding between me and Him. Jesus was longing for me, I 

was longing for Him, but the world was between us. I wanted to appeal to Him, but 

also to creatures. I did my duties  for Jesus, but I also wished to be recognized and 

praised by people. The illness liberated me from the latter, for I was not able to do all 

the work as usefully as before. I was much weaker and so each day was very hard for 

me. When  evening came, I would be completely exhausted, longing for another 

morning and for the Lord Jesus to come and give me the necessary strength. I did not 

try to find it anywhere but in Jesus Christ hidden in the tabernacle. “Jesus is my 

strength“. 

     It took me a long time before I was able to cope with the state of my health. At the 

beginning it grieved me a lot that I was not strong enough to do my duties as easily as 

before. I felt miserable and it seemed to me that the others were not satisfied with me 

either.  

      One day when I was thinking about it and grieving over myself, suddenly, a picture 

that symbolized my own life appeared before my eyes. The past was like a rose in bud, 

everybody gave it a smile and some even admired it. Now the rose had faded and only 

the thorns remained. Nobody would ever stop to admire such a rose. Thorns are not 

attractive. Viewing such a  picture made me gloomier than before. I said to  myself: ´ 

Now there is nothing ahead but to suffer and then die!´ And that really came to pass. 

      Anyway, the life of suffering was not as horrible as it seemed to my human eyes. 

For  the great love of  the Lord Jesus consisted simply in the fact that in this way He 

detached me from myself  -  my self-love and pride. 

 

      How great is His goodness to my poor soul! How poor I am  that I comprehend His 

love and goodness in such a dull way! For all my life is interwoven only with Divine 

love and mercy! I was flooded with them continuously, He listened to all my poor, 

childish wishes, He heard them and fulfilled  them. 
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The Lord Jesus Has Fulfilled  All My Requests  

 

     None of the requests I have ever made to the Lord Jesus has ever been ignored. He 

satisfied each of my wishes, each of the desires of my heart, even those which I did not 

dare to pray for.   

      Although I was very fond of Sister Rosa, who stayed in Kosice and after my 

transfer to Moravia I missed her a lot, I recognized that it was the Lord God´s wish and 

I did not want anything but what He wanted. However, the Lord Jesus made me very 

happy when one day, it was still the time before the perpetual vows, Sister Rosa 

appeared in Repcin.  

 

      It was a really joyful meeting. She brought me two little books. One of them was 

about Marta Schambon, from which I learnt  how to worship the sacred wounds of 

Jesus Christ, another one was about Benigna Consolata and it taught me to have great 

and  implicite trust in the Heart of the Lord. I dearly cherished the gift, especially 

beacause it was from Sister Rosa. During our meeting Sister Rosa told me how pleased 

she was that the superiors were satisfied with me and that they considered me perfect. I 

gave her a glance of displeasure and expressed what I simply felt in my heart – that the 

judgement of people did not please me or interest me much. Sister Rosa looked at me 

solemnly and disapprovingly and said: ´If  the superiors are satisfied with you, it 

means that the Lord God is satisfied with you too. If they are not, neither can the Lord 

God be satisfied. Do remember that !´ From then I could grasp easily when the Lord 

God was satisfied with me and when he was not. I could see and hear only God in my 

superiors and so I hardly ever had any difficulties with my obedience. I always listened 

only to the Lord God and I  always loved only the good Lord God in them. 

      I deeply loved my dear family at home and I used to be sorry for them; not because 

I could not do without them, but because they could not do without me. Whenever I 

received a letter, they always complained that I was so far away that they had not seen 

me in my habit yet. At  first I comforted them that I would return to Kosice. But when 

it did not happen after the perpetual vows, I told them it was the Divine will to keep us 

separated in this world, and look forward to being united forever in our heavenly 

home.  

      But they found it too long to wait for eternity and so our dear father set off for the 

long journey to Repcin. Again I was very surprised when one afternoon my aged and 

good father appeared at the gate. What great joy it was! At that time I was still able to 

experience joy, but nowadays I am not. Father  came to see the Reverend Mother and 

ask her whether she would let me go to Slovakia so that my siblings could see me too. 

The Reverend Mother agreed and she kept her promise. The  following year when she 

went to Kosice she took me with her and allowed me to go home. 

      In Kosice I wrote a message to my sister and she arrived at the convent to take me 

home. When I came up to her, she did not recognize me. We welcomed each other and 
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were talking for a while, when sister asked: ´And when is that sister of ours going to 

come?´  I was deeply touched, looked at her, burst in tears and told her: ´Well, am I not 

yours?´ Only then did she start to recognize me. On our way home I became somewhat 

worried. Did I not pray to the Lord God that I might not return home any more? Well, 

and now I was going there …  And so my happiness was not as deep as when father 

visited me in Repcin.  

      On the following day I was in church. It was full. People were praying and singing 

piously, but I was anxious among them  and felt that I did not belong there. I thought I 

would not be able to last out till the end of the mass. After Holy Communion I could 

not help weeping and I said to the Lord Jesus: ´If you weren´t here, I would die from 

my great pain.´ It  assured me that if the soul gives itself only to Him, no one has ever 

any right to it. Father and  my sisters enjoyed my visit very much, but I felt more 

bitterness than pleasure. After that I appreciated my life in the convent even more.  

 

      After several years my brothers and sisters started to miss me again. They found it 

unjust that I was so far from them. In their  longing they turned to God and all of them 

began to pray a novena to the Lord´s Sacred Heart and with trust they expected it to be 

heard. How good is the Lord Jesus! I did not long for any similar kind of pleasure any 

more, but when I got the letter from my nearest ones, written during their novena, 

although its content was quite usual, after reading it I felt such a quiver of anxiety 

running through me that it made me go to see my Superior and confide to her. It 

appeared to her that I was oversensitive so she tried to lead me out of that state and get 

me to think about something else. I did not know the reason why I felt like that and felt 

ashamed of myself.  

      Anyhow, the Superior also got a bit disturbed and so she told everything to the 

Reverend Mother. She sent for me and announced to me: ´The day after tomorrow 

sister Svatava is going to Kosice and you will go with her. When you get there, send 

your family a message to see you in the convent.´  I had not asked for that, it had not 

even entered my head, but as the Reverend Mother  told me to do so, I obeyed her.  

      How surprised I was when my dear ones told  me how they all were praying to the 

Sacred Heart and It heard them. How truthful are the words : “The Lord never ignores 

the wishes of those who pray to Him with trust.“ He let us have the pleasure of getting 

together so that we could serve Him with even greater love. In Kosice I met also my 

brother who was studying for the priesthood.  All that joy was compensated for with a 

long period of  suffering before I calmed down again. I could understand why I  had to 

suffer. Through suffering  I paid for my deficiencies and sins. 

      After my return from Kosice, I thanked my Lord for everything and told Him I did 

not long for anything on earth any more. I had enough earthly pleasures and wanted to 

live only with Him for ever. I also told my relatives not to hope to meet me any more 

on earth so that we would not deprive ourselves of the eternal reward in heaven. I 

wrote letters home three times a year: at Christmas, at Easter and on my father´s name 

day. But the Lord expected even greater sacrifice: Later my Superior forbade me to 

write  the letters  for Easter, explaining that it was not appropriate to write letters on 

that occassion. I offered up my pain to the Lord Jesus and believed that He would 

compensate them Himself for all that. To my surprise, I often recognized that He did. 

Good Jesus took care of them and they all experienced His Love in full measure. He 

blessed all of them and they knew His Love deserved sacrifices. That is why they liked 
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to repeat for themselves in the hardest times: ´ The Lord God wants it this way.´ And 

they wanted just what God wanted. 

 

     I have already said that none of my requests to the Lord Jesus remained ignored. 

From my entry into the convent I prayed  to Him daily for the following intentions : 

      

1. To grant my dear father life until my brother becomes a priest. It was daddy´s deep  

appeal to the Lord Jesus to keep this great joy for him and let him live to see his 

youngest son´s ordination. 

     

2. I asked  Mother of God to bring up my priest brother herself according to Her Son´s 

Heart. 

 

3. A happy death for my daddy. 

 

      The Lord fulfilled all those wishes for me: My brother spent the last three years of 

his studies in Holland at the time of the most cruel air-raids and as he could not stand 

the chaos and hunger any longer, he was transferred to Szeged  in Hungary to finish 

the last year of his theological studies. There he was ordained a priest on 24th April 

1941. 

 

      In those days all the world was in chaos. Nobody could tell whether it would be 

possible for my brother to reach his old father. Yet the Lord God  arranged everything 

to make the happiness of my father complete. My brother managed to send the family a 

message that he would celebrate his First Mass in his native place on 4th May 1941. 

When I learned about it I was sincerely happy and I thanked the Lord from the botton 

of my heart that He granted such joy to my dear ones. I enjoyed their happiness  alone 

in quiet, and in my mind I recollected all the paths our good Jesus had led us along 

until then. I did not have the slightest wish to be present there. It seemed to me that I 

had no right to it, that I belonged only to Jesus Himself.  

      But my father´s joy would not have been complete if I were not there, as he had 

said himself. He wrote a letter of request to the Reverend Mother and explained that 

his life was coming to an end and he wanted to see all his children together for the last 

time. The Reverend Mother would have liked to meet his wish, but the problem was to 

get the permission from the authorities. I handed the whole thing over to the Lord God 

and did not want anything but fulfil His Holy will. There was almost no hope of 

success so I did not think at all of meeting my family in those days of general 

uncertainty. However, the Reverend Mother wanted to please my father. She sent a 

sister who could speak German well to the local authority to try to get the permission 

for the journey to Slovakia.. Astonishingly, she immediately received the  passports for 

me and the fellow sister who accompanied me, so it was possible for us to set off on 

the same day.  

      The journey was full of great sacrifices. There were military vehicles everywhere 

and on the border there was a strict security check. They rummaged around all our 

things. One would rather give up such travelling! As I went there in obedience, I 

willingly undertook all the difficulties and sacrificed them to the Lord God for souls. I 

was in close touch with my Jesus all the way and kept telling Him that only He 

Himself was all my joy. When we arrived at the station, there was nobody to meet us; 
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they did not expect us. It was just pouring with rain and as it had already been raining 

for several days,  the way was muddy. It was a long way from the station to our 

village, that is why I invited my companion to pray aloud with me, that it would be 

easier for us to walk. She agreed and we started the Litany to the Holy Spirit, which 

was followed with other ardent prayers. I did not look forward to meeting the family 

very much, for all the pleasures of this  world were already bitter to me at that time. 

 

      I knew that the Lord Jesus wanted to please my dear father. Eventually, we arrived, 

or rather reached our native home on foot.  All the family rushed out to meet us, only 

my daddy remained standing on the threshold at the entrance door. Despite the 

distance, our eyes met first. I did not stop at anyone and headed straight to him, as his 

look was a magnet to me. He embraced me fervently and pressed my head against his 

fatherly heart. In that moment my soul tasted the sweetness of his love so perceptibly 

that anything I considered human love was nothing in comparison with what I felt in 

the arms of my good father. In fact, it was Jesus´ love. Through that sweetness He 

enlightened me that it was He and at the same time He let me grasp that such a feeling 

was nothing in comparison with the moment when I appear in the arms of my heavenly 

Father and my soul rests on His Sacred Heart. 

      Since that day I have been yearning to rest in God´s arms and I always  tell myself: 

´If such a sweet love is put in the heart of an earthly father, who, my Lord, would be 

able to bear the love hidden in Your loving fatherly  Sacred Heart!´  

 

      Spiritual Father, it was not natural, recognizable earthly love. It was something 

special, purely spiritual. Whenever I recollect that feeling, my soul experiences strange 

interior joy and in that joy I repeat: ´My Lord Jesus, I am looking forward to seeing 

You face to face and throwing myself into Your arms!´ 

 

      Today, on 22nd February 1952, I am taking a pen in my hand after a long time 

again to glorify You, to whom I am obliged to be grateful forever, with my utterly poor 

efforts. I did not dare even to look at this notebook for a long time. Sometimes it seems 

to me I should finish this work because everything I am writing here is much too small 

and poor for Your glorification. Today I can see that that is the lie of my enemy, who 

often whispers such things in my ears and causes so much bitterness to my heart. For I 

know, my Jesus, Your glory does not need a listing of the reasons for my gratitude. 

What You want is sacrifice: “Genuine sacrifice !“ You wish our sacrifice to be willing 

and joyful, offered with love. 

 

      Now I am going to return to the memories regarding my life at the Repcin Convent 

gate, where  I had spent almost all my convent life. I was a portress there from 3rd 

September 1926 to 9th August 1946. The illness God sent down on me in 1933 did not 

hinder me from holding the post.  He added even more physical trouble to it and plenty 

of different kinds of mental suffering. All that  was just so that I would look for help 

and draw strength solely from my only Friend, the Lord Jesus. How beautiful are the 

memories of that life! 

      The years spent at the gate were very rich. Their richness consisted in continual 

sacrificing of myself for others. For He, who said He would not leave a single cup of 

water offered to a neighbour in His Name without reward, filled my soul with Himself  

and He did it all the time. I lived, worked and suffered with Him and I was ideally 
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happy in Him: ´If I have You, I have all, earthly matters mean nothing to me at all!´ 

Those were the words I would whisper to Him. My soul learned to keep talking with 

Him almost ceaselessly. I was able to communicate only with Him, by words and by 

silence, through my thoughts and through my suffering. My duty to serve everybody 

did not cause any obstruction of my connection with Jesus any more. On the contrary, 

the more I served my neighbours, the more I  possessed Him. The deeper was the love             

hidden in my service, the more ardently He gave Himself to me; and when I gave 

myself entirely and did not think of myself at all, He did the same. 

      Oh, what blissful days they were! A happily spent day was followed by an equally 

happy evening. Sometimes I was afraid to sit down on a chair before I completely 

finished all the work, otherwise I might have fallen asleep and sat in it till the morning. 

That is why I preferred to remain on my feet until I  went to bed. But no matter how 

late it was, I never went to bed before calling on my Eucharistic Saviour. At nine p.m. 

the lights in the corridors were to be switched off. The way to the chapel was easy for 

me even in the dark. I measured my steps so surely that I could go along the corridor 

and up the stairs to get the key and then go on to the chapel, which would be locked 

overnight, with my eyes closed. I am fully  convinced that the Lord Jesus was always 

pleased by my visit. He called me so strongly! When I was wandering along the dark 

corridors, He filled me with His Divine light and inflamed my heart more and more 

with His holy love. On my way to the chapel I liked to repeat the words from a poem I 

had learnt by heart:  

 

1. ´I know a lovely, beautiful place, where it is good to dwell, 

     there´s no place in the whole Divine world where I would feel so well. 

     That place is called  the House of God,  

     my desire drives me there to meet my Lord.  

 

2.  It has always invited me in a powerful and kind voice,  

     As Jesus dwells there, in His peaceful, sacred home! 

     I regret I often lost that voice calling my name 

     and let the Lord Jesus wait for me in vain. 

 

3.  You defeated me with the power of Your love, my Lord  

     and nothing will separate me from You any more. 

     My heart was set aflame with Your fiery love, so great, 

     You  have bound me to Yourself with an indivisible bond.  

                                                                      

4.  The bliss  my soul can find in Your Divine House, 

     cannot be found anywhere in the world around. 

     I draw my strength and solace from Your sweetest Home 

     to endure the hardship everywhere I roam. 

 

5.  When I´m in doubt or making up my mind 

     I go to the House of God to ask for advice. 

     Weary of work and looking for a rest –  

     nothing can keep me from seeing You first.   

 

6.  Now I´m going to repose in You and say good night, 
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     I submit myself quietly to You, my mighty guide. 

     At  last, when my life comes to an end, 

     And I won´t be able to see You again 

     then You, my dear Jesus, my sweetest love, 

     pay a visit to me, Your loving child. 

 

     Here before  the Tabernacle, I´m invoking You with all my love and faith, 

     But there in heaven let me give You, the Lord, my everlasting praise.  

 

 

      After the delightful visit to my Jesus, I silently retired to bed. My room was set 

apart, either in the corridoor or above the gym, and in the last years it was next to the 

phone box at the gate. I usually stayed there alone. I was often  up till late at night and 

early in the morning too because it was  necessary to take care of those who were 

leaving for a bus or train at that time. All the sisters and the boarders knew where my 

room was and  so whenever any of them needed to get up earlier, she simply 

announced it to me on the evening before, went to bed and slept without any worries. I 

woke them up exactly on the right time and while they were getting dressed, I prepared 

breakfast for them and something to eat for the journey. And then, depending on the 

time, I urged them to hurry up so as not to miss the train. Once I  overheard two sisters 

who were worrying about being late for the local train. A third one told them: ´There´s 

nothing to worry about. I know that Sister Sidonia is here and she will see to our being 

there on time.´  

      She was right because I really was reliable and always fulfilled my duties 

faithfully. Yes, as faithfully as I had always been ready to leave this world. In the 

evening I often prayed to wake up in my real homeland. I was bound by nothing but 

Jesus and he was with me everywhere. Yes, my life was happy and satisfied and my 

fellow sisters considered me the happiest of them all; but what they meant by that was 

far from the reality. It was the general opinion and some of them often expressed it 

directly: ´Sister Sidonia has a good time. She does nothing, swaggers around all day 

long like a lady and everybody likes her.´ Such remarks used to stab my natural 

feelings in the beginning, but later I found them more and more pleasant and agreeable. 

In the end, when I did not hear them for some time, I quite missed them. 

 

 

 

     The kind of happiness I really experienced was not quite understandable to my 

fellow sisters from the very beginning. As I have already said, I was not happy. I was 

afraid of my duties as a portress because I was worried they might cause an obstruction 

to my spiritual life. Only with a lot of effort was I dragging myself  along the paths of  

the Lord, full of anxiety and fear that I would not reach my goal. Jesus, my beloved 

Friend, did not let me roam about in the dark for too long. He sent down His light upon 

all the paths of my wandering in this earthly exile. Oh, Jesus, thank You for Your 

great love ! 
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How My Soul Became Able to Consider Everything Easy and Obvious 

 

     When Jesus sent down the illness upon His child, which was to accompany it ever 

since, and when the new physical and mental troubles were added, the child was afraid 

of them in the beginning and only shivered with fear. Later it gradually started to enjoy 

all that was bitter and unpleasant for human nature and eventually, it fell in love with it 

because it got to understand how valuable it was in the eyes of God and how important 

it was to keep the mind active. At that time I seriously thought that with such weak 

health I would not live long. I was afraid of death and did not want to die yet.    

 

     Sister Rosa Janitorova, whom I have mentioned several times, was often ill and she 

passed away in about 1928. Her death surprised me and caused me a lot of pain. The 

awareness of the fact  that  I would never meet her on earth  and never talk to her again 

was a genuine torture for my heart. Nobody knew about my pain and as there was 

nobody to share it with, it was even sharper. I used to pray for her soul, but  after some 

time I started to pray to her because I was sure she was in heaven. Whenever I 

addressed my request to her, she always answered it and helped me with my 

problem.Why do I keep returning to Sister Rosa with whom I spent just ten months of 

my postulancy? I think it was because I was very fond of her. To me she was a genuine 

nun, and in addition, I was sure she would become a saint after her death.  When she 

died I had a strong desire to have something like a keepsake to remember her by. But 

Kosice was too far from Repcin.  I did not dare to ask my Superior  to go there so I had 

to supress that wish deep in my heart. Sister Rosa, who was in heaven, must have 

sensed it and her good motherly heart exacted a permission from the Lord Jesus to help 

her child, who was in the earthly exile and suffered from plentiful anxieties of soul and 

body.The Lord allowed Sister Rosa to descend from heavenly heights and bring me a 

message.  

 

 
The Visit of Sister Rosa from Heaven 

 

      It was in the second year of my illness, which caused much grief to me. One day in 

November  1934, I am not sure, but it seems to have been on the 16th, I  felt worse than 

other days and my Superior told me to go to bed. I felt all uneasy and rather annoyed 

by my poor condition. I was lying in my room in the corridor next to the staff  room. 

The corridor was bustling with people, which only contributed to my tiredness, so I 

really was more than enough troubled. In the night I was as sad as during the day. 

That state of mind was really distressing, but I was not able to pull out of it by myself, 

though it was clear to me that it was not good.  

       In that condition I fell asleep early in the evening and  woke up several times 

before the night came. Eventually, I managed to drop off and I had a dream that 

somebody knocked at the door of my room. It was a sister who was just passing by and 
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when she noticed somebody was coming to see me, she ran up, knocked on my door 

and politely let the visitor in. Then she immediately closed the door and went on.  

      When I looked towards the door to see who it was, I could see Sister Rosa 

Janitorova  standing there. She was all in white. Her shining-white habit reached the 

floor so I could not see her feet, her arms were crossed under the scapular, and the 

veil she had on her head was so white that it could not be compared with anything  

white such as I had never seen before. It was very long and it hung down freely -  it 

was not folded in the way sisters usually wore it.  On the veil around her head she had 

a wreath made of little soft light-pink roses. What   a wonderful sight she was!  Her 

face was beautiful. The expression in her eyes was serious and at the same time  kind.  

      However, I was such a coward that instead of being impressed by her beauty, I was 

frightened that she was coming to take me away with her. Though I did not speak, she 

could read my thoughts and told me: ´No, it is not time yet. I´ll come for you soon. 

But now it is necessary to make full use of each single moment!´ She uttered those 

words slowly, distinctly and  very solemnly, so they engraved themselves one after 

another right into my heart. When she pronounced the last one, I woke up and found 

myself sitting on the bed,  with my eyes gazing at the place where Sister Rosa had been  

standing. 

 

     It was a dream. The first few days after having it, I was very frightened by Sister 

Rosa´s words that she would come for me soon. Only later did I start to recollect her 

beauty, her soft pink wreath on the snow-white veil adorning her virginal head. 

Gradually, I started to sense her love for me better  and the serious words she had said 

to me resounded  more and more in my inner hearing.  

      It was not an ordinary dream. It was the love of good Jesus which wanted to bind 

me to Him forever. For an ordinary dream can  easily be forgotten, but not this one. It 

will always remain as vivid as if I had it yesterday. Eighteen years have passed since I 

had it, yet I can hear her words as clearly as then : “I´ll come for you soon. But now it 

is necessary to make full use of each single moment.“   

      The first thing I began with was: I have to prepare for my death seriously! Each 

moment has to be fully exploited, the end of my earthly life will come soon. Now I 

was not allowed to waste the time by vain thoughts over my future and my poverty. 

Although I was trying to do my best, I was still unprepared, still the same. 

      I started to think about my specific issue more deeply than before.  On the occasion 

of the extraordinary  confession I asked the priest, who has already been called to his 

Maker, how to prepare best for my death so as not to be afraid of it. He advised me to 

pray each Hail Mary with special fervent emphasis on the words “pray for us sinners, 

now and at the hour of our death“. He also told me to repeat to myself: As is life, so is 

death; a good life is the best preparation for death. I obeyed him and followed that 

precious piece of advice as well as I could. After some time I felt I should be preparing 

for that grave moment even more carefully, especially if Sister Rosa invited me to do 

so with such emphasis.  

      One day there was an extra Holy Confession again; I also went to it and asked 

again about a good preparation for death. The confessor told me: ´Submission to the 

Divine will is the best preparation for death; to throw oneself into God´s arms without 

care like a little child into the arms of its father and not to be afraid of anything.´ I was 

delighted with those words. The fear that I felt before began gradually to disappear and 

my soul started to breath more freely. Being aware that I had already been in the arms 
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of my heavenly Father and  taken refuge in them so often, filled my soul with sweet 

and quiet joy, known only to Him.  

       But even  that did not satisfy my longing to prepare myself for a good death. 

Again, after some time I started to search for even more perfect preparation. Jesus´ 

words ´Search, and you will find´ are truthful. And because my soul was looking for 

the truth, searching and yearning for it, it got even more than it had expected. Seeing 

my soul sinking in its longing, Jesus decided to calm it down. It happened like this: I 

plucked up the courage and told my confessor simply and frankly what had happened 

to me years ago. That I had the dream I had described above and that since then I had 

been trying to prepare myself for good death, but I still did not feel ready enough. At 

the same time I asked for advice. The answer was: The best preparation is Love, for 

faith and hope would cease at the end of life, but love would remain for ever. “ Love 

will never come to an end.“ (1 Cor 13,8). 

     It was You, Spiritual Father, who said that to me. You also told me that the “soon“ 

Sister Rosa promised might take twenty years or more and you added: ´Twenty years is 

just an imperceptible fraction of time compared with eternity.´ After that Holy 

Confession I acquired absolute peace of mind. When Jesus told me the words about 

love through you, I opened my soul wide to love and  was filled with it.  

      Immediately I started to do everything accompanied by it. Yes, I started to love 

Jesus  even more genuinely and in my love for Him, willingly bear really everything, 

suffer and long for nothing but pleasing  Him. The word “Love“ never stopped 

sounding in my inner hearing. It was the most beautiful music, which accompanied all 

my acts whereever I happened to be. Firstly and mainly, it became a powerful queen of 

all my sacrifices that I was continuously trying to offer the Lord Jesus at our convent 

gate. I love to remind myself of the beautiful moments spent in the close communion  

with Him, in intimate conversation with His loving Heart. Yes, I rested almost 

constantly in His sweet embrace. The place at the phone was so neat and tidy that it 

became the place where I was always able to draw a deep breath. In my tiredness I 

used to kneel down and bow to Him, who was dwelling in my soul. I kissed the floor to 

show  Him my never-ending loyalty and thus refreshed myself to face more sacrifices 

to come. I did not look for relief anywhere but in Him. I was so happy in Him that I 

cannot describe it in words. 

      As much as I considered the gate dangerous for my salvation in the beginning, so 

much it later became a means of achieving holiness for me. At the gate of Repcin 

Convent everything was sacred to me. It was like being in the chapel. In the chapel 

Jesus was present in the Tabernacle, while at the gate He was dwelling right in my 

heart all day long. Oh, my Jesus, how sweet and tender were Your words to my heart! 

You were my mentor, my teacher, my only and most intimate Friend! You were my 

good dear Father, You were my beloved Betrothed! You were my dearest love, You 

were my all! My soul was anchored in You and You were its rampart, which nobody 

dared to conquer, for You were its only Lord.  

      Yes, that was the honest truth. Jesus as the Lord of my poor heart was sitting on its 

throne and ruled everything that was mine, while I was humbly walking before His 

eyes. When I talked to somebody, He was with me and everything took place in His 

presence. That is why sisters liked to confide their troubles to me, usually on the 

occasion of their visits. When a mother, father or other relatives left the convent, sisters 

often called at the gate and recommended their and their relatives´ pains and worries to 

my prayers. I always gladly agreed to pray for them. For I knew His power and His 
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goodness and I always had complete confidence in Him. I was so united with Him that 

nothing could turn me away from Him. What was good and what appealed to Him, that 

only helped to tighten our bond. What He  disliked, that only caused pain to my heart 

and it made me love Him even more. 

 

      In spite of my effort to live my life continually in the  presence of the Lord Jesus 

and the fact that my greatest desire was to make my heart God´s permanent residence, 

still I often experienced inner lonesomeness and emptiness. In such moments the 

enemy of my salvation tried to disconcert me and prevent me from my journey to unity 

with the Lord. Such days were very hard for me. Lonesomeness and discouragement 

settled on my mind and I got the feeling I was here in this world just for the lowly 

things, such as walking around with a tray, attending to people´s stomachs, and being  

a sort of servant of anyone. Whoever was upset or in a bad mood found relief in 

reproaching me that I had said or done something wrong. Many, many other thoughts 

like that used to cross my mind. In fact, all those things were a part of my job as a 

portress, who really was at the gate to serve everybody. I had to present myself as a 

silly little child and do the bidding of all those eager headmistresses´, procurators´ and 

all the others who were in power to give commands. It was highly necessary for a 

portress to make the effort to be humble, otherwise the peace in God´s house would not 

be perfect.  

  

      One day an aquaintance of mine was with the sister-procurator in the visiting room. 

He had left his pen at home and asked me to lend him one. As I had misheard what he 

had said, I asked him to repeat the request, which he did. The venerable sister gave him 

a smile: ´Well, she  might understand what a jug or a tray is, but not what a pen is, isn´t 

that right, sister?´ I am sure the venerable sister did not mean to humiliate me, but at 

that moment I was far from being humble and the devil rushed to bamboozle me with 

plenty of bad thoughts that later distressed me.  On the contrary, when the Lord Jesus 

was with me, no matter how many disparaging remarks I heard, none of them was 

humiliating enough to disconcert my heart.  

“Jesus, meek and humble of heart, make my heart like yours!“, I used to appeal to him 

all day. Jesus suffering and wounded, with the Cross on His shoulder, walking along to 

Calvary, was my guide on my own stations of the Cross. Following the example of  our 

Blessed Henry Suso I learned one hundred meditations on the suffering of our Lord 

Jesus Christ and I tried to recollect them throughout the whole day. In that way it was 

easier for me to overcome every difficulty that occured at the gate during the day. 

Simply and in short: Everything is easy with Jesus, even the tasks which are really 

difficult to meet, whereas without Jesus the lightest burden is immensely heavy. All 

the weeping of troubled souls, especially those of religious, would easily be remedied, 

if they did not hesitate to join themselves closely with their good, loving God, who is 

closer to each of us than we are to ourselves.  

 

 

14th May 1952 

Today my heart is full of grief. I have not written anything for nearly two months 

because  time did not allow me to do so. And I, though I like looking for excuses, as 

the task does not attract me much, want to start again and right this day to show You, 
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my Jesus,  that I love You more than myself. Oh, Jesus, how much my soul is yearning 

for Home. 

 

 

 

 

Entire and Unreserved Donation of Myself  to Jesus 

 

     It is true I had already given myself to Jesus before, but this gift was not complete 

yet. I was still sometimes upset that I had to deal with humble tasks, such as moving 

about with food the whole day in order that everybody had always plenty to eat and 

drink, human comforts were continuously satisfied and human nature never lacked 

anything it was longing for. Briefly, whoever came was provided with all possible 

comfort. It was I who was responsible for that and I really did my best. However, it 

sometimes caused me a lot of trouble and I was very worried  about it. 

 

      This happened  when we celebrated the Feast of Sts Cyril and Methodius in 1939. 

Two months earlier, Sister Richarda, with whom I had had a close relationship before 

she fell ill, died. I often went to see her in hospital. I knew her great love for Jesus, to 

whom she entirely sacrificed herself so that He could do whatever He wanted with her. 

The Lord accepted that genuine sacrifice and sent down various diseases on her. She 

was confined to bed  for six months, which was long and hard enough to purify 

completely all the stains which prevented her from entering eternal bliss.  

      After her death the nursing sister commented on her illnesses: ´Never in my life 

have I treated a sister as ill as that.´The words were truthful. In that relatively short 

period of Sister Richarda´s infirmity, six kinds of diseases attacked her body in turns: 

It started with pleurisy, which was followed by inflammation of the lungs and 

peritonitis, then by thrombosis in both legs, and finally, meningitis. In her last few 

weeks she was lying totally immobile and, as she was stout, she had bedsores with 

open flesh on her back. When her mind was still clear and I came to see her, she said: 

´Now, only my arms have remained healthy.´ Her eyes were shining with the purity of 

an innocent child when she repeated: ´I say to myself:  even if they all stood on their 

heads to cure me, it would not help, if the Lord God wants me to die´. She had high 

fever every day and when she was speaking, the heat coming out of her mouth was like 

the heat from an oven.  

      But she did not suffer only physically. The Devil was raging too and one night he 

tortured her so much that all the sisters were woken up and called to Sister Richarda to 

pray for her. I was there too and saw her terrible suffering with my own eyes. We all 

were praying aloud and one sister was continually sprinkling the bed with holy water. 

Sister Richarda was exclaiming: ´Sprinkle here! Sprinkle there! There he is! Oh, he is 

here!´ and she pointed at different places. She was tearing her nightdress, her face 

became twisted and her eyes changed as if they were not hers. We started to pray even 

more fervently. When we stopped for a while she called: ´Dear sisters, why did you 

stop praying? I beg you, pray! Pray We fly to your patronage´.  Every now and then we 

could  hear her screams and sighs. During the prayer “We fly to your patronage ...“ she 

shouted out: ´Oh, how many times I prayed this prayer distractedly and inattentively! 

How many times I had  the opportunity to pray it, but I didn´t! In the hour of death one 

can see everything clearly. ´When she calmed down, we were all tired and some sisters 
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started to move away. Sister Richarda thanked us for the prayers and we thought that 

the worst was over so I asked her: ´Sister, do you think I could also leave?´ She looked 

at me sadly and said: ´Why are you asking me ? Do what you wish. Everybody has got 

only the reward of what they do themselves. These words engraved themselves in my 

memory. Whenever  I was facing a decision, I  always considered that I will obtain 

only as  much as I give. Yes, I considered  those words the  legacy of Sister Richarda.  

n the morning one of the sisters said: ´All the sisters from the convent should have 

been there to hear the words of Sister Richarda. Yes, all the world should have heard 

them!´  

      After that Sister Richarda lived a month more, but as the Lord God wanted to 

deprive her of her senses too, she had fought that terrible fight in advance. When I 

came to see her in the morning, she told me with a sense of exultation how Satan, who 

wanted to get hold of her, was defeated. At last the  Lord Jesus came and when the 

devil saw Him coming, he took flight. The Lord Jesus came up to her, embraced her 

and said: ´You are mine!´  

 

      I do not really know why I have mentioned Sister Richarda here, for I originally 

wanted to write about the great grace I obtained from the Lord God. On the Feast of 

Cyril and Methodius there was always much work at the Repcin Convent gate. There 

were plenty of visits and, in addition, the sister-teachers were finishing their spiritual 

exercises. Most of them were former boarders of Repcin institute and so departure and 

goodbyes took nearly all day. In the afternoon, when the rush was a bit less frantic, I 

rested in a little cubby under the stairs, sat on a suitcase and pondered: ´What kind of 

life is this, my Lord, here in this convent!  Is this that solitude, seclusion and the 

hidden life that I was longing for so much and that You promised me ? Am I receiving 

this for all I have given,  for all I could have had? But I long to go further! I want to 

belong entirely to You! My Lord, why should not I be all Yours if I have given You all 

I have ? Oh Jesus, my good Jesus, am I not doing all that just for You? And if it is for 

You, how is it possible that it does me harm ?´ 

 

      It was just the time of holy confession. When it was possible I ran to the chapel. I 

felt an inner fire burning in me. I knelt down in front of the tabernacle, I recalled Sister 

Richarda and prayed to her: ´Dear Sister, I know  that now you are with our good 

Jesus. So, please, intercede with Him on my behalf so that He will give me the grace of 

belonging  entirely to Him forever!´  My faith and hope were stronger than I realised. 

 

     Sister Richarda helped me with her intercession immediately. At that moment my 

soul was flooded with immense light and the understanding it had never experienced 

before. Since then I fully realized that everything I did for Jesus out of love was 

precious in His eyes and  that it did not matter what it was; whether I was alone or in 

the rush of worldly things; whether I spoke graciously to people, gave them a glass of 

water or prepared a feast for important guests. What mattered was whether I did it of 

love for Jesus. I fully grasped that the only thing that mattered was love.  

      The knowledge I obtained that day extremely rejoiced my soul and I felt as if I 

were a victor. The sudden change deeply touched me and so I confided  it to my 

confessor to assure myself that the grace I had just been given was genuine. The 

confessor assured me that the guide of my soul was the Holy Spirit Himself and there 

was nothing to worry about. In the end he remarked: ´How much research must a 
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theologian do before he comes to the truth you have just acquired!´ Saint Teresa of the 

Child Jesus outdid all the theologians, as she completely grasped what perfection 

consisted in. Follow her example and thank the Lord Jesus for the grace of granting 

you this knowledge.´  

      That day remained a truly memorable day for me always. In my soul there was 

light and fire which drove me forward all the time to give myself, but above all my 

soul became the home of a deep inner peace that could not be disturbed by anything. I 

was keen to be the kind of nun who would be able to see all the sick in hospitals, all 

the prisoners in jails, all the suffering and dying. I wanted to help them and comfort 

them all in their sufferings and pains.  

      Yet Jesus wanted me still in the same place. I was assigned to do the same kind of 

work over  and over again. But now I did not mind, it did not upset my heart that had 

already found its satisfaction. What a blessing was the peace in my soul! I did not want 

anything and I desired for nothing but to give myself to Jesus again and again; day and 

night, continuously and unceasingly, till the end of my life. My heart was longing to be 

with Jesus all the time and it was able to talk intimately just to Him. Any kind of 

conversation with creatures was simply tiring for it. I have not been able to understand 

so far, how a nun can find pleasure in talking with creatures.  If I had a choice, I would 

choose perpetual silence for myself. Really, all the superfluous speaking made me very 

tired. That is why I  tried to make use of every free moment and hurried to the 

tabernacle to draw strength from it.  

     The TABERNACLE ! The place where I drew all I needed: strength in my 

weakness, consolation in my grief, joy in my pain, and what was most important, my 

trust in Jesus was growing deeper and deeper there. It has been growing up to the 

present time, and is now immense. Lord, my trust in You is  boundless!  

     At that time I also would have the fits of love, as I myself called it. I could not think 

of any better name that state of mind would deserve. The fit usually occured when I 

was alone in the chapel or in the choir. With all the strength of my soul I plunged into 

the flames of the love of Jesus´ Heart and when  I stayed in them for some time,  it 

seemed to me that I was burning.  When the chapel was moved into  the assembly hall, 

the altar was just next to the stage and then I had the opportunity to be really close to 

the Lord Jesus! I asked Him to set fire to my poor heart and destroy everything that He 

found a hindrance in it; all the more so when I received Holy Communion, through 

which the Lord Jesus was really expected to join Himself  with His poor little creature! 

Then my faith was even stronger. I had  the firm belief that it was He, The Almighty 

God, whose precious blood would wash away all my sins - the stains of my soul - so 

that it would be entirely clean.Then I asked Jesus to stay in my soul for the whole day 

and be its joy. I invited Him to take rest in it and to lean His head, crowned  with 

thorns, against my heart. And I would go on: ´Jesus, my good Jesus, stay with me! I 

don´t mind that the thorns on Your holy head pierce my heart! That only assures me 

that You really live in it.´ 

 

     Well, that is what the life of my soul was like since the memorable day when Sister 

Richarda interceded with the Lord Jesus on my behalf. I was not used to talking about 

myself with anybody so I kept silent most of the time. Whenever the Lord Jesus 

enlightened me as to what direction I should take to get to my destination sooner, I 

always asked my confessor if the voice was really that of Jesus. When he assured me it 
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was, I never allowed  myself any doubts and for ever after took the new knowledge as 

a given truth. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Graces I Was Given During My Holy Confessions   
 

      I would not like to write too much about my holy confessions. No, never! I had 

always considered everything that happened during them the secret of my soul, known 

only to Jesus, to whom I belonged.  

      At the beginning of my life in the convent I was always frightened before holy 

confession. I trembled with fear before entering the sacristy and kneeling down in the 

confessional. It was the same every week. Later the fear was replaced with unceasing 

calmness and quiet joy, especially when  I began to recognize more and more clearly 

the good things given to my soul during  the sacrament of repentance.  

 

      During the spiritual exercises in 1936 I was very frightened. That year was full of 

bitterness, due to various kinds of difficulties I encountered in my job as a portress. I 

got to understand that I caused the trouble to myself as I did not overexert myself to 

exploit the unpleasant situations properly, but I let myself get involved in them. There 

still lived the old human me, full of pride and self-love, and that was why I commited 

many sins against the love of my neighbour. 

       

      When I was preparing for holy confession, I was well aware of the bad things I had 

done and I felt the heavy burden of my guilt. Once when I confessed all of them  with 

humility and repentence, the priest told me in the end: ´Look, sister, for your frankness 

with  God, yourself and your  soul, I promise you here in this place that you will never 

get lost! God Himself will guide you in His light, don´t be afraid of anything!´ I was 

really delighted with those words and believed they had been uttered by the Lord Jesus 

Himself. The words were truthful and so I repeated them to myself, whenever Satan 

tried to disconcert me. “The Lord is my guide and I will lack nothing,“ that is what our 

Father Superior wrote to me on a little memorial picture as if he had already perceived 

what was happening in me.  

 

      Our Lord has been leading me up to the present time and I have never lacked 

anything under His guidance. I believe He will be my guide till the end of my life, yes, 

that is my deep hope! In order that Satan would not manage to shake my trust in the 

Lord, I often received similar assurances  that I belonged entirely to Him, especially 

during holy confession. During the spiritual exercises it always happened like that – as 

if I was in another world. As soon as my soul was separated from the rush of the world, 

I found myself in the Divine light and in that light I was able to recognize all the evil in 

me.  Then I stood before His face deeply ashamed and I felt the heavy burden of my 

sins until I confessed all of them . 

 

      I was in a similar state also during the exercises in 1939. I could see how 

unfaithful, unsteady and shallow I had been in many cases. It must have hurt the Lord 
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Jesus, which grieved me. Although I suffered a lot, I bore the pain with pleasure 

because I felt I deserved even stricter punishment for my sins. I thought I did not 

deserve forgiveness for them, but rather eternal  damnation.  

      One evening when the sisters had already gone to bed, I was kneeling in the chapel 

in front of the tabernacle, tortured with remorse. There was still light in the sacristy. 

Though it was late, the Reverend Father who conducted the retreat was still hearing 

confessions. When I saw a sister leaving the confessional with a relieved expression on 

her face, I suddenly felt a strong desire to get rid of my sins too and I said to myself: 

´If the Lord wants to relieve my anguish, He will certainly let me make a holy 

confession tonight. If not, I will willingly continue to suffer.´ At that moment a sister 

passing by indicated to me that the Reverend Father was willing to hear more 

confessions in spite of the time. I considered that the Saviour´s favour so I entered the 

sacristy with great contrition. When I confessed my sins, the Reverend Father spoke to 

me: ´You are a happy child of God; your death  will be beautiful; heaven is yours! 

Throw yourself with all your love into Jesus´ arms, you belong only to Him!´ 

      Can you, Spiritual Father, imagine the joy that flooded my heart on hearing those 

words? I believed they were Jesus´ words, addressed to me to console my grief-

stricken soul. What a sweet night it was after that holy confession. I could hear it all 

the time: “Your death will be beautiful, for you are a happy child of God and so you 

can take heaven for granted. Yes, heaven is yours!“  That night appeared to me like a 

shining day. I was not aware of the darkness as in other nights, I was surrounded with 

dazzling light from the presence of the Lord Jesus, whom I had in my heart and who 

was so close to me.  

 

      “Your death will be beautiful!“  I believe it will, but at the same time I realize there 

cannot be any death more beautiful than that of our Saviour the Lord Jesus Christ. And  

He  died on the wood of the Cross in agony, abandoned by His own people, in 

opprobrium and contempt, yes, in the most horrible torture of  soul and body; but He 

died for His love of us. 

 

      My death will be also beautiful! Yes, it must really be beautiful, for I am looking 

forward to it so much.!  I long to join Him perfectly, completely and forever. As I 

know it will happen after my death, I am not afraid of it; on the contrary, I await it and 

sigh for it.  I long for the kind of death predestined for me by the Lord God from 

eternity. It does not matter when, where and how it will happen. I know it will be 

happy because it will take place, as I sincerely hope, in the presence of my heavenly 

Mother the Virgin Mary, and in  the presence of Sister Rosa and Sister Richarda,  

whom I beg every day to come to meet me in my dying hour. I pray to my Lord 

fervently just for one thing and have great hope he will grant my request: May He let 

my soul go straight to Him, without any stay in Purgatory, when it throws itself 

into His arms with  my  last breath. May He purge it completely in the flames of 

his love of all earthly stains and sins in advance, before it comes out of my body. 

     I am yearning for death; I am longing for all kinds of torture for my soul and body 

that the Lord Jesus ordained from eternity for me to experience. I have already 

embraced my Cross, which I want to press lovingly against my trembling heart. I want 

to be similar to my Jesus in every way, to Him, Wéopúhom I love more than 

everything, more than myself. 
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      The Lord led me and my soul and my heart lacked nothing for absolute happiness. 

Who could understand the happiness of a nun who looks for nothing in the convent but 

God? I suppose none could who have not experienced it for themselves. And so, 

Spiritual Father,  I am not going to write more about it  so  as not to weary you too 

much. I am still under the impression that whatever I am able to say or write is too 

poor and insignificant, hence I would rather give it up. But I am afraid I might prevent 

the entry of God´s mercy into my soul. 

      Oh, what have I written here again? It is true all  this is poor, I am aware of it from 

the very beginning. But I must not give it up, the Lord Jesus does not like me  to talk 

like this. 

 

     The Lord led me as He foretold to me through His representative. He led my soul 

along the paths of pain and self-denial, which meant getting rid of everything that was 

not He. ´Lord, lead me to Yourself along the shortest way!´ I often entreated  Him. 

And so He kept depriving me of all that I loved.  

      In the first place, I was deprived of the confessors whom I particularly loved just 

because they represented Him and encouraged my soul to make speed happily and 

trustfully on the journey of love; deprived also of those who advised my soul not to 

lose time in dealing with “the  trash“ of this world, but to lift itself up from the ground.  

      I always looked forward to the Holy Confession. Every Friday, when you, Spiritual 

Father, or another Reverend Father were to come to Repcin, I awaited you before ten 

a.m. with a little ready refreshment so that you would not have to linger in the visitors 

room and could start hearing the confessions at ten sharp. Because of my gratitude for 

the effort you made for us, I was fond of you and thought it was right. Jesus, Holy 

God, the lover of human souls, wanted my heart to belong only to Him. “He is a God 

jealous of our love!“  (Deut 4,24). One Friday, on my way from the kitchen to the gate 

with some refreshment for you, I was  rejoicing in my heart that you were coming, 

when suddenly I heard the inner voice: ´You must not allow your heart even the 

slightest emotion that would not relate to Jesus!´  I stopped  and something in my heart 

had immediately changed. I took the hint. It was His voice; the voice of the One who 

was the light of the world. He really wanted my poor heart entirely for Himself forever.  

      Once I grasped what he wanted from me, I tried to follow His instruction. Though I 

had not realized there might have been any harm in my conduct in similar cases before, 

once the Divine voice brought it to my notice, I believed and at the same time fully 

understood that there had been many deficiencies in all my actions the Lord Jesus can´t 

have approved of and hence he wanted to transform them into the beauty that would 

glorify Him.  

 

      My heart was very sensitive at that time. If I compare my present heart with the 

former one, it appears completely different to me. Nowadays I cannot be impressed 

with anything, while in the past I was constantly affected by all sorts of things. When 

you became the Provincial in 1941, it was clear you could not be our confessor in 

Repcin, as your post was in Prague. It was painful for me, but nothing could have been 

done about it. Anyway, worse was to come later, but I am not going to remind myself 

of it again.  I know everything was in the hands of the Lord.  Then I lost also the 

confessor who came after you and since then I did not have anybody but Jesus. He was 

my all. He talked to my soul not only once a week but whenever it was willing to listen 

to Him.  
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      And Jesus spoke. He told me what He would like me to do. If I had not resisted His 

appeals, He would have already made me a Saint. I used to repeat  several times a day: 

´My Lord, make me a Saint.!´ I tried to imitate the repentance of the Saints, but I 

hardly ever succeeded. On the other hand, in terms of love and sacrifice I was always 

excellent. Sacrifices were necessary and they were what He expected most. He never 

wanted them to be forced or violent, they always had to be self-imposed. Oh, how 

infinite was the kindness of my Jesus! Once He knocked on my hard heart and waited,  

He waited for me to say Yes. It took several days. As soon as I gave my consent,  He  

immediately gave me His light,  that is Himself.  

        The Lord also took away from me my Superior, in whom I respected and loved 

Him. At first my heart rebelled, but when I  recognised it was His will, then I was 

willing to let it be broken with pain if necessary. In Him I would find my only 

consolation and strength for all my pains and struggles. I had no other place but the 

tabernacle from which to draw peace and solace. 

       My Mother Superior was well aware of it. When she noticed I was very tired, she 

did not send me to bed, but to the chapel. She said: ´You prefer the chapel, don´t you 

?´  Yes, whenever I was tired  or sad, I would rush to the chapel to my Jesus. There I 

refreshed myself and renewed my vigour for further sacrifices. I was able to stay in 

front of the tabernacle no matter how seriously ill I was. I cannot understand how it is 

possible that when some of the nuns feel just a bit sick, they do not want to go to the 

chapel, arguing they would not be able to endure it there. I always find strength  and  

feel so good there that I forget all about my illnesses.  

 

       I can illustrate it here with an example from yesterday. The Feast of the Eucharist 

is coming and in our garden in Broumov big preparations are being made this year. 

Each of us was assigned to arrange a part of the garden  and I spent two days there 

from morning till evening. The work in the garden was very hard and on the second 

evening I was extremely  tired. I was shivering all over and I thought that if I stopped, I  

would not be able to move at all. In the evening I attended the Holy Mass though  it 

seemed impossible for me to endure it there. But after the mass I was so refreshed that 

I did not feel any tiredness at all and I managed to finish the work in the garden after 

dinner.  How happy I was not to have missed it!   

 

      My place for calming all storms and my remedy for all illnesses is the tabernacle. 

To stay with my good Jesus. That is the right way to relieve all the pains of my soul 

and body. 

 

 

 

                                                          The end of Part II 
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My Soul Began to Live on Sacrifice and Suffering  

 

     When I returned to the convent after my brother´s First Mass  in 1941, I was very 

nostalgic for quite a long time and went through hard days. I left the home of my birth 

in a time of great uncertainty of the future, as the war was raging all around the world. 

In addition, I was  aware that it was the last opportunity in my life to meet all the 

members of my dear family together, which was particularly difficult for me. The days 

I spent in my father’s house were full of Divine grace which was being poured on the 

whole family. How grateful my heart was to God when I could see the blessings 

resting on all those dearest to me. What joy, what happiness was shining in the eyes of 

all of them! Everybody was breathing out love – the young and the old, the parents and 

the children.  

      On the day of the First Mass my two nephews received their first Holy Communion 

and they celebrated the High Mass. The elder of them was my sister´s son and the 

younger one was my brother´s. He was only six years old and so he needed the priest´s 

dispensation to be allowed to receive the Lord Jesus into his little heart on that festive 

day. After the celebration, while my brother was still at home, he served a holy mass 

every morning and the whole family took  Holy Communion. It was a touching and 

beautiful picture: A brother is celebrating  the Holy Mass at the altar, the old father, a 

sacristan, is walking around the altar with a censer in his hand, two nephews are 

serving, the other siblings are kneeling, immersed in prayer and then they all approach 

the table of the Lord. What pleasure it must be for the heart of the Lord, who is the 

King of that family! I was a witness of the happiness and  peace that Christ´s family 

radiated.  

 

      Then the day of departure came, when my brother and I were to leave them. 

Everything took place in deep peace and in a supernatural atmosphere. ´Yes, it was 

necessary´, each one‘s mouth uttered those words, though their hearts were full of grief 

and their eyes full of tears. Very early in the morning we went to the last communal  

Holy Mass to pull ourselves together for what was awaiting us – a painful parting. 

After a short breakfast, we all met in the sitting room: Father and we, all the siblings, 

our married sister, her husband and the children, our married brother and his family. 

We all knelt down and received a priestly blessing from our brother. Then my  brother 

and I knelt down and father gave us his blessing. It was very precious for me as I felt I 

was receiving it for the last time in this life. When I embraced my dear good father 

again and kissed his hand, he pressed me against his heart once more and I left, aware 

it had been the very last good-bye.  

      My presentiment was right, for six months after our get-together our precious 

father left his dear children and passed away. His children loved him so much that they 

mourned for him for a very long time and nothing could console them in their grief. I 

think that the Lord Jesus had already given daddy a warning that He would call him 

soon, for father spoke about it as about a matter of course.  My brother brought him a 

new sweater. He accepted it gratefully, but with a smile playing on his lips he said: ´I 
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will not need it any more´. When I asked him why he had said it, he added: ´I am going 

to die soon. The Lord God has already given me all I wanted. My son is a priest; my 

good heavenly Father granted me the  pleasure of living to see him a priest and now I 

can die.´  Father´s words caused me grief  and joy at the same time. The grief that I 

would not have him here in this world, and the joy that the Lord had answered my 

prayers and had given our  dear father good health until then. 

 

      Jesus´ Heart never disappointed my trust. I expected  It  to grant my daddy a happy 

death and Jesus met even that request of mine. My daddy was healthy all his life. I 

remember that once, when I was a child, he had a toothache and was very impatient 

and bad-tempered because of it. He must have had some more sufferings that I had not 

noticed, and he must have been extremely busy, but I knew only about his aching 

tooth. That made me come to the conclusion that he did not like suffering and so I 

always prayed to the Lord Jesus to give him strength and patience. I was very afraid 

that if he fell ill, he would not be able to bear the illness patiently. How immense is the 

kindness of the Lord God!. 

      About a month and a half after the First Mass I received a letter from home that 

daddy had caught a bad cold on the day of the celebration and had been ill since then. 

He had a sore throat and the doctor stated the disease was serious. I knew what it 

meant. The news about his illness deeply wounded my heart. His pains were growing 

day by day, for the illness was also quickly getting worse. He had terrible headaches 

which did not let him stay in one place for any length of time. One day, when the 

others were still asleep, he left home in pain and went to the graveyard. The pain was 

so dreadful that on his way back he fell to the ground and remained lying there 

unconscious. People brought him home and everybody thought that he would not come 

to any more. The incident caused much confusion around the house. But the Sacred 

Heart of the Lord helped, father regained full consciousness and then lived for another 

month or two. He had the reverend father sent for to administer the last rites to him. 

Father was longing for our brother who had been ordained  as a priest four months 

before so the reverend father sent him a telegram. At that time my brother was serving 

in Trnava and because of some difficulties he had just encountered, he could not set 

out for such a long journey. In about four days he got another piece of news that 

father´s condition had eased a bit and that he could come as soon as it would be 

possible for him.  

      My brother arrived, but nobody was expecting him. His surprise was even greater 

when he saw daddy sitting on his bed. Father even managed to attend the holy masses 

with him for two days. However, he was suffering all the time. His throat and both his 

thyroid glands were swollen, which made his breathing nearly impossible and he had 

to swallow a sip of tea every now and then to be able to breathe in and out. My 

brother´s visit pleased daddy very much, as I learned from brother´s letter. He made a 

General Holy Confession heard by my brother and he attended the holy mass with him 

too. As father had to sip something all the while (he could not breathe through the nose 

at all), he woke my brother up as early as two a.m.; they took a lamp and went to 

church to receive the Most Sacred Body of the Lord. They took a mug of milk with 

them to enable father to swallow the Host. After thanksgiving they returned home and 

talked until the others got up. They repeated that for the two or three days of my 

brother´s stay at home.  
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      Later my brother said about it: “Those moments when we talked to one another 
intimately were the most beautiful moments spent with my dear father. He confided to 

me that he had to suffer terrible pains as if his head were permanently clamped in 

pincers and that he could not breathe. He did not want to talk about it and tried to hide 

his pains from the others so that they would not be even more worried.“ And he added: 

“I am proud of such a father. He is suffering as a real martyr! Pray to the Lord to 

support his patience and to grant him a happy death.“ 

      The last two months of his life were really months of martyrdom.  After he passed 

away, my sister wrote to me: “Our dear daddy could have been compared with the 

strictest penitents. He suffered from a permanent, unbearable headache. He did not eat 

anything for two months before his death because he could swallow nothing but milk 

and tea, which he used as medicine in drops so as to be able to breathe. His eyes were 

bathed in blood from the pains, because of which he could not sleep at night. Several 

days before his death he sat on his bed and talked to himself: ´Six months! Six months! 

How hard they have been! I was not able to sleep at all for two months, then I was able 

to sleep a bit, but how much I was suffering!´  And  my sister added: ´I was not able to 

understand the rest of it.´  

      That disease was cancer. He had a sarcoma which started to form at the back of his 

neck, in the place where he had hit himself when he had fallen off the horse. It was at 

the time when I was still at home. The sarcoma was spreading in two directions – 

towards the heart and the brain. For all the period of his illness he was very patient and 

reconciled to God´s will. He was holding the cross all the time and repeated: ´If death 

surprised me suddenly, I would like to die with the cross in my hand.´  He put all his 

earthly affairs in order, so all the siblings were satisfied. Towards the end of his life 

(the last two months), the novenas to the Sacred Heart were continuously prayed in our 

house for father. Every evening all the members of the family took part in  them, 

including my sister Mary, her husband and their children. All of them prayed for his 

recovery and father also wished to stay with his beloved children as long as possible, 

even if his suffering was getting worse and worse. He loved us all more than himself. 

He knew his departure would be a wound for them, that would never be healed on 

earth.  

      Several days before his death, through a disposition of God, a Salesian priest 

arrived at our village and he also visited our house. Daddy made another confession, 

early in the morning he received the holy communion and a papal blessing, he renewed 

his baptismal promises and the reverend father prayed at his bed for a long time. 

Everybody was rejoicing that father was so happy that he did not seem to feel the 

pains. After that his state grew much worse, now and then he lost his memory, and he 

could not swallow at all. The grieving family was getting ready for the end, which 

eventually had come. The day before his death my brother Michael was not at home. 

Father kept asking whether he had already come and calmed down only when Michael 

returned. The horrible pains did not allow him to lie in bed. All the family were 

expecting the end so they took turns to pray by him for the whole night. In the morning 

they continued their prayers till nine o´clock and daddy begged them again to pray. All 

of them gathered at his death-bed and were praying aloud together. Daddy was holding 

a crucifix in one hand and a blessed candle in the another, he was breathing loudly, 

then quieter and quieter, then finally, he expired. Was that not a happy death? Yes, it 

was! Jesus´ Sacred Heart is the hope of those who are dying and believe in It.  
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      For the whole period of father´s illness I was with him and with all my loved ones 

in my mind and I shared  their grief. I was sure  father´s illness was mortal and that he 

would die soon. I prayed  to the Lord Jesus for nothing but that His holy will should be 

done in us down to the last deatail. Wherever I went, I always had the picture of my 

suffering father before my eyes. Even the night was no hindrance to my thinking of 

him and suffering with him. That kind of suffering was completely new to me. I was 

suffering because I knew how terribly those who loved me and who were so dear to my 

heart were suffering!  Although they did not inform me about all the details to save me 

from too much worrying, as my sister told me later, I intuitively perceived everything, 

really everything! I have got a somewhat peculiar heart in this respect, which is able to 

sense much of what people do not reveal.  Though I received the news about father´s 

death only after the burial, I went through the funeral with  my grieving family. In the 

night  when daddy was undergoing mortal pains, I was sharing them with him. Then I 

had a vivid dream, in which I saw the whole funeral. During the morning mass I was 

praying for our deceased father and though I was reproaching myself for not being 

certain, I could not help repeating: “ Eternal rest grant to them, O Lord ...!”  

     I could not understand how it was possible that I had been experiencing that all and 

had been sure the death would come. But when father´s death really became a matter 

of fact, my heart was seized with such a torturing pain that I thought I would die of it. 

It appeared to me that here on earth I would never encounter a joy similar to that I had 

just been deprived of. It seemed to me there was nothing left for me here and that it 

was impossible for me to stay in this world any longer. When I was watching the 

sisters entertaining themselves during the communal recreation, I found myself a 

complete stranger among them and I could not understand how it was possible that 

none of them was able to share my grief. In my heart I was exclaiming: ´My Lord, how 

is it possible that my fellow sisters whom I love so much and to whom I am so close 

are so far from me, being as cold to me as to a stranger?´ If  only at least one of them 

was able to share my pain, how much easier it would be to bear it !  

 

      But Jesus wanted me to know the utmost degree of suffering for a human heart and 

wanted me to be alone with it. Since my father´s death, there does not exit in all the 

world a pleasure that might attract my poor heart except that coming from the love of 

Jesus´ Heart. My soul breathed  freely: ´Now I have nothing on the earth!´ 

 

      Jesus, my only friend, stood by me all the time. He is the light of the world, He saw 

everything and He loved me. He wanted my heart to cut itself adrift from all creatures 

and, as I wanted only what He wanted, He really managed to free me 

 

      As I have already said, I was very fond of my confessors. When you, Spiritual 

Father, stopped coming to hear our confessions, your successor took our souls on with 

great zeal. I had great support in him, but the Lord withdrew that also in a year or two. 

It happened like this: One day, when he finished hearing confessions, he wished to talk 

to our Venerable Mother Superior and he  seemed to be very upset. I asked him what 

had happened and he told me he was not going to hear the confessions in Repcin any 

longer. I took fright, and I was very unhappy about the news. When he saw my sorrow, 

he added: ´I am not going to stand interferance in what I say to the  sisters during 

confession any more. I am not going to allow anyone to do that. Even the Holy Father 

would not be allowed to interfere!´  ´And who interferes in the confessions?´ I asked. 
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He answered: ´Your Reverend Mother!´ I was stunned to hear that. I called the 

Reverend Mother to the visiting room; she arranged what was necessary, thanked him 

for everything  and went upstairs while the Reverend Father went home. When I  had a 

little free time, I rushed to the choir to relieve my heart. I cried bitterly, but I made up 

my mind not to tell anyone about my pain except Jesus. I felt there was really nobody 

left for me in this world. 

       A few days later the Reverend Mother asked me if the reverend father told me 

anything when he visited the convent last. I replied he told me he would not hear the 

confessions of our sisters any more and that she had already discussed it with him. But 

the Reverend Mother must have already known what had happened between us and in 

spite of that, she began inquiring about the details until I finally was forced to say what 

he had really said, that he would stop coming to our convent because the superiors 

interfere in the confessions. The Reverend Mother told me it was not true and she was 

very upset. She admitted she had told the Reverend Father something that she had 

heard from one of the sisters, but she had not known it had had anything to do with the 

confessions. 

       Several days later the Reverend Mother saw me at the gate again. ´Sister,  I am 

writing a letter to the Reverend Father and I´d like to ask you whether I could  let him 

know that you told me what he had said to you in the visiting room. Those words 

frightened me, as I was able to foresee what they meant for me. The Reverend Mother 

was very sad and she was crying.  I agreed and repeated his words once more: ´He said 

you were interfering in the sisters´ confessions. After a week she called me and read 

me a letter she had received from the Reverend Father. I have remembered just one 

sentence: ´Sister Siodonia is a good nun and hence it is possible to believe her. It is 

true I had said that. But it is also true that she is not intelligent enough to grasp the 

meaning of my words.´ I was very well aware of the fact I was not intelligent so I 

believed the Revered Father´s assessment was right, but what I could not believe was 

that people could look for such excuses simply for human reasons. The greater the 

respect I had for both these people, the more I was hurt. Again I was alone with my 

Jesus, who let me curl up with pain.  

      Nobody knew what I had had to undergo in the two years before I met with the 

Reverend Father again and explained to him what had happened. I had never stopped 

praying with the intention of obtaining the grace from the Lord Jesus that he would 

take pity on us all, give us His holy love and would not let us live in any sort of 

animosity. It was not possible for me to think of the Reverend Father without stirring 

that old pain in my heart again. In spite of that, I cast my mind back to him every day 

and whenever I heard of him, I asked the Lord Jesus to tell him  Himself what he did 

not like about him. What hurt me most was that there remained a sort of enmity 

between him and the Reverend Mother for several years despite the fact that the 

Reverend Father had written a letter of apology  to her. As usual, I turned to my Jesus 

repeating: ´Jesus, my trust in You is infinite!´ 

      

      “Great pain, a deep wound, which only my true friend Jesus knew about, has been 

cured and completely healed. How grateful and indebted I am to the Lord Jesus for 

that. He can manage to solve everything. I put my trust in Him for ever!“ I wrote these 

words in my notebook on 7th January 1942. At that time the Reverend Father 

conducted the spiritual exercises for the sisters of Repcin Convent once more. I was 

not there, I was doing my duties at the gate and was trying to make him feel as good 
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during the spiritual exercises as he used to feel before. He was very kind to me for all 

the time he stayed with us. As I was not able to pretend anything, I was very 

embarrassed in his presence and so I promised to myself to explain to him what had 

happened two years ago. I would not have been able to stand it any longer. The 

Reverend Mother was ill, so they did not meet at all.  

       On the last evening of the spiritual exercises when he was alone in the room I 

addressed him and told him I would like to confide to him something that troubled me 

very much. He must have anticipated it and so he was very restless. When I began to 

speak, he started to cry and he was weeping loudly like a little child all the time while 

we explained everything to each other. He told me he had been well aware of my 

situation and that he had acted as a weakling. I felt great relief. I thanked the Lord 

Jesus for everything and my trust in the reverend father was restored. Since then I 

respected and honoured him  even more than before. I loved him, but my love was 

supernatural, as nothing human had remained in it. Yes, since then I have been praying 

for him even more fervently and I will not  forget him till the end of my life because 

the Lord revealed his will through him to me many times. 

 

      After that the Lord  wished  His child to do just one thing: to immerse herself in 

Him and unite with Him more and more - more deeply, more fervently. I was not 

allowed  to withdraw from Him any more, but I had to belong entirely to Him. “It is 

the wish of my only beloved Darling  to make the love of my poor heart for Him grow 

continually and belong only to Him, to make my mind to be fixed only on Him, my 

soul listen to Him and talk to Him intimately and trustfully. Then He will come and 

fulfil all the wishes of my heart. If I am faithful to His love, He will be faithful to me. 

He will come and enkindle the love in my heart with blazing flames and He will 

transform me into Himself. One day He will let me immolate myself in His Divine 

Heart. Hold on to the very end of the journey on which He put you in His great, 

immense love, march along that way at a brisk pace, for it is already too short. It is not 

necessary to take a rest on it, let alone to stop! Just one thing is necessary: to burn 

yourself up entirely in love!“ From that day that is the only effort I have been making. 

The aim of my earthly wandering is to get to the top, where everything is coming to an 

end in blazing flames, everything is gradually disappearing until only He remains – 

God Himself! 
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October 1942 

A Powerful Calling to Sacrifice Myself for My Fellow Sisters 

 

      As it had always happened in such cases before, so it happened again. Whenever 

the Lord asked me for a sacrifice, there was never anything forced about it. He always 

wanted only the sacrifices offered  to Him voluntarily, willingly and joyfully. For 

several days my soul was filled with a sort of anxiety, which grew deeper at night. I 

felt the Lord Jesus wanted something from me and to excuse myself, I pretended I 

considered it just illusion, not reality. But the anxiety was simply the Lord´s means to 

make me ask Him humbly what His wish was. And when I did ask Him, everything 

became clear to me.  

      At that time horrible things were happening all around the world. Hitler was 

destroying everything that was Divine. Priests, monks and nuns were persecuted and 

the convents were confiscated to provide the accommodation for German children and 

soldiers. The same thing happened in Repcin. First some children came, later also the 

soldiers, who remained there till the end of the war. They occupied more and more 

parts of the convent until eventually it seemed they would seize the whole convent and 

drive the sisters away. The Reverend Mother and the Venerable Mother had  plenty of 

trouble then and were going through tough days. It was obvious to me and I shared all 

their worries and sorrow. At the same time I started to sense a great desire to give 

myself to the Lord as a sacrifice for my fellow sisters. I confided it to my confessor 

and he approved of my intention as of a good and praiseworthy one. 

 

      “And so, My Lord, I am offering myself as a sacrifice to You. Treat me, a poor 

little worm whose name is nothingness, as You like. I am praying just for one 

grace: Let my sisters and Your faithful brides stay here in Your house, close to 

Your tabernacle and Your Holiest Heart. My Lord, please, let us stay here in spite 

of all the difficulties! We will respect You  and love You here, O Jesus! And if it is 

Your holiest will, accept my life as a sacrifice for my fellow sisters, my superiors 

and the whole congregation. Jesus, I am not offering much, but I cannot offer 

anything better or more valuable than my life. If You like my sacrifice, accept it, 

yet not what I want, but may what You want happen.  I hold the strong belief, 

Lord Jesus, that You will let us stay here with You. Don´t allow shame be brought 

on me!” 

 

 

 

      When I sacrificed myself to the Lord for my superiors and fellow-sisters, I 

considered myself a real oblation and did not long for anything in this world any more. 

I believed that the Divine Heart did not deceive anyone and that I would not trust in 

vain. That is why I was so calm deep in my heart that even the worst news did not 

frighten me or disturb my peace in any way. 
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      At the beginning of the war in 1939 I was interested especially in the events taking 

place in Slovakia. Every morning there were some newspapers on the table at the gate, 

waiting for me to take them upstairs to the headmaster´s office. We were  allowed to 

read them so I did not blame myself for  having a look at them and I knew what was 

happening around the world. I mostly focused on Slovakia. But my Divine teacher, 

who taught me everything, suggested to me that reading newspapers and dealing with 

the news had a poisoning effect on the spiritual life. In obedience to His voice, I 

immediately gave up the habit of reading the newspapers and dealing with worldly 

affairs.  

      But it was not only the newspapers I bravely avoided. I was wary of all human talk. 

When I was curious, I avoided meeting the people who liked to announce the news. 

And if there was no escape from hearing the news anyway, I tried not to think about 

what I had heard. In the beginning it was very difficult, but with the help of the One 

who warned me there was evil in it, I managed in a short time to reinforce my 

resistance to news of all kinds.  

      What a pleasant life it is to think only of Jesus and His love for us! I gained an 

understanding  that the more we avoid the bustle of the world, the more we understand 

how vain it is to talk about a person´s life in terms of success or failure. I clearly  

grasped that all the events in the world were controlled by our good  heavenly Father 

and that what He  was planning would happen, that it really had to happen. I did not 

have any greater desire than to let Him carry out His plan for me too. 

      When various measures were being taken to protect us from the bombing and each 

of the sisters was allowed to choose a place where she would move to in case of 

necessity  to hide from dangerous bombs, I was absolutely unconcerned. When the 

sirens started to wail and all the sisters were rushing to the air raid shelter, I remained 

at the gate completely calm, and when everybody vanished from sight, I went to the 

chapel to my Eucharistic Saviour. Oh, how deep was my trust in the Lord then! Being 

aware that I had offered myself  as a sacrifice for my sisters, I was not afraid of 

anything.  

      When the bombing was heard near our place for the first time, a great thrill of 

anxiety fell upon the convent. In their fear the sisters did  not know what to do. I was 

just in the cloister corridor and when I saw all the confusion, I started to laugh. I felt 

ashamed about it, as the sisters who saw me might have thought I was tempting the 

Lord God, but the peace my soul was flooded with did not allow me to act differently. 

That happened repeatedly till the end of the war.  

      When the front was approaching Repcin, some sisters set off to different places to 

avoid the danger of bombing. There remained altogether only about twenty sisters in 

the convent. During the front-line fighting we stayed in the cellar, and as the 

Eucharistic Saviour was there with us, we felt all right. I was prepared for death and so 

I did not fear anything. There is nothing like resignation to God´s will in the moments 

of uncertainty and fear. 

 

Dear Spiritual Father, 

As I am able to write only between whiles and even then I´m being disturbed all the 

time, the quality of my writing is questionable. My feelings about it are questionable 

too, and that might be the reason why  I have been writing all this in such a higgledy-

piggledy way. It is not likely the coming days are going to be any calmer. I have no 

time to wait for a more peaceful period, and so I would rather give up this poor effort.  
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      I return once more to the year 1942, when the Lord gradually deprived me of 

anything that was human and temporal. The new building of Repcin Convent was full 

of German residents.  My knowledge of German was poor, so one of the sisters, who 

could speak German well, was put at the gate to assist me. The sister´s temperament 

was different from mine and various troubles began to occur more frequently, which 

made me very upset. In addition, we got a new Superior. I knew that venerable sister 

from the past and I  was not able to get used to her as Mother Superior. It took a long 

time, yes, until the end  of my stay in Repcin, four long years.  

      It was a hard trial the Lord made me undergo. I, who had always seen only the 

Lord God in my superiors, could see only an ordinary sister with all her deficiencies. 

The blissful feeling of peace and security I used to have in the presence of my 

superiors was replaced with  an inner struggle and unrest. I avoided meeting the new 

Mother Superior as much as I could so as not to deprive myself of my inner peace. I 

was ashamed  of  myself, but I could not help it and all my effort to change it was in 

vain. Particularly painful for me was the fact that  the venerable sister could feel that I 

did not place trust in her. I suffered a lot from those unhappy circumstances, but I was 

only able to pray for her. I cannot describe how badly I was feeling at that time. I did 

not have anybody to confide in and did not understand why all that was happening. I 

knew the venerable sister was trying hard to win my heart, but she only met  with  my 

coldness. Actually, it was not coldness, for I did my best to change it, but I did not 

succeed. I was only able to suffer. It was the Lord who let it happen. He considered it 

good for both of us.   

      Paradoxically, towards the end of my stay in Repcin it was just the other way 

round. That Venerable Sister was the only person who could understand my trouble, 

shared it, supported me and encouraged me to persist with my intention to leave the 

congregation.  I am very grateful to her for everything and never forget about her in my 

prayers. “In all things God works for good with  those who love Him.“ (Romans 8, 28). 

If I had not experienced similar humiliation myself, I would not have had so much 

understanding for the souls that God entrusted me with. I am grateful to the Lord for 

everything: for the troubles as well as for His consolation. I have never lost my trust in 

Jesus and I confided all my weaknesses to His representatives.  

     I longed to unite with my God as much as possible, but it was He who wanted me 

to become even more of a part of Him. He invited me to be  in solitude with Him all 

the time and the words He told my soul will remain imprinted in it for ever. I had 

always been convinced that I was  too dull to perceive and understand spiritual things. 

It was true. Whenever I read something, I sometimes had to read a certain place as 

much as three times to  grasp the point properly. But when Jesus talked to me, it was 

different. I could distinguish the great difference between the words written by a 

human writer dealing with spiritual matters and His own voice. 

      I wanted to listen to Him as much as possible and that made me spend most of my 

time in front of the tabernacle, where His voice sounded to my inner hearing so 

sweetly. That was the safest place for our intimate conversation. To listen to Him as 

frequently as possible, I was allowed to get up an hour earlier (I had a special 

permission to do so, first from my confessor, later from the Reverend Mother). Those 

hours were really the holy ones! As I sometimes suffered from sleepiness, Jesus 

appreciated them even more, because I gave Him what was dear to me. But how easy it 

was to deal with any difficulty during a day after that. Jesus was present at the gate 
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with me all the time. The two of us spent the whole day side by side. At that time I was 

able to understand Jesus´ words better than ever. ´I am a sacrifice´, that was my secret 

none of the sisters had any idea of. That was why I was preparing myself for death, 

which I was expecting with deep resignation to God´s will. I thought the sacrifice 

would consist in my physical death in order that Mother Superior and the fellow sisters 

could serve the Lord God in holy peace in their own convent.  

      In my mind I was parting with everything I loved; with my dear fellow sisters and 

all those who loved me. Sometimes I imagined how beautiful life would be after the 

end of the war: peace, serenity, continuous happiness in the house of God. I did not see 

myself among them; I saw myself suffering and awaiting death with bitterness. The 

nearer the end of the war was, the more intensely I realized what lay ahead.  

      And so when the war really ended, the front line moved westward and everybody 

was happy, I did not feel  genuine joy  and did not sense what the others did. No 

wonder. I was secretly waiting for death so much! As many times as the bombs started 

to drop around, so many times I bent down my head to accept death, but nothing 

happened and I was still alive. ´I was so ready to die!´, I once heaved a sigh before 

Sister Konrada and I was genuinely sad that I remained alive.´Didn´t You accept my 

sacrifice, my Lord?´ When the front-line fighting was over, everything was quiet. 

There were no trains and buses, the telephone did not work, nobody visited us and I 

was free to keep myself close to God.  Whenever I was able to leave the convent gate 

even for a little while, I ran to the tabernacle. There was much talk in those days, 

which made me tired and I avoided it. For three days we did not have a holy mass, as it 

was dangerous to go out. The bomb shells and the grenades were lying all around and 

the explosions could be heard all the time. There was no hope that a reverend father 

could come from Olomouc and celebrate the Holy Mass. That is why the sisters had 

breakfast immediately after the morning prayers, while I had none because I had to do 

the necessary jobs at the gate. One day the Reverend Father Augustin Pavlovic OP 

suddenly appeared in front of me with the words: ´Are you all alive?´ He was the first 

religious who bravely set out on a dangerous journey. In the chapel he celebrated the 

Holy Mass and my poor little heart  was finally able to receive my beloved Jesus  and 

immerse myself in His Divine Heart. What an honour it was for me! In a moment all 

the horrors of the previous days disappeared. I felt how my  entire devotion pleased 

Him and His own love for me was beyond words.  On that day I was glowing so much 

with happiness  that all the sisters could clearly see that I was different from other 

time. Who is able to express all the tenderness Jesus feels for the souls who love Him?  

I think nobody in this world. The one who does not love, cannot understand it and the 

one who does love is able to perceive it, but is never able to express the deep 

experiences of the soul in words. 

    Yes, the Holy Communion on that day caused great things deep in my heart and my 

life was considerably changed then. Except for Jesus, all the world around became 

completely strange and odd  to me.  

 

      (I can see I have turned away from the topic as usual, but what can I do if I am like 

that and  I know  the Lord does not hold it against me.) 

 

     Since 1941, i.e. since the death of my dear father, everything around me appeared 

insignificant, gloomy and to some extent unimportant to me. God kept depriving me of 

all I loved. He even did this straightaway. At the very beginning of my story I 
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described how powerful was our mutual love in our family home and how great a 

sorrow it was for everybody when I  left  home for the convent. That love was still 

growing. The longer our separation, the stronger it was. It was growing in spite of the 

long distance. In  the twenty-one years from my entry to the convent to father´s death, I 

met with my father six times altogether and with my siblings about four times.  As I 

have already said, it was possible to exchange letters only two or three times a year. 

Despite that, I was able to love them so deeply that sometimes I was afraid I had much 

too much love for them. I could not understand how it was possible that some sisters 

did not like their relatives and sometimes they behaved to strangers  better than to their 

brothers and sisters. I remember that some time ago I also wanted to be as cold as that 

to my close relatives, but it was not given to me.  My love for them remained deep ina 

my heart and neither pain, nor joy, nor the distance had the power to tear it away from 

there. It will stay with us till the end of our lives and even longer, till eternity, where 

we will take it with us and  where we will achieve the life of genuine love.  

     As I loved my family, I shared everything with them. Their suffering was my 

suffering and it has been the same up to the present time. It is true that people who 

belong to God must suffer a lot in this world. It was true about our family too. Once, 

when we were still little children, our dear daddy told us about himself that he was a 

“Divine child“. God exposed him to all kinds of hardship. At the end of his wandering 

in the exile of the earthly life He made him feel He was satisfied with him and He 

fulfilled all his wishes. But finally, pain again, such torture that it crowned all his 

previous sufferings.  

      When father passed away to eternity, his children were faring just like him. Before 

the front reached their village, all the inhabitants had to move out. Their homes and 

farms were burnt in front of  their eyes by the same Germans, whom they had had 

before to put up and feed for a long time free of charge. With bleeding hearts they left 

their village, with their tiny little children, and for several months they were roaming 

around, homeless and without any belongings, like beggars. Far from home, they 

endured the hardship of the moving front and on coming back, they found nothing of 

what they had left behind, just ashes.  

       My brother Michal went ahead to see whether it was possible for the family to 

return to their native home. When he saw the terrible havoc wreaked all around the 

homestead, he burst into tears and he wept loudly: ´Lord God, now I am a begger for 

ever!´ Then he went to the church which was also in ruins. He recalled how difficult it 

had been to build it and how much effort it had cost his father. And now, just the 

ruins!. The tears were running down his face and  life seemed impossible to him. But 

even though to live was more difficult than to die, he  fell down on his knees in the 

middle of the ruins and he cried to the skies: ´I do not want to die until this house of 

God is built again!´ At that moment he realized he was undertaking the duty to see to 

the rebuilding of the church.  

      Although everything was devastated, all the family hurried back home. My sisters 

believed that at least the things they had left in the hiding place remained safe. But 

how surprised they  were when they found nothing! The “good people“  who had 

known about the cache managed to take all the things away with them. With pain they 

had to watch other people wearing their clothes which they themselves needed so 

much. If they asked for them, it caused only trouble and sin. 
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      I do not really know why I am writing this here. Perhaps God wants to be glorified 

by it. How much my trust in the Sacred Heart has strengthened since my dear siblings 

were tested  so hard! From May 1944 to July 1945 I did not have a single piece of 

news from them. No news in that horrible and uncertain period of time when air-raids 

killed people at any  time! 

      

      I heard about their departure from my brother, a Jesuit from Trnava. When I learnt 

that our native village did not exist any more, I felt such grief that I could hardly bear 

it. The first thing  that appeared before my eyes  was the crucifix in our garden. I could 

see it all the time and did not want to accept the idea it might have been destroyed. My 

heart was tortured to death.  In my mind, I was watching how everything in my native 

home, in my dear father‘s yard and in the garden, was disappearing in the flames.´The  

crucifix! Oh, what has happened to you, my dear crucifix!´  

      In the days my family was going through that ordeal I did not have any idea what 

was happening with them.  But as I realized later, just in the night of their last, painful 

good-bye to their dear home, when all the family were running  away to escape the 

flames, I had a vivid dream:  I dreamt that my brother Michal was standing next to me, 

that he put his hand on my shoulder and called me in my sister Helena´s voice: ´Erza !´ 

(that was what they called me before I went to the convent.) The voice was so urgent 

and touching that I immediately woke up, got up and switched on the light to find out 

whether there was someone else in the room. I still felt the warmth of the hand on my 

shoulder and I thought: the voice was that of Ilka, but the hand was Michal´s. It was 

very heavy! I came to understand that they were suffering and they came to wake me 

up to help them. I recorded the dates and waited to learn about what had happened.  

      This happened repeatedly. My intuition always told me which of my nearest was 

going through suffering and the more I loved that person, the stronger it was. I was 

aware of the suffering of my dearest ones all the time, especially at the gate, where 

many refugees were gathering and in tears explaining that they had been driven out of 

their homes, where they used to have plenty, and now they were made to ask for a 

piece of bread. Those laments penetrated my heart  like sharp swords and if I had had 

the power, I would have given those martyred people all I had. I always recalled my 

dear ones and prayed to the Lord to give them strength and anything they  urgently  

needed. Although I knew all their possessions had been burned and what had remained 

had been plundered, hence they really had nothing, I put trust in the Lord God that he 

would help them. I was really happy  when I got to know  that  their own trust in the 

help of God was also great. 

      The Lord met our expectations. He constantly provided help to them in a real and 

evident way. Their new house was built within a year and so were the other facilities 

such as the barns and other farm buildings. God blessed all my siblings and everything 

that belonged to them: their work, their families and their children. For they had all 

been devoted and consecrated to the Sacred Heart of the Lord. It is worshipped by all 

the members of the family and also their children have been brought up to recognize it 

and love it from an early age. The Lord´s good and merciful Heart always hears the 

wishes of those who trust Him.  

 

     When in 1945 the war ended and life was gradually returning to its steady pace; 

when everybody was returning to their homes and rejoicing over meeting their beloved 

again, I did not know anything about my family. But my trust did not weaken, on the 
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contrary, the greater the uncertainty, the stronger was my trust in God. ´Are at least 

some of them alive? Where are they? If only I had just a little bit of  news about them!´ 

These were the thoughts which often crossed my mind.  

      Who else should I tell about my pains and worries but my only friend Jesus? Late 

in the evening I often knelt in front of the tabernacle silently and tried to listen to Him 

to catch a piece of information about those whom my heart loved so much.  But Jesus 

kept silent as if He did not hear my prayers and paid no attention to my desire. My 

faith in His power was still growing and so I invoked Him with absolute certainty: 

´Lord, my trust in You is infinite! You, Lord Jesus, are almighty! I believe You!´ 

      It was June, the month of the Sacred Heart of the Lord, hence I  did not lose heart 

in the least. I knew that the Lord´s Heart was willing to relent.  But June was ending 

and I still did not have any news from my family. It was the last day of the month, yet 

my trust was still so strong! On that day the Sacred Heart of the Lord looked down 

upon my wish: A man from our village came by to tell me that all my siblings lived in 

their native village again and  nothing had happened to any of them.  

      As I have already said, my brother and all his family owed their protection to the 

Sacred Heart of the Lord. My brother used to say: ´Whatever has been destroyed, will 

be repaired and rebuilt again with God´s help. It would have been much worse if  I or 

any of our children had been injured and then handicapped. God has saved us from 

such a misfortune. Let us all be grateful to Him for ever!´  

      May the Lord be praised for everything! Yes, He is full of goodness and love for 

everybody, but those who know that they are poor, those who put all their trust only in 

Him, experience His love most. The Lord helps them with everything and  gives them 

plenty, even as regards their temporal possessions! But they know that everything is 

given to them by Him and it belongs to Him, that only He is the Lord and the owner of  

all the riches, including the earthly riches, and has only lent us what we have for some 

time. How happy are the families which belong  in their holy faith to the Church of 

Christ! How grateful  I am to the Lord Jesus that all my dear family and I belong to it!      

 

     I have written about all  these things only because the higher power has made me do 

so. I would never dare myself to reveal what is once presented only to God in secret. 

Only God is worthy of owning the deepest parts of our soul all by Himself.  

 

     After my father´s death, or rather since the First Mass of my brother  -  a new way, 

the way of great sufferings started for me and I have never strayed from it since. It is 

uncomfortable, therefore unattractive, but I would not change it for any other way, as it 

grants the certainty of  its objective. Yes, I can  proclaim by my own experience, that 

on that dreary and monotonous way of suffering my soul obtained great spiritual 

knowledge.  

      When the front moved away in 1945 and life returned to normal, I found myself so 

transformed by the trials I had undergone that I felt like a graduate of a real school. 

Actually, it was a school, in which I learned more than I would have learned by 

reading many books. I found out for myself that a person who once goes through a 

school of hardship and discovers the amount of good it includes, never stops longing 

for it again. Since I had recognized that wisdom consisted in overcoming hardship and 

suffering, I wanted more and more of them, as I was sure that each cross and each pain 

were immediately followed by more light, prepared for my poor soul. Each pain 

presented to me by  the good Jesus just because of His love for me, gave my soul new 
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strength, which built up my courage to undergo anything that was hard and that an 

ordinary person so often considers absolutely impossible to overcome.  

      

      During the first year of my service at the gate an old reverend father Jesuit, whom I 

was supposed to attend to when he conducted spiritual exercises for our sisters, asked 

me questions concerning various things. One day he asked me also about my 

education. When I told him I had had six classes of elementary school, he exclaimed 

enthusiastically: ´Oh, what a happy child!´  I did not understand his words properly at 

that time and  so I did not pay attention to them. Only years later did I grasp what he 

had meant and I often repeated to myself: ´Oh, what a happy child!´  

 

      After twenty years spent at the convent gate in Repcin, the words still sounded in 

my ears: “Oh, what a happy child!“ And then I added to them in my mind: “If 

somebody asked me about my  schooling now, I would have to answer what is really 

true: “I have passed the school of patience, humility and love.“ I felt as if I had 

passed the final exams successfully and obtained the marks with distinction, just in the 

above subjects. That was a matter of fact. And as I was trained like a soldier at that 

school, I was unyielding , deprived of all comfort and cowardice and my desire was to 

be like Jesus. He was my all. Without Him my soul was not able to relax. This earth 

appeared more and more sad to me. I was longing only for Him and so I let my heart 

yearn for Him freely: ´Oh, Lord Jesus, no one else any more, only You! If I had all my 

loved ones around, without You, they would not be enough for me. But You are my 

only One! Even if I never have anyone butYou, I will always be happy with You for 

ever.´ 

      The Lord heard the sincere appeal of the soul longing for him and He gave Himself 

to it in accordance with its  desire for Him. In  the four-year period of suffering, which 

I have already mentioned and assessed as very useful for my spiritual life, I  achieved 

real and permanent balance in my behaviour towards others.  My spirit was completely 

subjected to my Lord and my will was anchored in His so firmly that I did not want 

anything but what He wanted. My whole self was united with Him, which brought me 

absolute peace of mind. Nothing but God! Acquaintances of mine would come to see 

me and they would talk as before, but my spirit was not able to pay attention to human 

speech. It was hardly able to take note of their chatting, as it was immersed in God.  

 

      At that time I found my service at the gate beautiful and easy as never before. My 

superiors trusted me and fully relied on my poor self because they were convinced I 

was devoted to them and did my duties faithfully. Being aware that everybody was 

satisfied with me, I found my life at the gate much easier  than before, and the same 

service that had seemed unbearable to me in the past, gradually became very pleasant. 

In addition, it was beyond doubt that everybody respected  me more than before. 

Anyway, it did not do any harm to me  because it was God who ruled  over  my soul; 

all the honour and praise belonged entirely to Him.  

 

     At that time I was so calm and contented that I considered the service at the gate the 

only and true way the Lord had put me on, and was sure it would lead me to the eternal 

goal. I did not have a slightest doubt that if I did all my duties faithfully, I would 

become holy even in my job, in  the place where the Lord Jesus had put me. That is 

why I did not wish to change either the place or my job any more. I only wished to 
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make my will more and more similar to His. For I had a strong conviction that if I 

exploited all the graces given to me in the holy state of a nun, it would be impossible 

not to become a saint. When I heard some of the sisters´ laments that in the 

Congregation of the Dominican Sisters of the IIIrd Order it was impossible to 

consecrate themselves and pray because of so much work, I was sorry for them. 

Nothing more is necessary but to know how to pray: to unite our will with the 

Divine will and to do cheerfully and willingly, with all our love for the Lord, what 

He  wants us to do and so to glorify Him ceaselessly like the Saints in heaven. 

This is the art the Lord taught me, a poor and ignorant creature, to raise my soul to 

eternal love for the Most Holy Trinity. How  sweet that love is! What great honour for 

a poor creature!!! 
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A  Divine Calling to the IInd Order 

 

      I have explained that I was very happy in my religious vocation and would never 

dare think of leaving my dear congregation. Anything like that would appear as sheer 

ingratitude to me. And yet, it was the Lord who let it happen that I was considered 

ungrateful and unfaithful to the congregation, for which I was willing to sacrifice my 

life. 

    

      Spiritual Father, you know better than myself when the IInd Order at St. Kopecek 

came into existence. As far as I can remember, I was not particularly interested in it. 

Not because of lack of respect for it, but because I wanted to deal only with my God.         

      Each year during the holidays St. Kopecek was a place of recreation for our sisters 

and I was also sent there every year for about a fortnight to recuperate. Each time when 

I was departing the Reverend Mother reminded me: ´Do not go to see the sisters of the 

IInd Order!´ I thought to myself: ´Why? Why does she say that?´ It had never entered 

my mind even to go close to their place and see it out of curiosity. Nothing else could 

have drawn me there. 

      In 1945, just after the war, my dear superiors sent me there for recreation again. I 

thanked them, but insisted it was not necessary for me to recuperate that year. No 

matter how I tried to  avoid the recreation, eventually, I had to go in obedience to them. 

They decided that I would go there for a week and I immediately had to join the sisters 

who were sent there to pick cherries. I set off, in spite of the fact that it did not make 

me very happy. My heart was filled with other interests. It was longing for closer and 

closer union with God.  

      At St. Kopecek, free of my daily duties at the gate, I could breathe more freely than 

at home. It was sweet to dwell at the feet of my heavenly Mother. It was just 2nd July, 

the Feast of the Visitation of the Virgin Mary. On that day, when I was in 

contemplation in front of her miraculous picture, I turned to her with great trust and 

asked her to help me to unite with her Divine Son even more intimately and firmly. I 

offered her a little sacrifice on the occasion of her feast: ´My dear Mother, please, 

obtain for me the grace I am begging for. I am giving you a small present: this year I 

will give up eating  fruit of which there is plenty in the gardens, both here in Svaty 

Kopecek and in Repcin.´ Simply and without words I offered to her what had just 

come into my mind with great desire to get closer to her Divine Son. She accepted my 

gift with gratitude and let my heart feel she liked it: whenever I saw some fruit I 

always thought of  my Mother. My fellow sisters and I picked cherries the whole day 

and we were allowed to eat them too. But I always had my sacrifice in mind.  

      On that day towards the evening a sister who was thinking of joining the IInd 

Order (it was Sister Konrada) came up to me and told me: ´We could pick some nice 

cherries and take them in the basket to Sister Olivia in the monastery. ´I have never 

been there,´ I answered. Sister Konrada told me she would take me there. She stayed at 
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Svaty Kopecek during the period of the air-raids and even before that she cooked 

meals for our brother clerics, hence she was fairly familiar with the place.  

       I remarked that the other sisters should not know about it. Then I started to 

hesitate, as to whether it would not be an act of disobedience. On the other hand, I 

comforted myself that during the bombing our sisters from Repcin were 

accommodated in the villa of the IInd Order because of the lack of space in our own 

house. In addition, when I was leaving Repcin nobody forbade me to visit the sisters 

from the IInd Order that year. In fact, something drew me there so strongly that I 

indeed joined Sister Konrada and we went there together. We had Sister Olivia sent for 

and handed the basket of cherries over to her with the words: ´Sister, we have brought 

some cherries  to you for your postulants.´  

      Then Sister Olivia talked  about  their daily schedule and  told us the number of 

postulants the IInd Order had at that time. In the end I gave her a smile and just in fun I 

asked : ´And what about us, Sister Olivia, would you admit us if we wanted to join the 

IInd Order?´ She answered: ´I´m not the one to admit anybody. My  position is the 

same as that of the others. Nothing else.´ 

        Then we asked her to take us to the chapel. She agreed and when we were still in 

the chapel the sisters started to pray compline. In the middle of the prayer Sister 

Konrada whispered to me that it was time to go home. I was not able to leave, it was as 

if some secret power bound me to itself. I was feeling so happy that I would have liked 

to stay there had it not been necessary to hurry back home. Otherwise the sisters could 

have noticed where we had been. It felt like a tiny little heaven in that quiet small 

chapel.  

      When the sisters finished the prayer, we hurried to the gate  and Sister Olivia ran 

after us to lock the door. We said our good-byes, and as we were leaving, she called to 

me: ´Sister Sidonia, if the Lord God calls you to the IInd Order, don´t take it for a 

temptation,  but listen to the voice of God!!´ I laughed heartily and replied calmly: 

´Oh, sister, I am not thinking of anything like that! It would be impossible for me to 

leave the gate! I am going to hold on there till the end.´     

 

      I wished the sisters who were already members of the IInd Order the great 

happiness of living there in quiet solitude, but I considered myself unworthy of such a 

life. And so when we returned, I thought the incident was over and it would be 

forgotten as were other things I used to encounter during a day.  

      But this time it was different.The singing of compline by the sisters of the IInd 

Order, and especially the words “In manus tuas, Domine“ sounded as sweet to my ears 

as nothing before. During the evening recreation sisters noticed that I was somewhat 

moved and asked me the reason. Sister Konrada whispered in the ear of one of them: 

´We have visited the IInd Order.´ ´Aren´t you going to join it too, Sister Sidonia?´, the 

sister asked. I felt embarrassed and just gave a faint smile. Then we talked about the 

IInd Order and life in it. I asked Sister Konrada and the other two sisters urgently not 

to tell it to anyone, and especially not to mention it in Repcin. Then I reproached 

myself: “Was that necessary? If only I had not been there!“  But what was done could 

not be undone. I could only blame myself for getting entangled in something like that.   

We prayed the evening prayer and went to bed.  

      When everything fell silent and I went to bed, I started to pray as usual to chase all 

my useless thoughts away and get closely united with the Lord Jesus. How frightened I 

became when I was not able to get rid of the idea of the IInd Order. That evening I did 
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not manage to fall asleep. I started to pray even more fervently to get rid of the 

temptation of the evil spirit, but it was all in vain. My mind was not able to think of 

anything but the IInd Order. ´Oh, my Jesus, what on earth is happening to me? No, I 

will never disappoint You!´ I offered Him all the torment which was seizing more and 

more power over me. I spent all night awake, trying to drive away the thoughts of the 

IInd Order. I could feel that the process taking place in my heart and mind was 

imposed on me by a higher power because there was no way of getting it under 

control. Not until the morning did I manage to say: “Thy will be done!“ Instead of that 

I called out: ´Lord, I am willing to remain at the gate till the end of my life. You know 

what sorrow I would cause my superiors if I acted differently. No! I will never leave 

them of my own will. I want to be faithful to my congregation!´  

 

     Nevertheless, all my laments were in vain. Since that night at Svaty Kopecek, i.e. 

since the night of 2nd to 3rd July 1945, when I resisted giving way willingly to the 

Divine voice, the idea of the IInd Order did not let me rest until 9th August 1946, when 

I in fact joined it. Wherever I was, whatever I was doing and whoever I was talking to, 

the awareness that I was bound to leave the congregation for the IInd Order was so 

strong that it was beyond me to get rid of it. However, that knowledge did not cause 

any kind of upset to prevent the spirit’s concentration. On the contrary, it was a 

stimulus to keep my mind close to God. It seemed to me that I was expected to make a 

great and serious step in my life, a step I was afraid of. That was why I turned to my 

Lord all the time. My place was at the feet of Jesus at that time. Yes, my mind was 

with Him day and night. From the bottom of my heart I kept asking Him for the 

genuine light for me to distinguish clearly what was going on with me.  

      At first, I tried to chase the idea away as temptation and I did not dare to speak 

about it anywhere. I was very ashamed of myself because I thought it was just a 

passing whim. Soon after that, spiritual exercises took place in our convent and as the 

notion was becoming lodged in my mind more and more, I decided to ask how to free 

myself of it. The exercises were run by our Reverend Father from Olomouc convent,  

who was not in favour of the IInd Order very much. So all the greater was my hope he 

would be able to chase all my whims and useless thoughts, as I called them, out of my 

head. I believed that during the holy confession God Himself spoke through the priest 

hearing it so I never doubted that what the confessor said was right. When I explained 

my worries to him in a simple way, he assured me that the Devil would tempt souls 

into doing evil acts, never good ones, because they would be of no use to him. Hence 

he claimed it was not temptation, but it seemed to be a real Divine calling. He 

encouraged me to continue asking the Lord God for the light to recognize His will 

more clearly. Since then I started to pray to God the Father: ´If it it is mere temptation, 

let the Lord help me get rid of it, but if it is His will that I should join the IInd Order, 

please, let Him encourage my desire for it.´ 

 

 As usual, when I asked God for something, I had absolute  trust in Him and so it was 

in that case. I believed the Lord Jesus would never deceive anybody. I knew He was 

almighty and I expected Him to arrange everything by Himself  for the best.  

 

     I did not talk about it with anybody. Only Sister Konrada sometimes mentioned the 

IInd Order to me, but she did not know what was  happening in me. Most of all I was 

worried how to tell it to my superiors. I was told by the confessor to keep silent about 
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it for the time being; but the fear that they would learn the truth one day anyway was 

growing day by day and I was afraid of what would follow. Only God knows how 

much I suffered in those days! In October that  year I had an opportunity to discuss it 

with you, Spiritual Father, and you assured me that the Lord God would arrange it all 

by Himself. I believed this and relied on Him. I prayed, kept silent and suffered.  

      In January 1946 spiritual exercises took place in Repcin again, that time they were 

run by an unfamiliar reverend Salvatorian father. I felt somewhat lost during them. I 

was fully occupied  with my own thoughts, which differed much from what the retreat 

giver was lecturing on. Those days were really troubled ones, and especially 

embarrassing was the time of the lectures. I had never experienced such spiritual 

exercises before. It was the Lord who let my last days in the beloved convent be 

interwoven with torment  and all kinds of pains. That was what he wanted. 

 

     I was groaning with pain and though I believed it was Divine will, I was sometimes 

in doubt whether it was not just delusion. I recalled the reassuring words of my 

confessor years ago: “For your frankness with God, yourself, and your soul, I promise 

that you will never lose your way. The Holy Spirit Himself will be your guide.“ I asked 

the Reverend Mother for permission to go to holy confession to town. I was just 

approaching the Dominican monastery, when the Reverend Father whom I was 

heading for was leaving it. It was the Saviour´s favour. I asked the reverend to return 

and hear my confession, which he did with pleasure. It was the same priest who had 

made a promise to me in the place of God that I would never stray from the right way. 

 

     With great trust I confided my situation to him. As he knew me well from the 

previous years, it was easy for  me to be absolutely frank with him. I was looking for 

only one thing: for the certainty that my entering the IInd Order was the act of the 

Divine will and that I did not have to feel guilty about it as regards my superiors. I 

obtained what I was looking for. On that day I achieved peace and certainty in my soul 

that I really was under the guidance of the Holy Spirit on that journey. That I did not 

act just on a whim, but it was really the Divine will that urged me to join the IInd 

Order. The confessor added that it was necessary to support the existence of the IInd 

Order because the apostolic works of  the brothers would not be successful unless they 

were supported by contemplative orders. Then he proclaimed: ´I am standing in the 

place of God and I repeat and promise from this place that the Lord is calling you and 

in a year you will be in the IInd Order. You can already offer up in advance to the Lord 

God all the hardship that is going to be connected with your transfer from the 

congregation to the IInd Order. I will pray to the Lord Jesus to give you strength. Be 

brave!´ Once more he advised me not to talk about it, as the Lord God Himself would 

arrange for everything when the time came.   

      I returned home calm and refreshed. All my doubts and perplexities disappeared 

and deep peace settled in my soul again from that day. I had a clear view of my future 

and so I laid myself open entirely to the Divine will, no matter what was going to 

happen to me. I believed that the Lord Jesus did not deceive anyone and expected Him 

to help me. Now and then the idea of the IInd Order crossed my mind, especially when 

I was working in the yard, from where I could see Svaty Kopecek in the distance. Then 

I always felt a strong desire to be among those happy souls as soon as possible, 

isolated from the world, and that desire for the hidden life was growing greater and 

greater. I would have liked to hear more about it, but did not myself begin to ask, so as 
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not to make my interest obvious. Just  once there was a mention of the IInd Order in 

the religious magazine Dominican Rose. I was delighted at the idea that my longing 

would be fulfilled soon. Otherwise, I did not do anything but trustfully waited, relying 

on  the Lord Jesus in the hope He would not decieve. 

 

      As everything that is hidden is finally revealed, my intention to join the IInd Order 

also became generally known. I do not know how the sisters learned about it. Some of 

the venerable sisters tried to talk me out of my decision, claiming that it was 

recklessness to do something like that. I did not answer, only kept silent so they were 

none the wiser. But as for me, I had already strengthened my inner resolve. Everything 

was clear to me: “It is the Divine will. I am born into this world just once. If I don´t 

fulfil this will during my short life, it will be an irrepairable shame. Whatever it may 

cost,  I want to accomplish it.“   

      My pining for the IInd Order grew so strong that it made me pray to the Lord Jesus 

to meet my wish as quickly as possible. May was coming nearer and I began to beg my 

heavenly Mother even more fervently to help me in my trouble. I decided, or it was 

rather the Lords´s suggestion,  to see the priest who was in charge of the IInd Order.  

And so another difficulty arose. I could not go there without the permission of my 

superiors and I was afraid to tell them the reason. Eventually, I made use of a suitable 

opportunity. One of our former boarders happened to be in Olomouc hospital and one 

day I was allowed to go and see her all by myself.  

      The day before I had been thinking hard how to manage to speak the truth and still 

not to say everything. When I was getting ready for the journey in the morning, I was 

praying to the Lord Jesus for help and for the light to see whether I was acting rightly. 

When I returned from Holy Mass, my soul was entirely filled with peace and that was 

the sign that Jesus approved of my action. A moment after that I was going down the 

stairs with my arms full of things so I could not see ahead properly. Accidently, I 

stumbled  and I fell down so awkwardly that I thought my leg was broken or at least 

sprained. At the same time I thought to myself: ´That´s just what you deserve! It is 

obviously not the Divine will that you should see the priest today. You can´t go there 

on one leg. Sit where you are!´ I got up absolutely sure that just one of my legs 

remained unhurt. How amazed I was when I found out that both my legs carried me 

again without difficulty. That encouraged me not to hesitate any longer. 

 

      On my way back from the hospital, I called at the Dominican Monastery and had 

you,  Spiritual Father, sent for to come to the sacristy. According to the rules it was not 

compulsory to tell about going to holy confession to the superiors, so I fixed up 

everything I needed to in the confessional with a clear conscience. I do not know 

whether you remember the occasion. I told you that the Lord God gave me such desire 

for the IInd Order that I was  urged all the time  to appeal to Him to meet my wish as 

soon as possible. I asked you to admit me there immediately after the approval from 

Rome arrived. You were very kind to me and promised to meet my request. I had not 

told my superiors anything yet and you advised me not to speak about it yet. I 

considered it the Divine directive, for it was a conscience matter and I had never tried 

to arrange for anything with anybody but my confessors because I always looked in the 

confessional only for the truth and the correct understanding of the Divine will.    

      After visiting you, I returned home filled with deep peace. ´All that was up to me 

has been done, and now, my Lord, I am expecting with patience and great desire that 
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You will accomplish what remains by Yourself.´  Again I repeat that I had a strong 

belief that deception was  impossible for Jesus! I fully relied on Him in whatever was 

going to happen. Each day when I  entered the Reverend Mother´s cell, my heart was 

beating so wildly that I was afraid she might notice it and ask me about the reason. 

There remained just one thing to do. To tell her that the Lord was calling me to the 

IInd Order and that I was willing to go there because His holy will was clearly revealed 

to me. But it was so hard that I asked the Lord Jesus to tell it to her Himself and 

believed He would hear me.    

 

      One day, when I was going to the Reverend Mother and in my anxious heart I still 

had the same request of the Lord, which I was repeating over and over again,  it came 

to me that she had been expecting me and wanted to tell me something. She put the 

post which I had come for in my bag, took my hand gently in hers, she bent her loving 

face close to mine and in a very quiet whisper she asked: ´Is it true, Sister Sidonia, that 

you want to go to the IInd Order ?´ My heart exulted for joy and I replied in the same 

whisper: ´Yes, Reverend Mother, if the Lord God wants me to do so.´  The Reverend 

Mother gave me a kind look and agreed: ´Yes, sister, I say the same. If the Lord God 

wants you to do so.´  She did not ask or say anything else. 

      I still do not know how she learnt about it nor who might have told it to her. I only 

knew that since then I could feel a great change, especially on the part of the Reverend 

Mother Augustina, the former Mother Superior General. I did not have any secret from 

her and I loved her as my spiritual mother with genuine love for all the years I had 

spent in the convent with her. That is why I longed to tell her about everything that 

preceded my decision to transfer to the IInd Order. However, she and all the other 

venerable sisters started to behave with great reserve towards me from that day. Things 

that used to be settled simply and openly as with one‘s closest ones, were now dealt 

with as with strangers, shyly and in a formal way. I continued doing  my duties at the 

gate as faithfully as before, but the trust the superiors had had in me in the past years 

completely disappeared. It really was much too embarrassing to know and feel that 

these dear creatures, whom my heart loved so childishly and devotedly, looked at me 

with pity and sorrow because of my infidelity and the disappointment it was to them. 

One day the Very Reverend Mother Augustina remarked: ´I can´t look at Sister 

Sidonia but I feel like crying. It always brings tears in my eyes so I prefer not to look at 

her at all.´  

      Knowing I was causing pain to the others caused even sharper pain to me. So much 

the more  was I longing for the day of my transfer to the place where the Lord was 

calling me. I felt like a stranger for the rest of the time in Repcin Convent and was 

invoking all my holy friends in  heaven to support me in those hard days. However, I 

was entirely alone and had nobody to encourage me. On the contrary, if somebody 

talked to me at all, they were always trying to persuade me that my action was 

inconsiderate and unwise. The fact that after each of such discussions I felt even more 

encouraged - as if I had heard nothing of what they had told me –  reassured me that I 

was acting rightly. Yes, the more they wanted to dissuade me from doing it, the greater 

was my desire to get there as soon as possible. And when I heard, Spiritual Father, you 

had been to Rome, my heart rejoiced and at the same time my trust in the Lord 

strengthened. I kept silent, but I had a deep hope that the Almighty Lord would see to 

my needs in the best possible way.  
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      As usual, my trust was not disappointed. I did not have to make any arrangements 

by myself, neither with you, nor with my superiors. You came to our convent by 

yourself and arranged everything with them without me. How grateful I was to my 

dear Jesus! He took in His poor child, and acted just by Himself to make it clear to 

everybody that it was His holy will in order that no one would object to it. He left just 

a little suffering for His poor child to prevent her from attaching herself to anything He 

did not approve of. As I had nobody but Jesus, I bound myself to Him as closely as 

possible.  

      The fact that I had not arranged for anything by myself, convinced my superiors 

even more that my behaviour was not sincere. And as they were hurt, they made me 

feel it, but they did not say a single word to me. When I looked at them, they cast down 

their eyes, as if they did not want to see me. It hurt, and Jesus let it hurt. It hurt day and 

night. I could not fall asleep on my bed, wet with tears, for the great pain of my heart. I 

got up and went to my Eucharistic Saviour and I silently suffered at His feet. In my 

sorrow I held on to the column next to the Altar and I remained there till the morning. 

That night Jesus made me fully understand His mortal anxiety in the  garden of 

Gethsemane.  

      For the following month I was only waiting to be called and I put in order 

everything I was in charge of. I did not hear anything but reproaches for my 

unfaithfulness. My confessor reassured me that I was acting rightly, did not offend 

against the congregation, and that they would be compensated three times over for my 

departure by God Himself. On the contrary, in the IInd Order I might be much more 

useful to my congragation than I would be if I stayed there against the Divine will. 

That pacified my conscience and I was able to bear all their reproaching patiently, for 

love of Jesus.  

      On 1st August, my desire to reach my goal immediately made me start a novena 

with that intention: If it is the Divine will, let me join the IInd Order by the end of the 

month. The Sacred Heart of the Lord, which never ignored any of the wishes of His 

child, showed me that my trust in It was appreciated. On the same day a letter arrived 

with the directive of Mother Superior, who was then in Prague, to put all the affairs of 

Sister Sidonia in order; as on 9th August she would leave Repcin.  

      What a joy and what a new pain! Apart from the Superiors and a few sisters who 

were in touch with Mother Augustina, sisters did not know anything at all until the last 

days, when Mother Kazimira returned from Prague. Venerable Mother Vincencia, then 

the prioress of Repcin Convent told me: ´If I were younger, I would go there myself. 

But I am sorry for you that you will have to live with characters that are difficult to get 

on with.´ Through these words she said much, but not enough; she added a lot more. 

Anyway, my yearning  for the life in the IInd Order, where the Lord Jesus wanted to 

have me, could not be lessened by such things. I did not think about anything else, I 

was not afraid of anything, but I did not expect it to be easy: I knew the life there 

would be hard and I would have to suffer a lot. I believed the Lord Jesus would be 

there. The Lord was inviting me there so urgently that His voice was louder than the 

voices of all the people who wanted to prevent me from obeying His call. Moreover, I 

was sure He would help me in my suffering as He had always done before. Absorbed  

in Him, I bravely repeated to myself: ´I am born into this world just once. If I don´t 

fulfil the Divine will, what would I be good for here?´ It seemed to me that the Lord  

would deny me all the other graces if I did not obey His powerful Divine calling. 

When the Reverend Mother Kazimira asked me about the reason for my departure, that 
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was my answer. The Reverend Mother told me: ´That is just what I think about it: 

What if the Lord was really calling that sister and I  prevented her from listening to 

Him ?´  

 

Deo gratias!                                                                   Broumov, 11th October 1952 

                                    

Explanatory Notes 

 

*1)  p 4 - Fr. Metodej Peter Haban OP PhDr  ThMag  

(11th September 1899 - 27th June 1984) was a religious, philosopher, theologian, 

psychologist… -  and an unforgettable priest of the Order of Saint Dominic. He joined 

the Order in 1918.  After finishing the study of philosophy in Olomouc, then  theology 

at the Angelicum College in Rome, where he received his doctorate in theology, he 

specialised in theoretical psychology in Fribourg in Germany. From 1929 he was a 

lecturer at the University of Olomouc. 

      His public activities were very varied: He participated in establishing the 

Philosophical Review and was its long-time editor. He founded the so-called Academic 

Weeks, followed by the Academic Sundays. He devoted His strength and energy to all 

categories of people. In 1938 he was elected Provincial for a period of four years. From 

1947 he held the post of  Dean and Spiritual Director at Litomerice Seminary. In 1948 

he was arrested, but he was granted an amnesty. In 1950 he was arrested again and 

when he was released, he had to do  a civil job. From 1957 he was allowed to hold the 

post of a parish priest in Chlum upon the Ohre, but in 1972 the so-called state approval 

was taken away from him and his activities as a clergyman  became fully illegalized till 

the end of his life. 

      Father Metodej was a man of a detached view and wide heart. He did not confine 

himself  only to dry intellectual spheres, but was accessible and open to everybody. 

From the deep desire of his heart to complete the Dominican family in the Czech 

Lands, he made lifelong efforts to renew the Order of  Contempletive Dominican 

Nuns,  then called the IInd Order, which had ceased to exist after the reforms of Josef 

II.(1790)  In 1940 he moved energetically to take  in two interested nuns, placed them 

in the holiday villa of  the Wolker family at Sv. Kopecek near Olomouc, gradually 

added more sisters to them and under the guidance of Sister M. Olivia Petrikova 

launched the preparatory phase of the new community, of which he became the soul. 

He took care of the sisters with paternal love and put all his efforts into their formation, 

paying attention to making the new religious family secure also economically. He 

remained its “Spiritual Father“ till the end of his life. The Title Spiritual Father of the 

Dominican Sisters of the IInd Order  was and has been applied to him with love and 

gratitude up to the present time. 

 

*2) p 8 – to avoid confusion we will mostly use the first versions of the names. 

 

*3) p 17 – holy missions 

 

*4) p 17 - The location was Vranov on the Topla River in Eastern Slovakia 

 

*5) p 26 - At that time Fr. Metodej Haban was the parish priest in Ustek in the region 

of Usti on the Elb and he had already been forbidden to visit his community of 
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contemplaticve nuns in Bohosudov, where they were concentrated. Though he  

returned from the first imprisonment only in autumn 1949, a second arrest was 

threatening  him. 

 

 

*6) p 30 - The public opinion of that time considered a decision of a village girl to 

become a nun very daring, for such a person seemed to aspire too high. If she 

happened to enter the convent, not meet the demands of the probationary period and 

return home, she was put to shame and was rejected as the one who betrayed a holy 

matter.   People shunned her  and, panic-stricken, they believed that whoever came in 

contact with her, would be cursed. Such a girl was forced to move far from her home, 

where nobody knew her, to be able to live and work calmly, or possibly, to start a 

family. 

 

 

*7) p 38 - After WW I, in 1918, the Hapsburg Empire, containing Austria, Italy, the 

Czech Lands, Slovakia, Hungary and a part of Poland and the Ukraine, fell apart and in 

its place new independent countries came into existence. Among others it was 

Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. Czechoslovakia consisted of the former Czech Lands, 

i.e. Bohemia and Moravia**, and  of Slovakia.  

      Several years later (in 1924) the Provinces of different monastic Orders were 

accordingly restructured. Thus it happened that the Dominican sisters from Kosice had 

to decide whether to stay in Czechoslovakia or to leave Slovakia for Hungary. Most 

Dominican sisters of Slovak origin preferred to stay in Kosice convent, which then 

became a part of the Czech Dominican Congregation in Repcin near Olomouc, in 

Moravia. The Hungarian sisters joined a Dominican Congregation in Hungary. 

Consequently, Kosice Dominican Convent got new Czech Superiors and in the 

beginning some of the important events had to take place in Repcin, e.g. the vows or 

the  reception of the habit. 

**7) - Czech and Moravian people are considered one nation – the Czechs  

 

*8) p 45 - As we can learn from the book, Czech religiosity seemed to the Slovak 

sisters to be rather different from Slovak, more pragmatic and less spiritual, which 

probably caused problems to some  of   them.    
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